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The East Metropolitan Health Service (EMHS) is an 
extensive hospital and health network that strives 
to maintain and improve the health and wellbeing 
of approximately 729 000 Western Australians 
within its catchment area. It also serves residents 
of regional Western Australia (WA) requiring more 
complex care. 

Members of the network collaborate to provide 
tertiary, secondary and specialist healthcare 
services. This includes emergency and critical 
care, state major trauma, elective and emergency 
surgery, general medical, mental health, inpatient 
and outpatient services, aged care, palliative  
care, rehabilitation, and women’s, children’s  
and neonates’ services. 

The EMHS consists of:

Armadale Kalamunda Group (AKG), which includes:

Armadale Health Service (AHS) – a general  
hospital and health service that provides a range  
of healthcare including emergency, maternity, 
intensive care and community and hospital-based 
mental health. 

Kalamunda Hospital (KH) – a small hospital that 
provides specialist palliative care and endoscopy 
services. 

Royal Perth Bentley Group (RPBG), which includes:

Royal Perth Hospital (RPH) – an inner-city tertiary 
hospital, providing an extensive range of services 
including adult major trauma, emergency and highly 
specialised services, as well as community and 
hospital-based mental health services.

Bentley Health Service (BHS) – a specialist hospital 
with services including rehabilitation, elective and 
same-day surgery, aged care and community  
and hospital-based mental health services. 

The EMHS also manages a public private 
partnership (PPP) with St John of God Health  
Care (SJGHC), which includes:

St John of God Midland Public Hospital (SJGMPH) 
– providing a wide range of services to the Swan 
and Hills community, including emergency and 
intensive-care services.

Assessment and restorative services for public 
patients at St John of God Mount Lawley (SJGML). 

 

About East Metropolitan Health Service

The EMHS also provides a range of community  
services and population health programs for  
people both within its catchment and the wider 
metropolitan area.
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Acknowledgment of our  
Aboriginal community
The voice of the Aboriginal community is  
reflected in the EMHS 2020-21 Annual Report  
to ensure cultural appropriateness and the  
health impacts on Aboriginal people have  
been considered and incorporated.

EMHS (area office)

Address

10 Murray Street
Perth WA 6000

Postal address

GPO box X2213
Perth WA 6847

Telephone (08) 9224 2244
Fax (08) 9224 3511
Email emhs.generalenquiries@health.wa.gov.au 
Website www.emhs.health.wa.gov.au

Statement of compliance
For year ended 30 June 2021

Honourable Roger Cook MLA
Deputy Premier; Minister for Health;  
Medical Research; State Development,  
Jobs and Trade; Science

In accordance with section 63 of the Financial 
Management Act 2006, I hereby submit for your 
information and presentation to Parliament, the 
final Annual Report of the East Metropolitan Health 
Service for the financial year ended 30 June 2021.

This Annual Report has been prepared in 
accordance with the provisions of the Financial 
Management Act 2006.

Ian Smith PSM    Peter Forbes
Board Chair    Chair, EMHS Board Finance Committee
East Metropolitan Health Service East Metropolitan Health Service
28 September 2021   28 September 2021

Aboriginal artwork, with thanks to artist Lorraine Woods
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On behalf of the EMHS Board and Executive,  
we feel privileged to present the 2020-21  
EMHS Annual Report.

The past year has been one where we have  
had to continue looking forward. We remain 
indebted to our 9350 EMHS staff for their ongoing 
efforts to provide the best possible care to our 
community and deliver on improvement and 
innovation to keep our health service on track.

We are very fortunate to have a workforce  
that has been able to adapt and respond to  
the many challenges thrown its way, including 
changing patterns of service demand, staffing  
level pressures and surges in elective and 
emergency service demand.

Throughout it all, our workforce has remained 
focused on achieving positive outcomes for  
our patients. 

The resourcefulness of our teams and their ability 
to multitask has been impressive, but we also 
acknowledge the impact that the challenges  
of the past year may have had on the lives of  
staff and their families beyond work. 

We truly appreciate the leadership and  
support staff have shown one another.

EMHS Board Chair and Chief Executive introduction

As you read this annual report, we hope that 
you will feel as proud as we do of some of the  
excellent achievements that are highlighted, 
including key projects and initiatives throughout  
the health service. 

We were also proud to have launched a number  
of new programs and strategies to support our 
focus on providing safe, high-quality, consumer-
centred care.

For example, we launched the EMHS Heath in a  
Virtual Environment (HIVE) and RPBG Medihotel, 
while also upgrading our security unit to offer even 
greater protection of our staff, patients and the 
community. Further, the past 12 months gave us 
the opportunity to develop our Aboriginal Cultural 
Protocols Guideline, Obesity Prevention Strategy,  
and Multicultural Plan – key guiding documents  
for the organisation and our values in action.  
Our Excellence Symposium yet again, proved to be 
highly successful with staff and showcased some  
of the excellent work being done across the sites.

We look forward to the coming year and commend 
our wonderful EMHS staff on the care, compassion 
and commitment they continue to show to each 
other and our community. 

Liz MacLeod
Chief Executive, EMHS  
28 September 2021

Ian Smith PSM
Board Chair, EMHS
28 September 2021 
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57 792 
Operations 

 50 974 in 2019-20 

 214 474 
Emergency presentations

 204 989 in 2019-20 

238 209
Occasions of service  
for community mental 
health services
240 483 in 2019-20 

1254
Patients experiencing  

homelessness
 1576 in 2019-20 

214 997  
Virtual care  
appointments
 46 669 (April-June 2020) 

174 760
Inpatients 
166 291 in 2019-20 

675 440
Outpatient appointments 
(including virtual care  
appointments)
 564 999 in 2019-20 

2020-21 at a glance

4487
Births

 4727 in 2019-20 
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Total equity 
 
Sourced from statement  
of financial position

2020-21 target $000

$1,345,383

2020-21 actual $000

$1,337,134

Variation $000 
$8,249 

See page 98 for full financial statements

Total cost of services  

Sourced from statement  
of comprehensive income

2020-21 target $000

$1,659,474

2020-21 actual $000

$1,724,045

Variation $000 
$64,571

Net cost of services 

Sourced from statement  
of comprehensive income

2020-21 target $000

$1,564,497

2020-21 actual $000

$1,627,081

Variation $000 
$62,584 

Net decrease  
in cash held 
Sourced from statement  
of cash flow

2020-21 target $000

$7,270

2020-21 actual $000

$16,128

Variation $000 
$8,858 

Approved salary  
expense level  
Sourced from statement  
of comprehensive income

2020-21 target $000

$890,806

2020-21 actual $000 

$942,742

Variation $000 
$51,936 

EMHS finances (summary)

During the year, EMHS incurred 
additional expenditure for activity 
growth in the Emergency Department 
and clearing the backlog of elective 
surgeries delayed due to the COVID-19 
pandemic (Elective Surgery blitz). 
Due to demand, EMHS opened 36 
additional patient beds and 8 additional 
mental health beds at RPH. There was 
increased staff maternity leave and 
these positions had to be backfilled. 
Additional expenditure was incurred to 
run COVID clinics, quarantine hotels, 
mobile testing and vaccination clinics.     

EMHS received funding for the 
additional expenditure as a result of 
activity growth as previously stated 
and additional revenue was generated 
relating to clinical trials and recoups 
for drug expenditure through the 
Pharmaceutical Benefit Scheme. 

Total equity reduced as a result of 
lower than expected capital injection 
drawdown from the Department of 
Health and the deficit for the year. This 
was offset by an increase in the asset 
revaluation reserve due to an increase in 
the valuation of EMHS' building assets.

The decrease in cash held is mainly as 
a result of expedited creditor payments 
at year-end.

All the factors associated with the 
increase in expenditure previously 
mentioned above correspondingly 
increased EMHS' salary expense limit. 
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EMHS performance (summary)

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and KPI targets 
assist the EMHS to assess and monitor achievement 
of the outcomes outlined in the Outcome Based 
Management (OBM) framework (see page 13).

Effectiveness indicators provide information on  
the extent to which outcomes were achieved 
through the funding and delivery of services  
to the community.

Efficiency indicators monitor the relationship  
between the service delivered and the resources 
used to produce the service, such as activity  
and cost.

Outcome one: Public hospital based services that enable effective treatment  
and restorative healthcare for Western Australians

Effectiveness KPI

 

2020-21  
target

2020-21  
actual

Unplanned hospital readmissions for patients within 28 days for selected  
surgical procedures (per 1000 separations) 
a) knee replacement ≤ 23.0 26.1
b) hip replacement ≤ 17.1 18.1
c) tonsillectomy & adenoidectomy ≤ 81.8 106.4
d) hysterectomy ≤ 42.3 67.8
e) prostatectomy ≤ 36.1 59.1
f ) cataract surgery ≤ 1.1 1.5
g) appendicectomy ≤ 25.7 21.4

Percentage of elective wait list patients waiting over boundary for reportable procedures 
Category 1 over 30 days 0% 19.6%
Category 2 over 90 days 0% 27.7%
Category 3 over 365 days 0% 8.6%
Healthcare-associated staphylococcus aureus bloodstream  
infections (HA-SABSI) per 10 000 occupied bed-days

≤ 1.0 0.84

Survival rates for sentinel conditions 
Stroke
0-49 years ≥ 95.2% 94.7%
50-59 years ≥ 94.9% 96.2%
60-69 years ≥ 94.1% 99.5%
70-79 years ≥ 92.3% 96.3%
80+ years ≥ 86.0% 90.4%
Acute myocardial infarction (AMI)
0-49 years ≥ 99.1% 98.9%
50-59 years ≥ 98.8% 98.9%
60-69 years ≥ 98.1% 98.1%
70-79 years ≥ 96.8% 98.2%
80+ years ≥ 92.1% 94.4%

Outcome one: Public hospital based services that enable effective treatment  
and restorative healthcare for Western Australians

Effectiveness KPI

 

2020-21  
target

2020-21  
actual

Fractured neck of femur (FNoF)
70-79 years ≥ 98.9% 99.2%
80+ years ≥ 96.9% 98.2%
Percentage of admitted patients who discharged against medical advice
a) Aboriginal patients ≤ 2.78% 7.51%
b) Non-Aboriginal patients ≤ 0.99% 1.44%
Percentage of live-born term infants with an Apgar score of less  
than seven at five minutes post delivery

≤ 1.80% 1.54%

Readmissions to acute specialised mental health inpatient services  
within 28 days of discharge

≤ 12.0% 16.1%

Percentage of post-discharge community care within seven days 
following discharge from acute specialised mental health inpatient 
services

≥ 75.0% 87.1%

Efficiency KPI

 

2020-21  
target

2020-21  
actual

Average admitted cost per weighted activity unit $7073 $6866
Average Emergency Department cost per weighted activity unit $6853 $7238
Average non-admitted cost per weighted activity unit $7025 $6123
Average cost per bed-day in specialised mental health inpatient services $1622 $1757
Average cost per treatment day of non-admitted care provided by mental 
health services

$415 $356

Outcome two: Prevention, health promotion and aged and continuing care services that 
help Western Australians to live healthy and safe lives

Efficiency KPI

 

2020-21  
target

2020-21  
actual

Average cost per person of delivering population health
programs by population health units

$19 $66
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Enabling legislation
The EMHS, as a Health Service Provider (HSP),  
is governed by the Health Services Act 2016  
WA (HSA 2016).

Communication between the EMHS and the 
Minister for Health, Parliamentary representatives, 
Ministers and WA Health is governed by a 
Communication Agreement, with clear lines of 
accountability and responsibility noted within.

Responsible Minister
The EMHS is responsible to the Honourable Roger 
Cook MLA, Deputy Premier; Minister for Health; 
Medical Research; State Development, Jobs and 
Trade; Science, who has overall responsibility for 
the WA health system and provides direction to  
the Director General (DG) of the Department of 
Health (DoH) and HSPs. 

Accountable authority
The EMHS is a board-governed statutory authority, 
where the EMHS Board is directly accountable to the 
public through the Minister for Health and works 
with the DG of the DoH (System Manager).

The System Manager is responsible for strategic 
leadership, including systemwide planning, 
policy and performance and enters into service 
agreements with HSPs for the provision of services.

The EMHS Chief Executive (CE) is employed  
by the DG as the ‘chief employee’ of the HSP  
and is accountable to the Board for coordinating 
and managing the daily operations of the EMHS. 

The EMHS Area Executive Group (AEG) are 
responsible for managing the provision of  
services within their individual directorates  
and are accountable to the EMHS CE. 

Shared responsibilities  
with other agencies
The EMHS works closely with the DoH (System 
Manager), the Mental Health Commission (MHC), 
other HSPs and a large number of Government 
and non-Government agencies to deliver 
programs and services to achieve better health 
outcomes for the community of the eastern 
metropolitan region of WA.

The EMHS also provides mental health services, 
which fall under the portfolio of the Honourable 
Stephen Dawson MLC, Minister for Mental Health; 
Aboriginal Affairs; Industrial Relations. 
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To comply with legislative obligations as a WA 
Government agency, the EMHS operates under 
the OBM framework determined by the DoH.  
This framework describes how outcomes, activities, 
services and KPIs are used to measure agency 
performance towards achieving the overarching 
whole-of-Government and WA health system 
agency goals.

The EMHS reports performance against KPIs for:

Outcome one: 
Public hospital based services that enable  
effective treatment and restorative healthcare  
for Western Australians; and 

Outcome two: 
Prevention, health promotion and aged and 
continuing care services that help Western 
Australians to live healthy and safe lives.

Please see page 79 for details on the EMHS performance 
against these KPIs

WA Government goal:  
strong communities, safe communities and 
supported families

WA Health agency goal:  
delivery of safe, quality, financially sustainable and 
accountable healthcare for all Western Australians

Outcome one: Public hospital based services that enable effective treatment and restorative 
healthcare for Western Australians

Services Effectiveness KPIs

Unplanned hospital readmissions for patients within 28 days for selected surgical  
procedures (per 1000 separations)

Percentage of elective wait list patients waiting over boundary for reportable procedures

Healthcare-associated staphylococcus aureus bloodstream infections (HA-SABSI) per  
10 000 occupied bed-days

Survival rates for sentinel conditions

Percentage of admitted patients who discharged against medical advice
Percentage of live-born term infants with an Apgar score of less than seven at five minutes  
post delivery

Readmissions to acute specialised mental health inpatient services within 28 days of discharge

Percentage of post discharge community care within seven days following discharge from 
acute specialised mental health inpatient services

Efficiency KPIs 

1.  Public hospital   
admitted services

Average admitted cost per weighted activity unit

2. Public hospital 
emergency services

Average Emergency Department cost per weighted activity unit

3. Public hospital non-
admitted services

Average non-admitted cost per weighted activity unit

4. Mental health services Average cost per bed-day in specialised mental health inpatient services 

Average cost per treatment day of non-admitted care provided by mental health services

Outcome two: Prevention, health promotion and aged and continuing care services that  
help Western Australians to live healthy and safe lives

Services Efficiency KPIs

6. Public and community 
health services

Average cost per person of delivering population health programs by population  
health units

Links to government  
goals and outcomes
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The EMHS strategic intent outlines a basis for  
which excellent healthcare will be delivered to  
our community. Our vision, values and service 
delivery principles are aligned with the overall  
WA health system goal for the delivery of safe, 
quality, financially sustainable and accountable 
healthcare for all Western Australians and the  
whole of Government goal of strong communities, 
safe communities and supported families.

Our vision
Healthy people, amazing care.
Koorda moort, moorditj kwabadak 
(Noongar translation)

Our values
Our values reflect the qualities that we  
demonstrate to each other and our community.  
Our staff make a difference every day to the 
patients, families and consumers to whom they 
provide care, advice and support. The EMHS values 
capture the shared responsibilities we uphold.

Our service delivery principles
Our service delivery principles guide the way  
our health service performs, with a strong focus  
on establishing the EMHS as a sustainable, 
forward-thinking organisation.

Our service delivery principles are:

EMHS strategic intent

High-performing systems and teams

Supporting cultural diversity

Consumer-centred

Intellectual curiosity

Active partnerships

Valuing our staff

Doing the right thing

Collaboration represents working together 
in partnership to achieve sustainable health 
care outcomes for our community with a 
shared understanding of our priorities.

Together we have a shared responsibility 
for ensuring the best health care 
outcomes for our community.

Kindness is represented in the support 
that we give to one another. This is 
how we demonstrate genuine care and 
compassion to each and every person.

Excellence is the result of always striving 
to do better. This is represented by 
constant improvements to the way in 
which we deliver our services, which 
results in a high performing health service.

We demonstrate respect through our 
actions and behaviours. By showing each 
other respect, in turn we earn respect.

Integrity is doing the right thing, knowing 
it’s what we do when people aren’t looking 
that is a true reflection of who we are.
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2020-21 focus and achievements 
The EMHS Board is responsible for determining  
the strategic direction of the health service and 
holds overall accountability for service delivery  
and performance.

EMHS would like to acknowledge two inaugural 
Board members who stepped down from their 
positions in 2020. We thank Suzie May, who left  
on 30 June 2020, and Richard Guit, who served 
until August 2020.

Subsequently, two new Board members  
were welcomed in 2020. Ms Pia Turcinov 
commenced with the Board in July 2020  
and Ms Melissa Parke commenced in  
December 2020.

Governance

The EMHS Board continues to fulfill its functions, 
roles and responsibilities as outlined in the HSP 
Board Governance Policy. The Board submitted  
the following Attestation Statements (for 2019-20)  
as part of its governance requirements:

EMHS Board

• EMHS Governing Body Attestation  
Statement to the Australian Council  
on Healthcare Standards;

• EMHS Board Annual Governing Body 
Attestation Statement to the Minister for Health;

• EMHS Board Statement of Intent;
• EMHS Board Internal Audit Attestation  

Statement to the System Manager at the DoH. 

EMHS Board
L-R: Amanda Gadsdon, Peter Forbes,
Debra Zanella (Deputy Chair), Pia Turcinov,  
Laura Colvin, Ross Keesing, Ian Smith PSM (Board Chair),  
Melissa Parke, Denise Glennon, Kingsley Faulkner AM
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Safety and quality

Emergency access remained a high priority for  
the EMHS Board, which was particularly focused 
on staff wellbeing, safety and clinical risks. 

The Board was also strongly invested in patient 
safety and quality and requested a review of 
the Severity Assessment Code 1 (SAC1) clinical 
incident process (see page 45). As part of the 
review, consideration was given to the introduction 
of a mix of specialties on root cause analysis (RCA) 
panels and the inclusion of a cultural lens prompt 
on SAC1 forms. 

Audit and risk

Board member Debra Zanella attended the Office 
of the Auditor General Forum for Audit Committee 
Chairs. Discussions at the forum (OAG) focussed 
on key audit matters and trends from 2020 and 
insights from high-performing audit committees.

Innovation 

The Board created an EMHS Digital and Innovation 
Committee to ensure continued advancement and 
innovation remained consistent with the EMHS 
vision and values. The role of the Committee is to 
improve knowledge and understanding about digital 
transformation and provide the leadership and 
oversight needed to advance digital strategy work.

Board member Pia Turcinov attended The Asian 
Engagement Summit 2021, presented by the 

Australian Institute of Management WA, featuring a 
global strategy expert, Dr Parag Khanna. The key 
themes of the Summit were the global megatrends 
that will reshape the economic landscape over the 
coming months and years.

The Board members participated in a HIVE  
Strategy Workshop, which discussed the expansion 
of existing services within the inpatient and 
outpatient setting.

Infrastructure

The EMHS Board attended a workshop with the 
AEG to endorse the EMHS Strategic Asset Plan 
(SAP) which was submitted to the DoH. The SAP 
provides an outline of the EMHS’ long-term capital 
investment requirements for each site over a  
10-year horizon. The SAP identifies ranked 
investment priorities, including information on 
all asset types, capital works, minor works and 
medical equipment replacement. 

Performance and planning

The EMHS Board Planning and Performance sub-
committee had a change of Chairperson in 2021, and 
sought to build on the strong foundations established 
by the Committee under the leadership of Ross 
Keesing. A particular focus, in addition to matters 
presented through the Health Service Performance 
Report (HSPR) with indicators, targets and thresholds 
prescribed under the annual Service Agreement, has 
been to look at opportunities to enable and strengthen 
cultural security and equity across all areas of the 
EMHS. This has been inclusive of both Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples as well as for people 
from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

Areas that are not meeting the EMHS plans, 
State and National performance indicators, and 
those that have potential for improvement, have 
been areas of focus, as well as pursuing ongoing 
opportunities for innovation and reform towards 
meeting benchmarks relevant to performance and 
improved outcomes for patients and other critical 
stakeholders across the EMHS.Engagement

Members of the Board conducted leader  
rounding in clinical and non-clinical areas as part  
of their commitment to ensuring staff and patients 
had the opportunity to provide feedback and  
inform the Board’s decision making. 
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The EMHS AEG are responsible for managing the provision 
of services within 11 defined directorates, as outlined below: 

EMHS Area Executive Group

Chief Executive
Liz MacLeod

Director Office of  
the Chief Executive  
Anne-Marie Presho

Area Director  
Nursing and Midwifery  

Doris Lombardi

Area Director  
Allied Health 

Assoc. Professor  
John Buchanan 

Area Director  
Clinical Services  

Professor  
Grant Waterer

Area Director  
of Workforce  
Steve Gregory

Executive Director 
Armadale Kalamunda 

Group 
Diane Barr

Executive Director 
Clinical Services 

Strategy and  
Population Health 

Joel Gurr

Executive Director 
Royal Perth Bentley 

Group 
Dr Lesley Bennett

Executive Director  
Corporate Services and  
Contract Management  

Philip Aylward

Executive Director  
Finance and 

Infrastructure 
Graeme Jones

Executive Director  
Safety, Quality and 

Consumer  
Engagement 
Sandra Miller
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Staff

EMHS staff from AKG and RPBG 18



Individual  
staff

or
Full time 

equivalent (FTE)

9350 6845

EMHS staff profile 

This included:

105  Aboriginal staff members

1615  staff aged ≤ 29 years

4484  staff aged 30-49 years

3126  staff aged 50-69 years

125  staff aged ≥ 70 years

7320  staff have served < 10 years in WA Health

1384  staff have served 10-19 years in WA Health

422  staff have served 20-29 years in WA Health

190  staff have served 30-39 years in WA Health

33  staff have served 40-49 years in WA Health

1  staff member has served ≥ 50 years in WA Health

As at 30 June 2021, the EMHS employed: 2681
nursing

2549 in 2019-20 

1013
medical 
952 in 2019-20 

162
maintenance
155 in 2019-20 

 

848
hotel services
(including catering,  
cleaning, supply/stores, 
laundry and transport)
811 in 2019-20 964

medical support
926 in 2019-20 

 

34
other

35 in 2019-20 

1143
administration 

and clerical 
1072 in 2019-20 

FTE by  
occupational 

group

8549 in 2019-20 6499 in 2019-20 
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Creating a safe space for staff affected  
by family and domestic violence

As part of our ongoing focus on staff wellbeing, 
the EMHS reinforced its commitment to providing 
workplace support measures to staff affected by 
Family and Domestic Violence (FDV). To ensure 
workplace support was provided to help staff 
feel safe at work, maintain their employment and 
participate safely in the workplace, the EMHS 
developed three new resources to support  
staff and managers:

• The FDV Individual Safety and Support Planning 
procedure and plan template – which details 
the process that needs to be followed when 
a staff member affected by FDV is concerned 
about their personal safety at work.

Staff wellness

• The EMHS Manager’s Guide to Supporting  
Staff Experiencing FDV – which was developed 
to support managers to prepare themselves 
with knowledge, communicate support,  
and respond to signs and disclosures in  
an appropriate way.

• An FDV Staff Fact Sheet – which gives an 
overview of support available (both workplace 
and external options) and provides guidance on 
what to do if you think a colleague is affected 
by FDV or discloses their experiences to you.

In December 2020, to support the release  
of these new resources, two education and 
training sessions were made available to the EMHS 
managers. The sessions were led by FDV staff  
from the Women’s and Newborn Health Service. 

Topics covered included:

• the types and prevalence of FDV;
• why FDV is a workplace issue and  

its impact in the workplace;
• the manager’s role and responding to  

staff disclosures in an appropriate way;
• an overview of available EMHS workplace 

support mechanisms.

Did you know that according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics and Australian 
Institute of Health and Welfare: 

1 in 4 
women  and 1 in 13 

men

1 in 4 
women  and 1 in 6  

men

have experienced violence  
by an intimate partner

as likely to be hospitalised due 
to family or domestic violencehave experienced emotional 

abuse by a current or  
previous partner

Aboriginal people are up to

32 x

Kindness
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MyLearning implementation

In March 2021, MyLearning Learning Management 
System (LMS) – a learning and training portal for 
staff – was rolled out across the EMHS.

The system incorporates more than  
100 eLearning modules and has played  
a significant role in enabling automation  
of training and increased visibility of data.

Since it went live, MyLearning has seen:

unique log ins

of staff actively using MyLearning 

training modules completed

support queries generated  
for the Support Desk 

of which  
were resolved

Importantly, given the COVID-19 pandemic,  
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) training 
compliance and data management was also  
fully rolled over to MyLearning on 30 June 2021. 

Staff development

General education update

Across the EMHS, staff gained new skills  
and knowledge and strengthened existing skills, 
through a multitude of training opportunities.

As part of its commitment to continual learning 
and staff development, RPBG delivered significant 
volumes of critical training, which included:

emergency simulation training sessions

staff members  
completed the training 

resuscitation skills training sessions 

staff attended

nursing study days 

staff members attended

Meanwhile at AKG, increased availability of 
Aggression Prevention and Intervention training,  
along with strategies to drive staff participation, 
resulted in an impressive jump in compliance –  
from 17 per cent to 35 per cent in just six months.

At AHS, the purchase of additional training 
equipment enabled the team to double the number  
of neonatal resuscitation training sessions for both 
AHS and BHS staff.

Bespoke face-to-face corporate training sessions 
were designed and made available to staff during  
2020-21. This included: 

• Delivering Amazing Service;
• Writing a Job Application and Interview Skills;
• Recruitment and Appointment in WA Health; and
• Investigating Medicine Discrepancies.

The EMHS also ran 24 corporate training sessions  
(not including inductions) with a total of 762 staff 
members in attendance.

Additionally, a total of 649 staff members were 
inducted across all sites.

The EMHS Leadership and Management  
Program (LAMP) also commenced with a  
16-strong staff group attending its inaugural  
session on 22 June 2021.

44 773

42%

15 893

132

108

203

40

98%

578

2038

565

To ensure staff preparedness and  
safety in responding to the COVID-19 
pandemic, EMHS conducted 164 PPE 
training sessions, providing training for  
4073 staff members.
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In July 2020, the Minister for Health announced  
the results of the 2020 Your Voice in Health  
staff survey, which was conducted across WA 
Health and completed by nearly 22 per cent  
of the EMHS staff.

Feedback demonstrated strengths in staff:

• believing they had a responsibility to  
continually look for new ways of improving  
the way we work;

• feeling committed to the EMHS’ goals;
• believing their teams behaved in an  

accepting manner towards people from  
diverse backgrounds;

• feeling their teams were committed to 
workplace safety;

• believing their role enables them to make  
good use of their skills and abilities.

Having direct feedback from staff about  
areas for improvement is incredibly important. 

Opportunities for improvement were identified as:

• making it safe for staff to speak up and 
challenge the way things are done;

• open and honest communications with staff;
• valuing and recognising staff for the work  

that they do.

Following the feedback, the EMHS developed  
and implemented:

• The EMHS Employee Recognition Framework;
• The EMHS Leadership Development 

Framework;
• Staff health and wellbeing programs;
• Open and Honest Communication Tools;
• A Peak Performance Program;
• Bullying in the Workplace Workshops.

Listening to our staff
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In November 2020, we launched the 
EMHS Reward and Recognition Framework  
which aims to foster a culture of appreciation.  
It facilitates the acknowledgment and celebration  
of staff achievements and performance, contributing  
to staff feeling appreciated and valued.

The Framework encourages recognition that is 
performance based, timely, frequent, inclusive,  
and delivered in a way that is meaningful to  
the recipient. 

Concurrently, we introduced the EMHS Values in 
Action Awards to showcase exceptional staff who 
consistently model the EMHS values and help 
create a positive and healthy workplace.

To support the ongoing celebration of staff, a staff 
recognition hub was launched on the internal website 
that centralises all of the recognition programs and 
guides for managers to nominate staff.

In March 2021, we launched a dedicated EMHS 
bullying hub on the internal website, that brings 
together a range of resources and tools to support 
managers and staff to address and prevent bullying, 
including a Prevention and Management of Bullying 
in the Workplace Framework and Action Plan  
2020-22. 

To support the EMHS bullying hub and model the 
kind of behaviour we expect from our staff every 
day, the EMHS AEG created their own set of Above 
and Below the Line Behaviours, and encouraged all 
teams to do the same (see page 30). 

In addition, across EMHS sites and services 
we have refocused on the importance of staff 
wellbeing. Acknowledging that wellbeing is 
impacted by a multitude of things, we have 
approached this in a multi-faceted way, including:

• encouraging staff to engage in wellbeing  
and mindfulness activities; 

• celebrating World Wellbeing week and  
Harmony Week with events and activities;

• creating a wellbeing hub on the internal 
website that gathers together resources and 
tools, focusing on supporting staff through the 
increased pressure of the COVID-19 pandemic;

• creating a more inclusive workplace with  
the launch of the EMHS Multicultural plan;

• supporting the Healthy Options Policy and 
encouraging staff to make healthy food choices;

• recognising and celebrating our staff through 
award programs, staff profiles and team articles 
published on our internal hubs and external 
social media platforms;

• holding health and wellbeing workshops and 
sessions throughout the year and facilitating 
staff-led wellbeing activities such as group 
walks, yoga and meditation activities;

• supporting and championing the RPBG  
Centre For Wellbeing and Sustainable  
Practice and the AKG Wellbeing Officers;

• ensuring staff take leave to rest and  
rejuvenate with the Healthy Workforce –  
Taking Leave Campaign.

Valuing our staff
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The Public Sector Standards in Human Resource 
(HR) Management (the standards) set out the 
minimum standards of merit, equity and probity  
to be complied with by WA public sector bodies 
and their employees. 

WA Health and the EMHS maintain HR policies and 
guidelines that are consistent with the standards. 
These are available to all employees on the EMHS 
intranet and/or the WA Health policy frameworks.

HR Business Partners are available to provide 
information, guidance and support to line managers 
in application of these policies and procedures,  
and for the management of any claims of breach  
of standards. 

The EMHS maintains and supports a network of 
trained Employee Support Officers. These officers 
are a voluntary point of contact for employees with 
a workplace concern or query, which may include 
queries about public sector standards or related 
processes. 

The EMHS utilises WA Health’s shared  
service centre Health Support Services (HSS) for 
transactional employment services. This enables 
consistent application of the employment standard 
and breach claim process to our recruitment 
and selection practices and provides an external 
mechanism for review. 

Compliance with public sector 
standards and ethical codes

Awareness of the public sector standards  
is communicated via:

• notification of the breach claim rights, 
processes and period within relevant 
employment and grievances processes;

• provision of information and policies on  
the EMHS intranet;

• recruitment, selection and appointment training 
for recruiting managers and panel members; 
and

• peak performance training for line managers.

During 2020-21:

 breach of standard claims were 
lodged against the employment 
standard

were resolved internally  
and withdrawn

were referred to the Public 
Sector Commission (PSC) 
(two withdrawn, five 
dismissed, one ongoing)

claims were lodged against the 
grievance resolution, performance 
management, termination,  
or redeployment standards

2

8

10

0

Integrity

Accountability

In December 2020, EMHS completed a review of 
fixed-term and casual staff’s eligibility for conversion 
to permanency, provided for through the Public 
Sector Commissioner’s Instruction 23 (CI23).  
More than 400 staff gained permanency as  
part of the process. 

Industrial relations
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Code of Conduct 

Integrity and ethical behaviour are integral to  
the EMHS’ core business. We are committed to:

• putting the public interest first and fulfilling  
our public duty;

• making the right decisions in accordance  
with agreed policy and procedures;

• making decisions and taking actions  
that can be explained and justified. 

WA Health and the EMHS maintain integrity-
related policies and guidelines that support the 
implementation of the WA Public Sector Code of 
Ethics and the WA Health Code of Conduct Policy. 
This includes policies that address the management 
of breaches of discipline; gifts, benefits and 
hospitality; additional employment; conflicts of 
interest; pre-employment integrity checking; record 
keeping; discrimination and harassment; workplace 
bullying; and use of official information.

All the EMHS employees are responsible  
for ensuring that their behaviour reflects  
the standards of conduct embodied in the  
WA Health Code of Conduct Policy.

To support awareness of their responsibilities,  
new staff receive and acknowledge the Code  
of Conduct as a part of their offer of employment  

to work with the EMHS. Responsibility for 
workplace behaviours and conduct is reinforced 
at formal induction and through completion 
of mandatory training, including Accountable 
and Ethical Decision-Making, Recordkeeping 
Awareness and Prevention of Bullying. Following the 
development of Above and Below Line Behaviour 
guidelines, a number or formal and informal 
training sessions were developed to ensure all 
staff understand the EMHS workplace behaviour 
expectations.

The EMHS regularly encourages staff to reflect 
on the EMHS values and incorporate these into 
their work. This occurs formally at recruitment and 
within the ongoing Peak Performance Program. 
Additionally, regular reminders about conduct- 
related topics are distributed across the EMHS via 
electronic newsletters and on the EMHS intranet. 

All staff are required to report suspected breaches 
of the Code of Conduct. Several pathways are 
available for staff to report concerns including 
speaking with their line manager, a member of  
HR or the Manager of Integrity and Ethics; or 
making contact with the EMHS Fraud Hotline,  
an EMHS Public Interest Disclosure (PID) Officer,  
the Corruption and Crime Commission (CCC),  
or the PSC. These options are highlighted on a 
regular basis via a wide range of communication 
channels – internally and externally. 

Integrity

Accountability

91

Further, the requirement to report suspected 
breaches of the Code of Conduct is also reinforced 
to nursing and pharmacy staff during Medicine 
Discrepancy Investigations training sessions,  
which are delivered regularly throughout the  
year by Integrity and Ethics staff. 

An EMHS Ethical Conduct Review Committee 
meets every second month, and supports the 
EMHS to take a proactive approach to integrity  
and ethical conduct.

All suspected breaches of discipline, including 
reportable misconduct were managed in 
accordance with the requirements of the  
WA Health Discipline policy and where appropriate 
reported to the PSC, or the CCC as required under 
the Corruption, Crime and Misconduct Act 2003. 
Where appropriate, breaches of discipline are also  
reported to the WA Police and/or to the Australian 
Health Practitioner Regulation Agency (AHPRA).

 

During 2020-21 EMHS received:

 reports of potential breaches of 
the Code of Conduct (breaches of 
discipline) on the Case Management 
System 
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Work health and safety

The EMHS’ commitment to occupational  
safety, health and injury management
The EMHS is committed to ensuring the safety,  
health and welfare of its staff, volunteers, 
contractors, patients and visitors by:

• Promoting a culture that integrates safety  
as a core activity into all aspects of work.

• Supporting employees in maintaining and 
improving their health and wellbeing through 
facilitation of wellness programs and strategies 
across the EMHS.

• Ensuring all employees understand their 
duty of care and encouraging them to take 
responsibility for the safety and health of 
themselves and others at work.

• Utilising a risk management approach to 
identify, investigate, control and review work 
health and safety (WHS) issues. 

• Providing practical instructions, supervision, 
training and ready access to information for all 
employees to enable and facilitate safe work 
practices and safe systems of work.

• Enabling communication, consultation and 
collaboration with the EMHS employees and 
elected Safety and Health Representatives 
to ensure that all practicable measures are 
undertaken to improve WHS performance.

• Promoting, training and supporting elected 
Safety and Health Representatives to be a  
key resource and providing them with time  
to undertake their duties and responsibilities.

Formal mechanisms for consultation with employees 
on occupational safety and health matters

Consultation with employees is undertaken 
through site WHS committees and at departmental 
meetings with safety as a standing agenda item. 
WHS Committees are evaluated at least bi-annually 
to ensure they are fulfilling their purpose and 
meeting their objectives. 

The EMHS sites have active WHS Committees  
that are responsible for:

• Facilitating consultation and cooperation 
between the organisation and its employees 
for the purpose of identifying, developing, 
implementing and evaluating measures 
designed to ensure the safety and health  
of employees in the workplace.

• Ensuring members are kept informed  
about current safety and health standards  
in comparable workplaces and safety trends  
across the EMHS.

• Reviewing and providing recommendations  
to the EMHS about safety systems and  
work practices.

• Providing recommendations to the EMHS 
and employees about the establishment, 
maintenance and monitoring of measures, 
programs and procedures related to the  
safety and health of the employees. 

All employees of the EMHS have access to an 
elected WHS representative, with approximately 
200 representatives across the EMHS sites.  
All WHS representatives are trained and receive 
ongoing support to enable them to fulfill their 
functions.

Compliance with injury management requirements  
of the Workers’ Compensation and Injury 
Management Act 1981, including the development  
of return-to-work plans

The EMHS has a dedicated Injury Management (IM) 
team and a documented IM System that functions 
in accordance with the Workers’ Compensation and 
Injury Management Act 1981, providing support 
and guidance for all stakeholders throughout the 
workers’ compensation and injury management 
process. 

The IM team builds and maintains positive 
relationships with injured workers, their managers 
and treating practitioners, and liaises with the 
Government Insurance Division (GID) to facilitate  
the best possible outcomes for both the injured 
worker and the organisation. 

Accountability
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The IM team uses an early intervention approach  
to assist injured workers to remain at work safely 
while recovering or achieve a return to work as 
soon as medically appropriate, with a strong 
emphasis on communication and consultation  
with all key stakeholders. 

The GID provides oversight to ensure workers’ 
compensation claims comply with legislative 
requirements and provide monthly, quarterly  
and annual reporting on workers’ compensation 
and injury management matters. 

In 2020-21, a total of 230 workers' compensation 
claims were made, resulting in a reduction in  
claim lodgement by 16 per cent compared  
to the previous financial year.

Early Intervention Physiotherapy Program 

An Early Intervention Physiotherapy Program  
(EIPP) was successfully trialled and implemented  
in 2020-21, enhancing the early intervention 
approach utilised to assist all injured workers  
to return to work safely. 

The EIPP allows workers with a work-related 
musculoskeletal injury to access on-site 
physiotherapy, to enable them to continue  
working safely while recovering from their injury. 

19
Administration and clerical
28 in 2019-20 

16
Medical support
28 in 2019-20 

69
Hotel services                  
81 in 2019-20 

107
Nursing                 
97 in 2019-20 

3
Medical                  
8 in 2019-20 

16
Maintenance                  
32 in 2019-20 

In the first six months of the program 270 
employees reporting an injury at work were 
screened for suitability to participate in the  
program, with 81 opting to join. 

Feedback from the program has been 
overwhelmingly positive with employees reporting 
they feel supported and are glad to be able to 
continue to work safely while receiving treatment.

The program has also resulted in a reduction in 
workers' compensation claims. 

Number of workers’ compensation claims by occupational group 

EMHS early intervention physiotherapy program 27



Work health and safety performance indicators

Number of fatalities

2018-19 
results  
(base year)

2019-20 
results  
(prior year)

2020-21 
results 
(current year)

Target 0 0 0

Actual 0 0 0

Percentage of injured workers returned to work within  
13 weeks 

2018-19 
results  
(base year)

2019-20 
results  
(prior year)

2020-21 
results 
(current year)

Target ≥ 70.0% ≥ 70.0% ≥ 70.0%

Actual 52.0% 48.0% 46.0%

Lost Time Injury and Disease (LTI/D) incident rate (per 100)

2018-19 
results  
(base year)

2019-20 
results  
(prior year)

2020-21 
results 
(current year)

Target ≤ 3.08 ≤ 2.90 ≤ 2.90

Actual 3.22 3.50 2.90

Percentage of injured workers returned to work within  
26 weeks 

2018-19 
results  
(base year)

2019-20 
results  
(prior year)

2020-21 
results 
(current year)

Target ≥ 80% ≥ 80% ≥ 80% 

Actual 72.8% 62.6% 63.0%

Percentage of managers and supervisors trained in occupational 
safety, health and injury management responsibilities

2018-19 
results  
(base year)

2019-20 
results  
(prior year)

2020-21 
results 
(current year)

Target ≥ 80% ≥ 80% ≥ 80% 

Actual 87.1% 82.62% 73.0%

LTI/D severity rate (percentage LTI/D)

2018-19 
results  
(base year)

2019-20 
results  
(prior year)

2020-21 
results 
(current year)

Target ≤ 45.30% ≤ 40.77% ≤ 43.92%

Actual 48.80% 47.47% 46.41%

THE
STOP

VIOLENCE

The EMHS strategies to improve work  
health and safety performance

WHS are involved in building and refurbishment 
projects across EMHS to help ‘design out’ safety 
problems in the planning and development 
stages.

The EMHS has an active Stop 
the Violence (STV) committee, 
with sub-committees for each 
site, focused on analysis of incidents, hazards 
and security data and reducing aggressive 
incidents toward staff and patients.

In 2021, EMHS staff launched the STV Action 
21 Plan. The plan was developed through 
multi-agency engagement with stakeholders 
including WA Police, Perth Transport Authority, 
community groups and local Councils; and 
extensive consultation with EMHS staff. 
Action 21 is being implemented to help 
prevent exposure to workplace aggression 
and violence and deliver a safe working 
environment for our employees (see page 66).
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Across the EMHS, our values of kindness,  
respect, collaboration, integrity, accountability  
and excellence guide everything we do, and reflect 
the behaviours we expect of ourselves and our 
colleagues, each and every day.

In February 2021, the EMHS AEG affirmed their 
commitment to these values by presenting  
their reflections on what they considered to be 
‘above the line’ and ‘below the line’ behaviours.

After reflecting on how they could set the best 
example for staff within the EMHS, AEG members 
articulated the types of positive, or ‘above the  
line’ behaviours, the EMHS staff could expect  
to see from them.

The EMHS staff were then encouraged to take  
time within their teams to develop their own above 
and below line behaviours and use the opportunity 
to clearly articulate what attitudes and behaviours 
are expected within the workplace. 

 

ABOVE THE LINE

BELOW THE LINE

Kindness Respect Collaboration Integrity Accountability Excellence

Showing empathy 
and compassion

Helping each other 
out

Taking the time to 
connect 

Staying positive

Accepting of 
individual differences

Being an advocate 
for the organisation

Driving fair, just and 
equitable actions

Demonstrating civility 
and good manners

Bringing people 
together

Showing humility

Nurturing others

Encouraging 
questions and 
actively listening

Leading by example

Being honest and 
authentic

Demonstrating  
professionalism

Doing the right thing, 
every time

Driving own 
performance

Owning and 
correcting mistakes

Delivering to standard 
and timeframe

Holding self and 
others accountable

Going above and 
beyond

Being solution and 
future focused

Having a can-do 
attitude

Good personal 
presentation

Showing poor self-
regulation

Excluding or 
demeaning others

Knowingly withholding 
information

Being rude, 
discourteous, 
shouting and 
displaying poor 
manners

Showing a lack of 
interest

Failing to meet 
agreed deadlines

Being inaccessible 
to others and failing 
to consult

Having a fixed 
mindset

Pursuing a personal 
agenda

Not declaring a 
conflict of interest

Turning a blind eye

Misusing EMHS 
resources

Deflecting 
responsibility/ 
blaming

Not applying due 
diligence

Choosing not to 
learn and improve

Allowing poor 
behaviour / 
performance

Not taking ownership

Becoming 
complacent and 
stagnant

Integrity

Area Executive Group leading by example

AEG’s above and below the line behaviours 
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Aboriginal youth forum

In December 2020, the EMHS held its first 
Aboriginal forum focused on Aboriginal youth in the 
east metropolitan region. The forum was facilitated  
by Professor Dawn Bessarab, Director, Centre  
for Aboriginal Medical and Dental Health (CAMDH) 
with the University of Western Australia (UWA)  
and was strongly supported by members of the 
EMHS Aboriginal Health Community Advisory 
Groups (AHCAGs).

The theme of youth was chosen for the inaugural 
forum, because it reflected the important role young 
people play in the development of society, and 
because it is critical to optimise their health and 
wellbeing and ensure opportunities for training and 
employment. 

The EMHS’ goal was to bring together key 
stakeholders to share what they do in the EMHS 
catchment to support the wellbeing of Aboriginal 
youth. The EMHS also wanted to identify what 
could be done to strengthen partnerships and 
improve outcomes for this important cohort. 

Representatives attended from a broad range  
of organisations, as well as several EMHS services, 
programs and groups.

Based on the ideas and strategies developed at  
the forum, two actions (health and employment) 
were proposed which the EMHS will implement  
in 2021-22.

Health

Establish a coalition comprised of organisations  
and Aboriginal youth to:

• develop and maintain an accessible  
database of health and wellbeing  
services for Aboriginal youth;

• create a social media platform to  
regularly communicate to Aboriginal  
youth on health and wellbeing; and

• coordinate a one-stop Aboriginal Youth 
Health Expo. This will bring together youth 
and community services and stakeholders 
to promote and engage in conversations 
with youth and services, creating a better 
understanding of what is available. It will also 
provide opportunities for development and 
collaboration in genuine partnerships. 

Employment

The EMHS will partner with education and training 
providers to develop a range of employment 
pathways including schools, TAFE, Registered 
Training Organisations (RTO) and universities.

Collaboration

Respect
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In January 2021, the EMHS Multicultural Plan  
was endorsed and officially launched for  
Close the Gap Day and Harmony Day 2021.

The plan was developed in line with the  
WA Multicultural Policy Framework Priorities 
and outlines the key actions, desired outcomes, 
timeframes and responsibilities for implementation 
over the next three years. 

An EMHS Multicultural Plan Working Group was 
initially convened in July 2020 to draft actions, 
outcomes, responsibilities and expected 
implementation. External consumer agencies 
with multicultural interests were invited to provide 
comment on the plan during its development.

Through implementation of the plan, the EMHS  
will promote cultural and linguistic diversity  
as an integral, valuable and positive feature  
of our workforce in the services we provide.

Embracing our multicultural community

• Promote cultural and linguistic diversity as an 
integral, valuable and positive feature of the 
workforce and the wider Australian community, 
including via agency publications and 
promotions, awards and events. 

• Prevent, monitor and respond to individual and 
institutional/systemic discrimination, including 
implementation of the policy framework for 
substantive equality.

• Highlight examples where the culture is 
welcoming and inclusive of all Western 
Australians – including events and projects 
that have been initiated and/or supported  
to build understanding and respect  
between cultures.

The EMHS will monitor progress with six-monthly 
reporting to the EMHS AEG, as well as inclusion 
in the EMHS Annual Report. 

Key actions taken to help implement the plan 

Respect

OOA for the top 5 languages accessing 
interpreting services

Top 5 countries of birth Language services
Inpatients

111 512  Australia

19 517  England

6430  New Zealand

4353  India

3272  Italy

Outpatients

367 658  Australia

59 246  England

25 036  New Zealand

23 754  India

9049  Philippines

2503  Mandarin

1984  Vietnamese

1303  Arabic

Occasions of access (OOA) to interpreting services 

1216  Cantonese

906  Farsi

Multicultural patient profile

16 613 28Including OOA for 10 different 
Aboriginal languages 
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Aboriginal cultural competency analysis

Cultural competency is a key strategy for reducing 
inequalities in healthcare access and improving 
the quality and effectiveness of care for Aboriginal 
people. Cultural competency is more than cultural 
awareness. It is the set of behaviours, attitudes  
and policies that come together to enable a system, 
agency, or professionals to work effectively in  
cross-cultural situations. 

To understand and measure its current baseline 
status, the EMHS engaged an independent external 
provider to undertake cultural competency testing of a 
representative sample of its workforce. More than 200 
randomly selected staff participated in the survey, in 
addition to more than 50 of the Executive Leadership 
Group from the EMHS, including the Board. 

The Aboriginal Cultural Competency Survey 
commenced in the latter half of 2020 and 
was completed in early 2021. Findings and 
recommendations from the analysis identified 
multiple strategies for the EMHS to adopt to  
improve its cultural competency.

Developing and embedding cultural competency 
in health services requires a sustained focus on 
knowledge, awareness, behaviour, skills and 
attitudes at all levels of service, including at  
the operational or administrative service,  
health practitioner, practitioner-patient and  
student-training levels. 

The strategies will be incorporated into  
key EMHS documents including the EMHS 
Aboriginal Workforce Strategy, the EMHS  
Cultural Learning Framework and the overarching 
EMHS Aboriginal Health and Wellbeing Framework  
Action Plan 2022-24.

The EMHS is committed to increasing its cultural 
competency.
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Patients at SJGMPH trialled a new tool to help them 
manage their healthcare, with the launch of a pilot 
program in Perth - the GoShare digital platform.

Launched by the Federal Minister for Indigenous 
Australians, Ken Wyatt, the pilot program enabled 
doctors, nurses and other clinicians at SJGMPH  
to prescribe tailored information packs for patients.

The electronic packs included video-based patient 
stories, fact sheets, apps and tools on a range of 
health and wellness topics. They were prepared and 
adapted according to the patient’s health literacy 
levels and were sent by email or text, to improve 
integrated care and patient self-management.

The pilot program, which had a special focus on 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander patients, was 
run as a partnership between SJGHC, the Australian 
Digital Health Agency (ADHA) and Healthily, an 
Australian health-tech company specialising in 
patient education.

 

Information was delivered using content created for 
patients via the GoShare Healthcare web application. 
The content included resources from Australia’s 
leading peak bodies and evidenced-based patient 
and carer storytelling videos across a range  
of topics.

SJGMPH Chief Executive Officer, Michael 
Hogan, said “We are rolling out the GoShare 
trial for patients in our ED, Maternity Unit, 
Mental Health Unit and dedicated Aboriginal 
maternity service Moort Boodjari Mia.

“The GoShare trial aims to make patients and their 
carers feel more informed and empowered, which 
we see as very important as part of our focus on 
making a difference to health outcomes for the local 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community.” 

Dr Steve Hambleton, Clinical Adviser at the ADHA 
said, “Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
experience more chronic disease overall than non-
Indigenous Australians, and tend to develop it at 
younger ages. Digital solutions like the GoShare 
app and My Health Record are valuable tools for 
people managing their health at critical junctures  
in their life.” 

Supporting improved healthcare

“By making it easier for 
people to manage their health 
issues, this pilot can deliver 
better health outcomes.

“The program includes culturally 
tailored storytelling and shared experience 
video content – which can help build a person’s 
confidence, knowledge and skills to manage  
their health and wellbeing,” 

Federal Minister for Indigenous Australians,  
Ken Wyatt MP.

Collaboration

Respect
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In December 2020, the EMHS launched Health 
in a Virtual Environment (HIVE), an innovative new 
service which has transformed how we provide 
care for our patients.

The HIVE – located in the EMHS Command Centre 
at RPH – is staffed by clinical experts and uses 
artificial intelligence to remotely monitor patients 
and detect the earliest signs of clinical deterioration. 
The service – the first of its kind in WA – provides 
24/7 monitoring of our most vulnerable patients. 
When alerted, HIVE clinicians collaborate with  
staff on the ward using a two-way audio-visual 
system to deliver effective and immediate care  
to patients when they need it most.

While the initial focus of the HIVE has been on 
improving inpatient care in RPH and AHS, in 
the future we will be able to use this capability 
to support patients going home earlier and to 
empower patients with chronic health problems  
to co-manage their health in the community.

For the Board and the EMHS leadership team,  
the HIVE represents a significant milestone for digital 
healthcare in WA. Being at the forefront of innovation 
is a key goal for EMHS, and we see the HIVE as an 
exciting launchpad for the kind of trailblazing care 
we strive to provide every day.

Health in a Virtual Environment 

Collaboration
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During 2020-21, the EMHS Wi-Fi service became 
accessible to staff across KH, AHS and various 
blocks and floors across RPH. BHS is in the final 
stages of commissioning and quality assurance 
testing, with all remaining floors at RPH expected  
to be live by September 2021. This initiative aligns 
to the EMHS Digital Strategy, designed to transform  
the EMHS into a digitally enabled organisation. 

Implementing Wi-Fi across the EMHS will improve  
the hospital experience for our patients by helping 
them stay connected with their loved ones and 
community and making them feel more comfortable 
during their hospital stay. For staff it means 
providing a contemporary network that  

EMHS Wi-Fi service

supports on-the-spot decisions and accelerates 
diagnostic evaluations by enabling access to 
systems and information at any time and location. 

The EMHS Wi-Fi Network enables a shift from 
paper-based systems to paper-light digital systems, 
including an Electronic Medical Record, providing 
greater efficiencies and information security  
and privacy.

Wi-Fi will also revolutionise how we work by 
enabling future innovation. It will help us to deliver 
best practice in health systems, and maximise 
remote monitoring and mobility opportunities  
for staff and patients.

With the Wi-Fi launch, Wi-Fi-enabled medical 
and WA Health-issued devices (computers, 
laptops, windows tablets) can operate via the 
newly commissioned corporate network.

Work station on wheels linked to Wi-Fi at KH
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During 2020-21, the EMHS Orthotics and 
Prosthetics service from the Health Technology 
Management Unit (HTMU) commenced an 
innovative project to improve the care of  
patients with acute stable fractures across  
sites within the EMHS. 

Traditionally, affected patients had to be transported 
to the orthotics outpatient service located at the 
State Rehabilitation Service outpatient area at Fiona 
Stanley Hospital (FSH). This was less than ideal 
for patients due to the transport logistics and time 
spent away from the high-care environment. It also 
affected patient flow at the treating EDs. 

EMHS orthotics and prosthetics service

To improve the situation, AHS and SJGMPH 
agreed to trial a paid visiting orthotic service for 
their acute spinal patients. The project reduced 
transport and escort costs incurred by the referring 
hospitals, improving ED throughputs and the patient 
experience. The project’s success is expected to 
lead to the development of a dedicated, outreach 
orthotist service.

Currently the EMHS has the only adult orthotics 
service within WA health. The orthotics and 
prosthetic workforce is a small but critical 
profession which has low numbers when 
benchmarked against the rest of Australia  
and the developed world. 

HTMU orthotics and prosthetics team 
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Putting research into practice 
At the EMHS, research is considered central 
to advancing healthcare. Our service delivery 
principle of intellectual curiosity encourages staff 
to explore and lead the translation of research 
into evidence-based practice and innovations. 

The EMHS Research Strategy 2019-22 reinforces 
the value and importance that research can bring 
to our health service and provides a roadmap for 
further embedding research into core services, 
removing barriers and increasing support for 
research, as well as ensuring a focus on the 
translation of findings into improved patient 
outcomes.

Innovation and research

2020-21 research snapshot

newly conducted  
studies

investigator-initiated studies  
conducted by local staff and sites 
within WA Health

studies conducted in collaboration 
with not-for-profit organisations and 
institutions

clinical trials commenced

studies performed in collaboration  
with WA universities

Clinical trials continue to increase

Since the formation of the EMHS in 2016  
the number of clinical trials, including industry-
sponsored trials, has increased year on year to 
a record high of 36 new trials being initiated this 
year. These trials offer patients access to novel 
therapeutic drugs and devices and ensure that the 
EMHS contributes to the advances in care that 
come with collaborations with both commercial 
drug and device companies and the not-for-profit.
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EMHS-led research influencing local, 
national and international practice
A large-scale trial by Monash University has 
been able to definitively refute fears that a drug 
commonly used during anaesthesia before surgery 
to prevent nausea and vomiting increases the risk 
of a surgical wound infection.

Professor Tomás Corcoran, Director of Research  
in the Department of Anaesthesia and Pain 
Medicine at RPH and Adjunct Clinical Professor  
in the Central Clinical School at Monash University, 
was lead researcher in the Perioperative 
Administration of Dexamethasone and  
Infection (PADDI) trial.

Professor Corcoran said the study had the potential 
to influence anaesthesia practice around 

the world.

Anaesthetists often administer 
the steroid dexamethasone 

to patients during 
surgery.

Due to its effects on the immune system however, 
there had been concern it could increase the 
risk of wound infections, particularly in vulnerable 
populations such as diabetes patients.

“As a result, there has been a reluctance to use it, 
even though more than half of patients are at risk 
of experiencing nausea and vomiting after their 
surgery,” Professor Corcoran said.

Interestingly, the same drug has recently been 
shown to decrease the risk of death from  
COVID-19 in severely ill patients.

Professor Corcoran said that the large clinical 
trial – led by Monash University and the Australian 
and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists Clinical 
Trials Network – found that administering a low-
dose of dexamethasone during anaesthesia for 
surgical procedures did not increase the risk of 
surgical wound infections and could be given safely 
to patients undergoing surgery, including diabetes 
patients.

“This is an important finding because these 
infections are common,” he said.

In Australia alone, at least 200 000 healthcare-
associated infections including wound infections  
are diagnosed in hospital patients each year, 
costing approximately $1 billion a year.

The PADDI Trial included 8725 patients undergoing 
all types of non-cardiac surgery over the past 
four years from 55 hospitals across Australia, 
New Zealand, Hong Kong and South Africa. 
Hospitals in WA included RPH, FSH, Sir Charles 
Gairdner Hospital and Rockingham Hospital. 
Half of the patients received a single 8mg dose 
of dexamethasone and the other half received a 
placebo during their surgery and were followed  
up for six months post surgery.

The findings showed that 8.1 per cent of patients 
who received dexamethasone experienced a wound 
infection at 30 days after surgery, compared to 9.1 
per cent in the placebo group, indicating no evidence 
of any major differences between the groups.

Professor Corcoran said the study had shown 
conclusively that it was safe to use this drug  
when clinically indicated.

“After a surgical procedure, there is always 
a concern that patients will suffer a major 
complication. There is an ongoing need to run large 
scale clinical studies such as PADDI, which produce 
reliable results to determine how to reduce major 
complications after surgery and to improve the 
safety of our patients,” he said.

This trial was funded by the National Health  
and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) and 
Monash University. The trial was awarded the 
largest NHMRC project grant in the 2015  
project grant round.

Professor Tomás Corcoran 39
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Critical care medical research
EMHS’ strength in critical care research has 
received a boost with the introduction of the 
Guardianship and Administration Amendment 
(Medical Research) Act 2020. This amendment 
provides pathways for patients who do not have 
capacity to consent to participate in medical 
research and experimental treatments, with  
the consent of their legal guardian. 

Aside from providing patients with access to new 
treatments, the Act amendment allows clinical 
researchers to work out which existing treatments 
are the safest and most effective, greatly enhancing 
the patient’s care.

During 2020-21, five projects commenced under 
the Act amendment. These were:

• Enhancing rehabilitation services for Aboriginal 
Australians after brain injury (Healing Right Way).

• A prospective multicentre phase III randomised 
controlled Trial of Early Activity and Mobilisation 
compared with standard care in invasively 
ventilated patients in intensive care  
(TEAM Trial).

• Randomised, Embedded, Multifactorial 
Adaptive Platform trial for Community-Acquired 
Pneumonia (REMAP-CAP).

• Critical illness in shock study.
• Brain Oxygen Neuromonitoring in Australia  

and New Zealand Assessment (BONANZA).

National grant success, driven  
by research experience and 
consumer input
RPH ED Doctors Jessamine Soderstrom and  
David McCutcheon – together with Professor  
Daniel Fatovich – are part of a team across Australia 
who were awarded more than $3.72 million 
for five years, to research the development of a 
coordinated toxicosurveillance system of illicit drug 
use in Australia to enable rapid detection and harm-
reduction responses via an early warning system.

The Emerging Drugs Network of Australia (EDNA) 
was the largest grant awarded across the country 
by Federal Health Minister Greg Hunt as part of  
the NHMRC grants scheme.

Professor Fatovich is leading the EDNA team 
and will bring together emergency physicians, 
toxicologists and forensic laboratories from across 
the country to build a national surveillance and early 
warning system of illicit and emerging drugs. 

The innovative approach will use laboratory-
confirmed data to identify specific drugs that are 
resulting in drug-affected patients presenting at 
EDs. This information will inform rapid, evidence-
based public health responses to reduce further 
drug-related harm in the community.

International calls for further research into illicit 
and emerging drugs have indicated that improved 
collaboration between emergency physicians, 
forensic laboratories, researchers and health 
services could help to identify new and emerging 
drugs more rapidly and provide more robust data. 
In Australia, information on trends in drug use  
is currently obtained through a range of measures, 
that provide little in the way of useful clinical 
information to assist medical staff in managing 
acutely unwell people.

This new collaborative research  
involves sentinel EDs in each  
state, and forensic laboratories.

ABC breakfast radio feature – Early warning 
system for emerging and illicit drugs could  
save lives

In February 2021, the EMHS Innovation  
and Research teams held a research  
grant writing workshop to explore:   
How might we employ innovative techniques  
in grant-writing to ensure the EMHS 
submissions stand out from the crowd?
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2021 Australian Clinical Trials 
Alliance (ACTA) clinical trial  
of the year
An estimated 3000 Australians present to EDs each 
year experiencing a collapsed lung. This condition 
can be caused by an underlying lung disease or, 
more commonly, no obvious reason at all. 

It occurs when a spontaneous leak from the  
surface of the lung causes air to collect inside  
the chest, which in turn causes severe pain  
and breathing difficulties.

For decades, standard hospital treatment for a 
pneumothorax has been interventional, with doctors 
inserting a plastic tube into the patient’s chest to 
drain the collected air to help the lung reinflate.  
This treatment is often painful and can lead to  
organ injury, bleeding, infection and – if the air  
leak continues – additional surgery.

An award-winning trial, led by RPH’s Centre  
for Clinical Research in Emergency Medicine 
has found that taking a conservative ‘hands-off’ 
approach to patients with a collapsed lung, is 
better than the traditional intervention of inserting 
a plastic tube into the patient’s chest to drain  
the collected air – even when the lung collapse  
is large.

In this study of 316 patients at 39 hospitals 
across the world, 154 participants received 
standard interventional lung drainage 
management, while the remaining 162 were 
managed conservatively with pain killers and 
observation alone. The results showed that  
85 per cent of the latter group’s outcome  
was ‘non-inferior’ to the interventional group 
in terms of the pneumothorax resolving 
within an eight-week timeframe. 
The conservative approach 
also reduced the risk of 
complications.

9 News - Game changing 
treatment

The findings are expected to cause a significant 
worldwide shift in thinking around how doctors 
treat pneumothorax.

(L-R) ED consultants Dr Stephen MacDonald,  
Professor Daniel Fatovich, Dr David McCutcheon

Excellence
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EMHS Excellence Symposium
In 2020 we hosted our second EMHS Excellence 
Symposium. The symposium celebrates staff from 
across EMHS who embody our value of excellence. 
Each year we invite expressions of interest from staff 
and teams to nominate programs that align under 
one of our service delivery principles and deliver on 
our vision – healthy people, amazing care.

Our Medical Multimedia Design team produced 
a short video for five nominated programs. The 
programs selected to showcase their amazing  
work in 2020 were:

• Mental Health Homeless Pathways  
(RPBG)

• Hospital Avoidance Response Team  
(SJGMPH)

• Bentley Safety After-hours For Everyone 
(BeSAFE) (BHS)

• Safe peripheral intravenous cannulation team 
(RPH)

• Organ and tissue donation service  
(AHS)

The kindness, collaboration and commitment 
demonstrated in these videos is an inspiration  
for us all to strive towards excellence in every  
aspect of our work and service delivery.

We were also privileged to begin this year’s event 
with keynote speaker, Order of Australian 
Medal recipient, world champion swimmer 
and nine-time Paralympic gold medal 
winner, Priya Cooper, who spoke about 
her extraordinary achievements, self-
determination and passion for setting 
and striving for goals – despite 
challenges and adversity. 

Priya provided a wonderful lead – 
in to our event, which due to 
COVID-19 restrictions, included 
live streaming to staff via Microsoft 
Teams.

Excellence

Collaboration

Golden paralympian, Priya Cooper, with 
EMHS Chief Executive, Liz MacLeod

Each of the five teams received a lapel 
pin and certificate in acknowledgment 
of their selection to present at the 
Excellence Symposium.
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Innovative thinking Karina Bowden (Occupational Therapist, AHS)

“I am really glad I attended this course as it gave 
me an opportunity to build my skillset and develop 
another way to approach challenging situations. 
It was taught in a way that we got to practise 
the skills and nut out problems as a team to 
consolidate our knowledge. It was also a great  
way to get to know like-minded people across  
the organisation, who we can now support each 
other in our journey. It was an enjoyable course  
that I looked forward to each month and I think  
we were all sad when it ended!”

Aisling McEneaney (Senior Occupational Therapist, AHS)

“Truly enjoyed this experience thank you Ashleigh (Project Officer, Innovation Hub) and 
Lindsay (Innovation Manager, Innovation Hub) you really know how to challenge my brain. 
This was a fun and interesting course to look at different ways to solve problems. For me it 
was an introduction to a whole different approach, and working with other health disciplines 
was an amazing experience. You always kept it interesting and helped to guide us through 
the process, always encouraging and supporting crazy ideas. Loved all the resources, 
interesting podcasts and links that will be so useful now and in the future. Thanks again!”

Innovation Champions program

In 2020-21, the EMHS Innovation team ran  
two Innovation Champions programs, each  
with a RPBG and AKG stream. These  
programs covered three innovation pillars:

• problem re-framing;
• human-centred design thinking;
• behavioural insights.

The EMHS now has 39 alumni of the  
program across all streams. 

Ideas challenge

Towards the end of 2020, the EMHS Innovation  
team sought to harness the collective creativity  
and ingenuity of its workforce by running its first  
EMHS-wide ideas challenge. 

Making use of the PSC’s free iThink platform, staff 
were challenged to come up with new and creative 
ideas to improve service delivery and outcomes  
for patients.

Staff from both RPBG and AKG rose to the 
challenge, submitting 34 ideas covering areas  
as diverse as palliative care, virtual outpatient 
clinics, antimicrobial resistance and  
infrastructure upgrades.
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Youth Innovation Think Tank – QRious project

In August 2020, 59 year 10 and 11 students from 
seven high schools attended the second annual 
EMHS Youth Innovation Think Tank.

The Think Tank paired high school students with 
clinicians and subject matter experts to collaborate 
on innovative solutions to common health issues.

The students, guided by expert mentors from 
the EMHS and the Child and Adolescent Health 
Service (CAHS), tackled either virtual care 
digital literacy or adolescent patient 
transition, with the goal of  
finding a workable solution.

The students pitched their ideas to an Executive 
judging panel, who chose Methodist Ladies’ 
College (MLC) as the winning team.

MLC focused on the issue of adolescent patient 
transition and developed an innovative ‘QRious’ 
system using Quick Response (QR) codes and 
a volunteer-run hub at RPH to help adolescent 
patients manage their transition from paediatric  
to adult health services.

The EMHS Innovation team worked with MLC, 
EMHS and CAHS mentors, and relevant 

stakeholders to develop a formal proposal 
to trial MLC’s 'QRious' solution.  

It included:

• a digital bridge to support adolescent  
patients transitioning their care from the 
CAHS to the EMHS;

• new website pages for RPH and Perth 
Children’s Hospital (PCH), with tailored 
information to help adolescent patients 
transition their care successfully, together  
with QR code stickers and posters at key  
entry points to RPH.

This innovative solution will be delivered in real-life 
at RPH and PCH from October 2021. 

All participants of the Think Tank where enthusiastic 
and developed innovative and forward-thinking 
solutions to some complex health issues.

On 10 June 2021, the EMHS Innovation  
team held a hackathon on the topic:  
How might we improve clinical pathways  
for young adult patients (16-30 years) with 
Autism Spectrum Disorder who present at  
EMHS with ‘behaviours of concern’?
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Continuing to deliver safe  
and high-quality care 
The EMHS is very proud of the significant 
improvements we continue to make in providing 
safe and high-quality care for our patients and 
consumers. This is our number one priority.

It is recognised however that in such a complex 
and challenging industry, sometimes things can go 
wrong. We are committed to providing an open and 
transparent environment that includes supporting 
staff to report incidents in the event that something 
does not go according to plan.

Learning from clinical incidents 

During 2020-21, there were 174 760 patient 
admissions to EMHS hospitals. In addition,  
214 474 patients were seen in our EDs and 
another 675 440 patients were seen in an 
outpatient clinic or setting. 

As a testament to our professional and skilled 
workforce, the overwhelming majority of these 
interactions occurred without incident. However,  
for a very small percentage of patients, errors did 
regrettably occur during their care – and in some 
cases, these errors resulted in unintended harm.  
In the interests of transparency, we are sharing  
the number of serious clinical incidents that 
occurred in 2020-21 at our hospitals and  
health services. 

Every incident provides a critical learning 
opportunity that enables us to put in place 
strategies to prevent others from being harmed. 

During 2020-21, there were 105 clinical incidents 
reported with a Severity Assessment Code (SAC) 
rating of 1 (SAC1). A SAC1 incident is a clinical 
incident that has, or could have, caused serious 
harm or death, and which is attributed to health 
care provision (or lack thereof) rather than the 
patient’s underlying condition or illness.

The number of SAC1 incidents is attributed to an 
increase in activity and improved reporting of both 
infection control and mental health related incidents, 
as guided by new EMHS Business Rules ensuring 
robust investigation in line with the WA Clinical 
Incident Management Policy. All SAC1 clinical 
incident investigations are reviewed by members  
of the EMHS Executive, as well as the EMHS  
Board Safety and Quality Committee.

In addition, in 2020-21, the EMHS has continued to 
mature and strengthen its Morbidity and Mortality 
(M&M) review processes. An M&M review is a forum 
for clinicians to openly and transparently discuss 
the quality of care provided to patients who have 
died or experienced significant morbidity while 
under the care of a health service.

M&M review is an essential component of  
an integrated approach to identifying clinical 
incidents, opportunities for quality improvement  
and organisational learning through peer review. 

In 2020-21, an Adult Sepsis Pathway was 
introduced into all EDs across EMHS, resulting  
in an evidence based and consistent approach 
to the identification and management of sepsis in 
the ED setting. Further implementation of inpatient 
adult, paediatric and maternity sepsis pathways  
is planned.

Of the 105 serious incidents reported in 2020-21, 
the patient outcome1 was noted as:

No harm

8

Minor harm

2

Moderate harm

1

Serious harm

71

Death

23

1The outcome does not necessarily arise as a 
direct cause of the incident. Factors other than 
healthcare-related may have contributed to the 
patient’s outcome.

Safety, quality and consumer engagement 
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Falls prevention – how might we 
eliminate serious patient harm 
following an in-hospital fall?

Hand hygiene – how might we 
improve hand hygiene compliance 
across RPBG to consistently 
achieve 95 per cent compliance?

In 2020-21, the EMHS Innovation team held problem-solving hackathons on: 

Learnings from a serious  
clinical incident

Situation

Following a same-day procedure, a patient was 
not provided with an important appointment for 
follow-up which resulted in the delayed diagnosis 
of a serious disease. Through clinical incident 
investigation it was identified that there was a 
lack of a standardised process with an allocated 
responsibility for booking surgical outpatient 
appointments.

Recommendation

To develop and publish a booking process for 
surgical outpatient appointments that identifies 
the person responsible, with an approach for 
communicating this to all surgical outpatients.

Result

The recommendation prompted an outpatient 
reform process resulting in an electronic 
dashboard implemented for Outpatient Clerks  
to follow-up appointment requests by clinicians 
and identify patients who have received no 
follow-up from their appointment. 
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Partnering with our community
Engaging and partnering with consumers and  
our community remains key to achieving our  
vision of healthy people, amazing care.

Improving the consumer experience 

In 2020-21, numerous actions were completed  
to support this commitment to our community: 

• The introduction of a standardised feedback 
form, alongside a specialised Aboriginal 
feedback form, which are both available on 
EMHS websites and information hubs. Both 
forms include QR codes to enable consumers 
to complete them online. This has ensured 
consistent information is provided to, and 
collected from, our consumers. 

• Following review of Patient First, a WA 
Health program designed to educate health 
consumers about healthcare processes and 
potential problems that can occur with their 
care, the EMHS developed welcome packs 
that offer consistent information to patients 
towards patient empowerment. 

• The EMHS put revisions to the WA Health 
Complaints Management Policy into practice, 
thereby improving the capture of consumer 
feedback. 

• Implementation of the Australian  
Commission on Safety and Quality in Health 
Care’s Australian Hospital Patient Experience 
Question Set (AHPEQS) has introduced the use 
of validated, standardised patient experience 
questions by way of an SMS based survey  
after discharge. Since September 2020,  
EMHS has received feedback from more  
than 13 000 consumers. 

• Introduction of a Net Promoter Score (NPS),  
with results placing EMHS in the top 20th  
percentile of performing organisations  
based on consumer feedback. 

AHPEQS results summary

AHPEQS question EMHS

My views and concerns were listened to 92.1%

I felt cared for 93.0%

I was involved as much as I wanted in making decisions about my treatment and care 90.7%

I was kept informed as much as I wanted about my treatment and care 91.5%

As far as I could tell the staff involved in my care communicated with each other about my treatment 90.6%

I received pain relief that met my needs 93.2%

When I was in the hospital, l felt confident in the safety of my treatment and care 93.4%

Overall the quality of the treatment and care I received was good or very good 93.3%

The NPS is the percentage of patients who  
rate their likelihood to recommend our service  
to a friend or colleague as 9 or 10, minus the 
percentage who rate 6 or below on a scale  
of 0 to 10. When considering the overall NPS 
for EMHS, the upper quartile of inter-industry 
organisations have an NPS of +72 or higher.

EMHS NPS rating

Period NPS Number of 
respondents Response rate

2020-21 +72.9 13 203 29.9%
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Consumer feedback 

Consumers provide valuable feedback and 
contribute to improving the safety and quality  
of services. 

In 2020-21, through our formal processes,  
the EMHS received: 

compliments via formal  
feedback processes

entirely complimentary stories  
via Care Opinion 

Example of a quality improvement  
arising from patient feedback

Situation

A regular patient of the health service was attending 
appointments three times a week and reported they 
felt communication around the processes of signing 
into the hospital (due to restricted access introduced 
when COVID-19 was first detected in WA) were 
inappropriate.

Changes implemented as a result

Changes were made to the rostering of staff at the 
door to give patients a consistent, friendly face at the 
entrance and become familiar with regular patients. 
A staff member was also designated to provide 
guidance and support to COVID-19 door screening 
staff and ensure clear communication of hospital 
procedures and guidelines in relation to members of 
the public registering their attendance at the hospital. 

1345

54

1764

72
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• Use of Care Opinion, an online platform  
to enable members of the public to tell us  
about their experience with our services,  
was continued. Feedback is used to improve 
services and to recognise staff and teams 
who go above and beyond our patients’ 
expectations.

In 2021, KH received a Care Opinion Award from 
the Health Consumers Council in recognition 
of providing best compassionate care and best 
practice responses to Care Opinion (see page 50).

This recognises only compliments provided  
through a formal mechanism but does not take  
into account the multitude of compliments and 
thanks fed back to staff informally and directly  
by patients, carers and their loved ones.

EMHS also received: 

complaints via formal  
feedback processes

complaints via  
Care Opinion

The EMHS manages patient feedback consistent  
with the WA Health Complaints Management 
Policy (2019), with all complaints acknowledged, 
investigated and responded to within appropriate 
timeframes, and quality improvement activities 
initiated to address issues where appropriate. 

Care Opinion stories are managed consistent  
with agreed KPIs and criteria for responding. 
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Feedback from Care Opinion

“Late last year we met  
Dr Matthew at Bentley East 
Metropolitan Youth Unit (EMyU). 
It was like a breath of fresh 
air. In my opinion, he is so 
knowledgeable and caring. 
He took time to listen to my 
daughter and I, and gave her 
a diagnosis and a pathway for 
treatment that made sense. He 
did exactly what was promised 
and sent referrals for treatment 
programs and gave  
us some direction.” 

”Here, no words can describe the 
admiration of midwife Sapphire group in 
AHS. I am so thankful for Claudia who is 
my midwife. She is completely amazing, 
highly professional and full of knowledge 
about what she was doing throughout 
the delivery. We felt safe in her hands and 
ended with an extremely positive birth 
that we were proud and excited to have. 
Our baby was brought into the world with 
respect and care and we will never forget 
it. After the birth, every single midwife, 
physio and doctor on the maternity ward 
we saw provided such a high standard  
of medical care, support and education  
to us.”

“Just want to say that the team at KH 
are the best ever! This is a small group 
of amazing and professional people and 
I’m very lucky to be able to attend this 
hospital for my yearly check-up. In my 
opinion, if you have a choice of places  
to go this is absolutely the best! Thank 
you all for always making me feel calm 
and special.”

“I had external cardioversion 
done and all went well, the 
nursing staff and medical team 
that attended to me were first-
rate and so helpful I can only say 
top world class, so I say thank 
you all for your help, kindest 
regards.” (RPH)

“Had Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) surgery and have had 
the most beautiful care since I entered the hospital. Lovely 
staff, caring and polite. Comfortable, cosy and beautiful 
food. I feel like I’m in a hotel. How lucky are we to have 
such great public health care! Feeling really blessed and 
grateful. Thank you to the Short Stay Unit staff, theatre and 
surgical team for your great care.” (SJGMPH)

”I had a gastroscopy at Bentley and it was honestly the nicest 
hospital experience I've ever had. All the staff I interacted 
with were friendly, warm and welcoming from admission up 
until discharge. Service was efficient and timely, and I was 
not left feeling uneasy or wondering about my care. They give 
you ample time to ask questions, adequate directions and 
explanations whenever something was being done. Same for 
having the intravenous (IV) cannula put in, the entire process 
was painless. Anyone who is receiving this service from them 
have my vote of confidence that the staff will go above and 
beyond to see to your issues and make you feel as comfortable 
as possible.”
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“Our beautiful wife/sister/daughter/friend got to 
have the most beautiful and supportive journey  
from our world into the after-life at KH.

What an absolutely wonderful team of amazing 
individuals who go above and beyond in every 
aspect of their work to support patients and their 
families every day, just like us. What could be a  
dark and gloomy place, was happy and focused  
on celebrating life. The whole team was amazing, 
but reflecting back on our time at Kalamunda, we 
must acknowledge those who have had an impact 
on our lives forever, for the better. 

Dr Yamin, you are a kind, passionate and 
knowledgeable soul who worked with us to get  
the best for our loved one. We never felt spoken 
down to, or like a burden with you (which is different 
to our experiences at other hospitals) and we were 
so thankful for your care and support, all your 
patients, past and present, are lucky to have  
you on their team. 

To our physio, Courtney, what a remarkable young 
woman. So passionate, caring and supportive. 
Always going above and beyond, you will 
change the world with that beautiful smile and 
can-do attitude, we hope you are getting the 
acknowledgment you so clearly deserve. 

Care Opinion heroes

The Health Consumer Council reviews all Care 
Opinion stories that identify individual staff in 
a positive way and tags them as Care Opinion 
Heroes. Each year, these Care Opinion Hero 
stories are reviewed, and the best examples of 
compassionate care and best-practice responses 
are awarded the Care Opinion Hero Award.  
In 2021, KH was the winner of this award  
for the following story and response.

To all the nurses, we appreciate all that you do, from 
the everyday ‘nursey’ things, to the extra things, the 
handholds, the reassurance, the advice and support. 
Special mentions to Andrew – your sense of humour 
and lively nature lit up the room whenever you 
were present, and Claire – head and heart strong, 
passionate and a true advocate for your patients.

And last but not least, Karen, the Ward Clerk.  
You are much, much more than just a ward clerk: 
a friend, a supporter, a lighthouse in the night, we 
could go to you for anything and everything and 
you would go above and beyond to always make 
sure it was taken care of. We hope what you do 
is not overlooked, as although not a ‘medical 
professional’, in our eyes you were as important  
as any other member of the team. 

Thank you again for the love and care that we and 
our loved one received. We had heard amazing 
things about KH, but words did not do it justice. 
Although you were all clearly under the pump and 
always run off your feet, nothing was ever a hassle. 
You took the time to address our needs and go 
above and beyond, always putting us first. We 
know we have missed out many members of the 
team, there are too many of you to mention, but 
you know who you are and we are truly thankful for 
everyone we came into contact with at Kalamunda. 

We will forever be thankful for the time spent  
with you.”
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Kindness

Respect
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Dear family,

Firstly, please accept my sincere condolences to 
you and your family for the loss of your loved one.

Thank you for taking the time to write to us and 
share with us your family's experience. I would  
like to express my gratitude on behalf of the  
health service for your heartfelt words about the 
wonderful staff who were involved in the care of 
your loved one.

I am delighted to read your words of kindness and 
especially your recognition of the empathy and 
compassion shown to you during this very difficult 
time. We always appreciate the recognition of staff 
and how the personal touch to care can help and 
support patients and families.

Our staff at KH are committed to supporting 
patients and their families through their palliative 
care journey. I have shared your experience and 
gratitude for the highly compassionate care your 
loved one and family received with all the staff 
involved.

Once again, thank you for helping us appreciate 
how kindness and empathy are the greatest gifts 
we can share with all our patients and their families.

My sincere best wishes to you and your loved ones.

Kind regards

Di Barr
Executive Director, AKG

Butterflies from the remembrance wall at KH



Risk management and audit 
The three lines of defence model employed by 
EMHS clearly defines functions who are involved 
and responsible for effective risk management.  
These lines of defence are:

• own and manage risks;
• oversee risks;
• provide independent assurance.

The EMHS Board Audit and Risk subcommittee 
forms part of the organisation’s wider governance 
framework and provides a key oversight role for the 
second and third lines of defence through the risk 
management and audit functions.

Risk management

The EMHS risk function continued to  
mature through its third year of enterprise risk 
management. For the 2020-21 period, significant 
work was undertaken to implement AS ISO 
31000:2018. This work included the revision  
of the EMHS Risk Management Framework to  
embed the cultural aspects of the framework.  

To help ensure success and uptake, this was 
supported by an enhanced education program, 
with risk management principles incorporated into 
the EMHS Managers Induction eLearning program 
and the LAMP.

Key risk areas being monitored by the risk function 
are in relation to:

• ongoing assessment and mitigation  
of significant clinical risks; 

• impact of aggression and violence  
on staff safety;

• cybersecurity and information and 
communications technology (ICT)  
risk management;

• the impact of COVID-19 on EMHS  
service delivery and workforce.

Treatment Action Plans (TAPs) or planned controls, 
are actions (or groups of actions) which, when 
implemented, should reduce the likelihood or 
impact of the risk. Of the 317 TAPs assigned to 
EMHS risks during 2020-21, 115 were considered 
closed, while others remain in progress. 

Internal audit

The purpose of the EMHS internal audit is to 
enhance and protect the organisational values 
by providing risk-based and objective assurance, 
advice and insight.

The internal audit activity is driven by the risk-based 
Audit Plan, which is regularly reviewed and updated 
to provide relevant and value-added assurance 
activities to the organisation.

For the 2020-21 period, management was able to 
mitigate a number of risks and made improvements 
in response to audit findings relating to areas 
such as ICT, research, finance, credentialing 
and workforce. In total 63 per cent of the 
recommendations logged for the year have been 
fully implemented by management and 37 per 
cent were in progress at the time of reporting.

Integrity

Accountability
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Sustainable Health Review 

Sustainability

In April 2019, the WA Government released a 
Sustainable Health Review (SHR) report, outlining 
eight enduring strategies and 30 recommendations 
to drive a cultural and behavioural shift across the 
State’s health system. 

Since the release of this report, DoH and HSPs 
have been progressing early implementation and 
planning of the recommendations. The EMHS has 
prioritised seven SHR recommendations, in line with 
current EMHS strategic priorities.

SHR 2a: Halt the rise in obesity in WA by  
July 2024 and have the highest percentage  
of population with a healthy weight of all 
states in Australia by July 2029 

EMHS initiative: Obesity prevention

In October 2020, the EMHS launched an  
EMHS Obesity Prevention Strategy and established 
an Obesity Prevention Strategy Implementation 
Committee. The strategy was developed in 
consultation with a broad range of stakeholders 
and creates the conditions necessary for people 
living, working and playing in the east metropolitan 
geographical area to develop and maintain  
healthy dietary patterns, physical activity and 
healthy weight. 

Members of the EMHS Aboriginal Health Strategy Team 
and Aboriginal Health Consumer Advisory Groups

As part of this strategy, the EMHS developed  
Shift: A guide for media and communications 
professionals, which aims to shift the narrative  
on obesity to reduce weight stigma. In November 
2020, this was published by DoH as part of the 
implementation of the WA Healthy Weight  
Action Plan.

To upskill health professionals in nutrition and 
communication skills, two advanced Massive  
Open Online Courses (MOOCs) were developed  
in partnership with the University of Newcastle  
and rolled out in early 2021.

SHR 3a: Reduce inequity in health  
outcomes and access to care with focus  
on Aboriginal people and families in line  
with the WA Aboriginal Health and  
Wellbeing Framework 2015-30 

EMHS initiative: Increase Aboriginal 
workforce

The inaugural EMHS Aboriginal Workforce Plan  
2020-23 was completed and endorsed following  
an extensive consultation process. The plan 
identifies a range of strategies to increase  
Aboriginal representation in the EMHS 
workforce.  

These strategies fall under four focus areas:

1. Commit, lead and engage to improve  
Aboriginal diversity and inclusion across EMHS.

2. Building an inclusive and culturally safe 
workplace.

3. Attract and recruit a diverse Aboriginal 
workforce. 

4. Develop, support and retain a skilled  
Aboriginal workforce.

EMHS also launched an Aboriginal Employment 
Talent Register, which allows Aboriginal candidates 
to register interest in working at EMHS. The register 
supports a more agile and candidate-focused 
approach.
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In May 2021, AHS was recognised as a  
Waterwise Gold Business, for water-saving  
actions and initiatives achieved over the past year.

The health service had recorded a steady decline 
in water use since 2016, averaging five per cent 
savings annually between 2016 and 2019, but in 
2019-20 it achieved a 30 per cent saving thanks 
to new technology and a regular inspection and 
maintenance program.

The cooling towers were the biggest water  
users on campus, accounting for almost half  
of the site’s consumption.

SHR 5: Reduce the health system’s 
environmental footprint and ensure 
mitigation and adaptation strategies are in 
place to respond to the health impacts and 
risks of climate change. Set ongoing targets 
and measures aligned with established 
national and international goals

EMHS initiative: EMHS environmental  
footprint reduction

On 24 November 2020, the EMHS  
Innovation team held a hackathon with  
RPBG catering on the topic: How might we  
reduce plastic product usage and improve waste 
disposal processes in retail catering services to 
become more environmentally sustainable?

The Facilities Management team now has  
a plumber and refrigeration engineer on-site  
full-time. These positions have enabled a quicker 
turn around in addressing problems and repairs,  
and enabled the implementation of a regular 
maintenance program. 

A new water management system for the cooling 
towers has also been installed, along with a high-
tech reticulation controller to help with efficiencies. 

Meanwhile, engineering toolbox meetings have 
included discussion of practical and innovative ideas 
and have been used to encourage staff to raise 
issues and possible solutions to help save water.

of CO2 has been reduced from our  
carbon footprint. This is equivalent to:

truck loads of coal burned

homes’ energy use for a year 

45-minute car trips are removed  
from Perth roads daily

125

753

6273 
tonnes

466

343
sold

EMHS keep  
cups were 

purchased to 
reduce the use of 
throw away cups

Through adoption of virtual care technology: 

7286
refills
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SHR 11a: Improve timely access to  
outpatient services through moving routine, 
non-urgent and less complex specialist 
outpatient services out of hospital settings  
in partnership with primary care

EMHS initiative: EMHS outpatient reform 
program 

In early 2021, EMHS launched an Outpatient  
Reform Program. The program is designed to make 
the outpatient system easier for patients to navigate 
and ensure that every appointment adds value and 
improves access to those most in need.

EMHS outpatient reform strategy

Over the past 12 months a range of exciting 
outpatient reform projects have been progressed  
at EMHS sites, most notably:

• AKG has developed an outpatient strategic and 
operational strategy, which is driving a review 
of outpatient service delivery including detailed 
analysis for key outpatient specialities.

 Considerable work has been undertaken  
to improve outpatient data quality, establish 
new processes for clerical staff, improve 
access to outpatient letters and standardise 
workflows for the management of referrals.

• RPBG has established a significant  
outpatient reform program to change the way 
services are delivered and improve patient 
experience and outcomes. A newly established 
nurse-led Glaucoma Assessment Clinic, which 
is working to develop a substitute model of 
care and multi-disciplinary team collaborations 
in one-stop clinics, exemplifies the RPBG 
approach to service and workforce reform. 

• Throughout 2021, SJGMPH has focused on 
information sharing to provide greater visibility 
and understanding of outpatient activity.  

This strategy has led to a range of  
engagement and partnership strategies 
with local GPs – including education events, 
Resident Medical Officer bus tours to local  
GP practices and joint GP research projects. 

• As part of a focus on supporting the most 
vulnerable in our community, a trial is underway 
to proactively reach out to at-risk Aboriginal 
consumers with a history of non-engagement 
with health services, to provide support and 
encouragement to attend their upcoming 
appointment.

Managing Demand 
and Capacity

Optimising Patient Care
Healthy people 
amazing care

Quality  
and Safety

Cost and 
Waste

Patient 
Experience

Workforce 
and Staff 

Engagement

Leadership Technology Partnership Change  
Management 

KEY ENABLERS

Achieving outpatient reform will require...

Visionary clinical and 
executive leadership  
to drive innovation 
and best practice  
by reforming both  
outpatient systems  

and structures 

Embracing  
technology  
to enhance 

communication and  
information sharing in  
order to strengthen  

patient empowerment 
and experience 

Partnership with 
primary care  
and patients  

to collaborate,  
share and guide  

patient care

A systematic 
approach to dealing 
with transformation 

by identifying, 
communicating and 
embedding change 
at an individual and 
organisational level
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SHR 11b: Improve timely access to outpatient 
services through requiring all metropolitan 
HSPs to progressively provide telehealth 
consultations for 65 per cent of outpatient 
services for country patients by July 2022

EMHS initiative: EMHS Telehealth Plan

EMHS has developed an Is a phone or video 
appointment suitable for me? consumer checklist, 
which will be incorporated into the WA Primary 
Health Alliance Telehealth Health Pathway.

An SMS initiative that offers RPH patients the 
choice to attend their outpatient appointment by 
video (instead of in-person) has led to more than 
2700 requests for a video appointment between 
November 2020 and June 2021 (equivalent to 
approximately 14 per cent of SMS sent). 

The Regional and Tertiary Collaborative has seen 
RPH Outpatients Department partner with the 
Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Services 
(ACCHS) in the Pilbara and Kimberley to support 
access to tertiary outpatient care by Aboriginal 
patients via video appointments at their regional 
ACCHS. In 2020-21, 9 video appointments were 
delivered with an ACCHS clinical staff member 
present, promoting shared care between tertiary 
and primary healthcare providers. RPH also held  
12 virtual care coordination meetings with a 
regional ACCHS, as part of the Regional and 
Tertiary Collaborative.

Percentage of outpatients appointments conducted  
by video or phone

% video and 
phone appts  
in 2020-21

EMHS  
Target

Country patients 46% ≥ 65%

Metropolitan patients 33% ≥ 15%

Follow-up appointments 25% ≥ 15%

Collaboration
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SHR 13: Implement models of care in  
the community for groups of people with 
complex conditions who are frequent 
presenters to hospital

EMHS initiative: Virtual self-management  
and remote monitoring

After a successful three-month pilot, a  
virtual self-management and remote monitoring 
randomised clinical trial for patients with Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) or  
Chronic Heart Failure (CHF) started at AHS. 

Using technology developed by Mentegram  
https://mentegram.com.au and implemented by 
Hashcode https://hashcode.com.au in partnership 
with the AHS team, patients are being provided 
with evidence-based self-management tools, 
including daily prompts and condition-specific self-
help information on native iOS and Android apps. 
Reminders ensure patients monitor daily.

Patients are also monitored remotely for 30 days 
following hospital discharge with automated alerts 
and phone follow-up if they show signs of decline 
and cannot get in touch with their GP.

The study is expected to improve patient quality  
of life and reduce the 28-day readmission rate  
to hospitals. 

Collaboration
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SHR 14: Transform the approach to caring  
for older people by implementing models of 
care to support independence at home and 
other appropriate settings, in partnership  
with consumers, providers, primary care  
and the Commonwealth

EMHS initiative: EMHS Health Care  
for the Older Adult Service Model

The implementation of the EMHS Health Care  
of the Older Adult Service Model progressed 
with the following priority initiatives underway:

• Strengthening of sub-acute patient access 
across EMHS. 

• Partnering with external service providers and 
community groups to develop and increase 
uptake of initiatives that target healthy, active 
lifestyles and social connectedness.

• Development of a Home First Service  
Model to support a patient’s assessment  
of ongoing needs with individualised care and  
re-enablement at home. This has included the  
roll out of a Discharge to Assess (D2A) program 
at AHS in partnership with Rehabilitation in the 
Home (RITH), with expansion plans for RPBG.

• Development of site-based comprehensive 
geriatric care service models that support  
early assessment and rapid ambulatory  
access through optimisation of geriatrician  
in-reach services.

• Promoting dementia-friendly care and  
ensuring dementia-enabling environments,  
with ‘Forget Me Not’ volunteers embedded 
across EMHS sites.

• Strengthening ambulatory care pathways  
and plans to integrate with virtual technologies. 

• A ‘pre-habilitation’ program developed to 
optimise elderly and frail patients’ health  
prior to surgery. 

• Strengthening of falls and secondary fracture 
prevention protocols and pathways.

Kindness
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Collaboration Members of the EMHS Learning and Development Team

SHR 23: Build a systemwide culture of 
courage, innovation and accountability that 
builds on the existing pride, compassion 
and professionalism of staff to support 
collaboration for change

EMHS initiative: EMHS leadership 
development and focus on culture

The EMHS Leadership Development Framework  
was implemented in 2020. The framework  
defines critical capabilities under the domains  
of demonstrating personal qualities, working with 
others, managing services and setting direction 
which informs our leadership development activity.

In October 2020, the Managers Induction went 
live, consisting of 10 eLearning modules around 
key leadership and management topics including 
decision making, conflict management, negotiation 
skills, risk and compliance, finance, governance, 
HR, integrity, payroll certification and performance 
review. So far, 27 per cent of the 742 managers 
have fully completed the training and another 60 
per cent are in progress.

An internal LAMP was developed, with initial  
intakes commencing in the first half of 2021.

The LEADing in a Caring Environment breakfast 
series provided an opportunity for two executive or 
senior managers in each session to be interviewed 
about one of the five focus areas of the Health 
LEADS Australia framework, and share their 
wisdom and leadership development experiences 
with both a live and webinar audience. These 
sessions provided a great opportunity for leaders  
to come together, network and learn from each 
other. They commenced in December 2020 with 
six sessions being facilitated to date, and more 
than 360 participants in total. 
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Significant issues 
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The COVID-19 global pandemic continued  
to be a significant issue for all HSPs, with  
the EMHS no exception.

Once again, EMHS staff continued to play a  
vital lead role in WA’s response to COVID-19. 

Nimble and agile became the key words as  
staff across all sites and all levels learnt to  
quickly mobilise, adjust and implement a range  
of initiatives, policies and procedures efficiently  
and effectively – against the backdrop of an  
ever-changing work environment.

Whether on the wards in our hospitals, 
administering vaccinations at our dedicated  
COVID-19 vaccinations clinics, or swabbing 
potential COVID-19 cases at public testing sites, 
EMHS staff showed an unwavering commitment  
to putting their patients and the community first.

That commitment to the community was also 
highlighted by EMHS staff caring for returned 
travellers in hotel quarantine.

During 2020-21, a significant number of EMHS 
employees were deployed to work in dedicated 
COVID-19 roles, including in COVID-19 testing  
and vaccination clinics, quarantine hotels,  
airport testing and triage, mobile fit testing  
and a dedicated COVID-19 call centre.

Testing clinics

COVID-19 testing clinics at RPH, AHS and 
SJGMPH continued to provide a vital role  
in the community during the reporting period.

Rain, hail or shine, the dedicated staff at 
the testing clinics swabbed a stream of 
people – enduring at times exceptionally 
long hours of work from dawn until 
well into the night – to help detect any 
community transmission of COVID-19.

Throughout it all, the testing clinic staff showed an 
exceptional level of professionalism and kindness.

During the height of the pandemic and when 
required, pop-up clinics were set up – often 
seemingly overnight.Tests at clinics

181 209

COVID-19 pandemic

Kindness

394

2

positive results 
from tests at an 
EMHS clinic

patient admissions 
to ICU
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Vaccinations

One of the most significant tools in the fight  
against COVID-19 is vaccination.

The dedicated multi-disciplinary COVID-19 
vaccination team – made up of registered and 
enrolled nurses, assistants in nursing, administrative 
staff, pharmacists and pharmacy technicians – 
worked tirelessly to initially ensure that staff across 
all EMHS campuses had the opportunity to get 
vaccinated. They then focused on the wider State 
uptake as different segments of the community 
became eligible for the vaccine.

Staff administered vaccinations to eligible people  
at on-site EMHS hospital clinics at RPH, AHS  
and SJGMPH.

The RPH clinic alone administered 25 937 Pfizer 
and 53 Astra Zenica (AZ) COVID-19 vaccinations 
since opening its doors in March 2021. SJGMPH 
clinic administered 992 Pfizer and 3884 AZ  
vaccinations.

The AHS clinic also played a key role in the fight 
against COVID-19 – administering 785 Pfizer and 
3037 AZ vaccines during the same period.

Significantly, the first Western Australian to get 
vaccinated was an EMHS Hotel Quarantine Nurse. 

Hotel quarantine

Adding to the already heavy workload for staff, 
the EMHS was also responsible for overseeing 
clinical care for people in WA’s state-run 
quarantine hotels – both returned travellers 
undertaking mandatory 14-day quarantine and 
people who had acquired COVID-19 through 
local transmission. 

The EMHS’ Quarantine Outreach Service 
commenced 2 June 2020 at the Westin Hotel, 
Novotel Murray and Intercontinental Hotel, 
followed quickly by the Novotel Langley, Four 
Points Sheraton and the Pan Pacific.

In essence, EMHS staff at each of the six hotel 
sites were responsible for all the nursing, medical 
and wellbeing care of everyone in quarantine. 

The outreach service consisted of a Program 
Manager, Nurse Unit Manager, Medical Lead,  
24 Medical Officers, six Clinical Nurses, 62 
nursing staff and a number of RPBG clerical  
staff during a 13-month period.

Vaccinations

34 688

Percentage of EMHS staff who received  
a COVID-19 vaccine

At least one dose

73.9%
Fully vaccinated

64.9%
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For 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, the team 
carried out a range of tasks including wellbeing 
checks, medical assessments, wound/condition 
management, medication reviews and swab testing, 
while also managing mental health conditions. 
They were also responsible for overseeing 
unaccompanied minors, determining when care 
needed to be escalated and general medical 
reporting and development of patient care plans. 

The team also collaborated with the State 
Health Incident Coordination Centre (SHICC), 
Hospital Incident Commander (HIC), Quarantine 
Management Team (QMT) and other stakeholders.

Balancing staff and community needs

During the 12 month reporting period, many  
staff forewent leave and worked long hours –  
at a level beyond anything they had experienced  
previously – in stressful and difficult conditions. 
Inevitable absences caused by illness only  
added to the pressure.

EMHS Executive and Board supported public 
health advice that if staff were sick, they were  
to stay home. 

For staff in the clinics, hotels and front line,  
there was added concern that they could 
unwittingly take COVID-19 into their own homes. 

While the extraordinary efforts to which EMHS staff 
went to protect our community is commendable, 
the relentlessness of the required demands on  
staff inevitably raised concern for their welfare.

The COVID-19 situation nationally and globally  
added further pressures on staff management,  
as historic recruitment sources of nurses from  
the Eastern States and United Kingdom,  
and overseas doctors (particularly from Ireland),  
were no longer available

EMHS Executives therefore faced the challenge  
of ensuring a fit, competent and ready supply of 
local staff for the State’s ever-changing needs for 
an effective COVID-19 response – across multiple 
levels of care. They needed to be mindful of looking 
after the very people providing that patient and 
community care and their own mental health.

Burnout among healthcare staff was readily 
recognised as a risk to both staff and patients. 

In response to staff fatigue and unavoidable 
excessive leave build-up, staff who had accrued 
more than a year’s annual leave were strongly 
encouraged to take at least half by the end of  
the calendar year.

We thank all EMHS staff for their outstanding  
efforts in helping to keep each other, our patients 
and the community safe, while delivering the best 
possible care.

Collaboration

Kindness

Excellence
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Timeline

Mar
2020

EMHS set up  
COVID-19 testing clinics 

at RPH and AHS

June
2020

EMHS commenced  
its hotel quarantine  
outreach service 

Feb
2021

First EMHS  
staff mobile  

deployment to  
pop-up clinics

8 Mar
2021

Vaccines  
commenced at  

AHS and SJGMPH

19 Mar
2020

Commenced a 
dedicated WA health 

staff call centre

19 Oct
2020

EMHS started swabbing 
collection services, at 

Perth Airport

2 Mar  
2021

Vaccine  
injections started  

at RPH

June  
2021

EMHS collection service
31 705 total tests done at Perth Airport from October 2020 - June 2021

C19QUARANTINE
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The EMHS Data and Digital Innovation (DDI)  
team played a critical role for WA during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and were a shining example  
of excellence and collaboration in action. 

Their forward-thinking approach regarding 
ICT, ensured the required infrastructure and 
components to enable modern computing 
efficiencies for public health across the State,  
on behalf of WA Health.

The team was a finalist in the 2021 INCITE  
Awards program – the State’s premier award  
event for ICT, organised by the WA Information 
Technology and Telecommunications Alliance 
(WAITTA).

The INCITE Awards is WA’s longest running 
Tech Awards Program (since 1991) and aims 
to showcase and support ICT innovators in WA 
through an awards system that will place their 
technology on the national and global map.

Every year, the INCITE Awards 
receive hundreds of entries from  
tech innovators across all ages and industry sectors. 
DDI were finalists in the Innovating Government 
award category for the work undertaken during  
the COVID-19 pandemic response.

This category recognises outstanding ICT 
solutions created in WA and dedicated to making 
governments digitally innovative and inclusive.

Data and Digital Innovation team acknowledged for ICT solutions

184 401 559 051 219950 445 returned travellers 
tested by EMHS

‘not detected’ SMS 
messages sent  
(with test results) 
within EMHS

total SMS messages 
sent by DDI for all 
testing providers

most patients 
tested in a day 
within EMHS

During 2020-21 there were:
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Aggression and violence

THESTOP
VIOLENCE

Stopping the violence
Everyone has the right to feel  
safe in the workplace. 

During 2020-21, 7447 aggressive 
incidents against staff and patients were reported. 
The incidents reported included both physical and 
verbal violence. 

That is why protecting staff from violent and 
aggressive behaviour remained a priority for  
the EMHS.

In continuation of the comprehensive work already 
undertaken to prevent workplace aggression and 
occupational violence, EMHS staff led a series 
of look-back sessions to help further enhance 
measures to keep staff safe at work. 

This resulted in a new action plan –  
EMHS Stop the Violence – Action 21.

The Action Plan focuses on six broad domains 
– governance, prevention, training, response, 
reporting and investigation. It sets out 17 actions 
designed to improve workplace safety for all  
EMHS employees. 

Key actions include reviewing roles and 
responsibilities of code black (aggressive 
incidents) response team members, reviewing 
the commuting and parking environment 

at sites to improve safety for EMHS staff and 
developing a coaching and support model of  
de-escalation in clinical areas.

The plan complements existing ‘stop the  
violence’ and workplace safety initiatives,  
including mandatory training in the prevention  
of workplace aggression and violence.

Several key actions have already proven a  
great success – particularly at RPH and AHS.

At RPH, an escort intercom was instigated which 
staff can press in an emergency (or at any time) to 
request an escort to their car. The installation of the 
escort intercom units in the multi-storey carpark 
was an important measure introduced to improve 
the safety of staff. 

Located at the lifts on each level of the carpark, 
the intercoms enable staff to seek immediate 
assistance from parking attendants or hospital 
security and are monitored 24/7.

At other sites, staff can individually request  
an escort to their car from security officers.

Also at RPH, a number of increased security 
measures – including additional lighting – has  
been installed at the McIver Train Station, making  
it safer for everyone commuting by train.

At AHS, perimeter fencing around dedicated staff 
carparks has helped staff feel safer when entering 
and exiting the hospital, particularly at night and 
early in the mornings. 
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ANTI-STAB VESTS 
• 77 anti-stab vests for security  

staff at RPH, BHS and AHS

New security unit

A key component to helping keep staff, patients 
and the community safe was the development of 
a new $1.4 million EMHS Security Unit – a direct 
deliverable from the Minister for Health’s 2019  
Hospital Security Summit.

A new EMHS security control room, located  
at RPH, allows central CCTV monitoring across 
BHS, AHS and KH. 

Across the four hospitals, there are now 335 
security cameras – providing an additional layer  
of safety for staff across all sites. 

Significantly, as part of the investment – which 
resulted in an overall increase of 40 security 
cameras – all the old analogue cameras were 
replaced with digital. The new cameras offer a far 
superior system that can be integrated with facial 
recognition, number plate recognition and analytics 
that identify unusual behaviours.

Anti-stab vests and duress alarms

As part of the 2017 election commitments, 
$260,000 was provided to EMHS for the protection 
of frontline staff. 

Funding supplemented by the EMHS allowed for 
the purchase of 77 anti-stab vests for security staff 
across RPH, BHS, and AHS, in addition to fixed- 
point duress alarms at RPH and BHS. 50 additonal 
pendant duress alarms were purchased for ED  
staff at AHS.

CCTV UPGRADE
• Cameras upgraded from analogue 

to digital 
• 335 cameras across EMHS sites

SECURITY

Further, a trial was undertaken to provide 250 
personal duress alarms to front line staff working 
in high and medium risk roles the community. 
Following the success of that trial, additional 
funding has been provided to implement the 
community personal duress alarms as business  
as usual tools. 

Minister for Health, Honourable Roger Cook MLA, 
opening the EMHS Security Unit and control room 67



 Restricted access to our hospitals 

When COVID-19 was first detected in WA,  
RPH instigated restricted access – with security 
staff stationed at all entry points to the hospital. 
While this was originally put in place to reduce 
foot traffic though the hospital thoroughfare and 
help keep COVID-19 at bay, this move had the 
added benefit of helping vulnerable patients and 
staff feel safer. Consequently, based on strong 
staff feedback, the restricted access measures 
have remained. 

Body-worn cameras 

In February 2021, body-worn cameras were 
introduced across EMHS sites.

In doing so, the EMHS became the first public 
health service in WA to introduce these cameras.

The system used is the same as that used  
by WA Police – with all data stored securely  
in Australia. 

Footage obtained from the body-worn  
cameras provides staff with added confidence to 
report assaults, as there is independent evidence  
of the assault or incident captured on camera.  
The cameras do not run continually, but capture 
attendance at aggressive incidents.

BODY-WORN CAMERAS
• 30 used across EMHS sites 

During 2020-21 there were: 

aggressive incidents  
against staff and patients 
7570 in 2019-20 

aggressive incidents reported  
by staff resulting in injury 
295 in 2019-20 

resulted in a worker’s 
compensation claim  
41 in 2019-20 

reported by nurses 
230 in 2019-20  

Aggressive incidents during 2020-21  
accounted for 49 per cent of all incidents  
reported by staff through WHS reporting  
mechanisms.

courses were held on aggression 
prevention and intervention

staff attended training

 

7447

226

335

31

233

2531
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Demand

To ensure the best possible outcomes for  
EMHS patients, our hospitals strive to deliver 
appropriate, timely care.

When care is delivered beyond recommended 
timeframes, we risk compromising patient outcomes.

The WA Emergency Access Target (WEAT)  
and WA Elective Services Target (WEST) are 
two measures used to gauge our hospitals’ 
effectiveness in providing timely care.

For the EMHS to meet its WEAT target, 90 per 
cent of all patients presenting to a hospital ED  
must be seen and admitted, transferred or 
discharged within four hours.

WEST focuses on the percentage of over-boundary 
cases – cases not treated within the designated 
clinically-appropriate timeframe.

Demand on EMHS hospitals for both emergency 
care and elective surgery was volatile throughout 
2020-21, partly due to the associated impact of 
COVID-19 restrictions.

Increasing demand on our health services requires 
sound clinical risk management to ensure patient 
safety is maintained. Patients who are waiting for 
care have their condition reassessed regularly (or 
as this condition changes), to ensure that the most 
unwell patients are treated first and optimise  
patient outcomes.

Emergency access
A range of factors contributed to increased  
demand on our EDs. The increase in complex  
cases presenting to EDs, including high acuity 
mental health presentations, as well as increased 
non-urgent cases, can be considered a reflection 
of reduced access to primary and community care 
services and fragmentation of healthcare services. 

In 2020, RPH had a notable increase in trauma 
presentations, and occasions where trauma-related 
ED episodes breached the four hour target has 
steadily increased since 2018.

Increased demand, including the need for 
diagnostic testing, as well as bed availability 
constraints, often results in EDs becoming 
overcrowded and hinders the flow of patients 
through EDs and hospitals. 

To improve patient flow and reduce ED waiting  
times, EMHS continues to focus on appropriate  
and accessible ambulatory and community  
services, and when required, increased hospital  
bed capacity.

In May 2021, RPH welcomed the opening of 26  
additional beds supporting medical and surgical 
admissions, followed by a further gradual opening 
of 10 beds in June.

These were in addition to eight new mental  
health beds opened at RPH following the allocation 
of funding for the beds in October 2020. 

The additional bed capacity has helped to manage 
patients needing further observation and admission 
to hospital, while the surgical beds have supported 
elective and emergency surgery demand. This has 
also helped reduce requirements to cancel elective 
surgery.
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Percentage of patients seen  
within recommended times
The Australasian College for Emergency Medicine 
(ACEM) developed the Australasian Triage Scale 
(ATS) to ensure that patients presenting to EDs are 
medically assessed, prioritised according to their 
clinical urgency and treated in a timely manner. 

This performance indicator measures the 
percentage of patients being assessed and treated 
within the required ATS timeframes. This provides 
an overall indication of the effectiveness of WA’s 
EDs, which can assist in driving improvements  
in patient access to emergency care.

ATS timeframes and targets (thresholds)

ACEM targets for each ATS category are  
outlined below:

These recommended times and categories are 
used both locally by WA Health and nationally  
by the Department of Health and Ageing, and  
the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare.

Triage  
category

Treatment acuity (maximum 
waiting time for medical 
assessment and treatment)

Target 
(threshold)

Triage 1 Immediate (≤ 2 minutes) 100%

Triage 2 ≤ 10 minutes 80%

Triage 3 ≤ 30 minutes 75%

Triage 4 ≤ 60 minutes 70%

Triage 5 ≤ 120 minutes 70%

2020-21 triage results

Triage category 1

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 100% 100%

2019-20 100% 99.8%

2018-19 100% 100%

Triage category 2

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 80% 79.2%

2019-20 80% 84.0%

2018-19 80% 81.3%

Triage category 3

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 75% 31.0%

2019-20 75% 43.0%

2018-19 75% 37.6%

Triage category 4

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 70% 51.5%

2019-20 70% 63.6%

2018-19 70% 58.5%

Triage category 5

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 70% 83.8%

2019-20 70% 89.8%

2018-19 70% 89.9%

Period:  2018-19 to 2020-21 financial years
Contributing sites:  Armadale Health Service, Royal Perth Hospital, 

St John of God Midland Public Hospital 
Data source: Emergency Department Data Collection 
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EMHS performance against the ATS has declined 
in 2020-21 for triage categories two to five (with 
most notable decline in triage categories three 
and four). This has been significantly impacted by 
increasing demand, with 214 474 ED presentations 
(compared to 204 989 in 2019-20) and increased 
complexity and acuity of patients attending. 

EMHS has continued to progress the WEAT 
Recovery Program, which aims to address 
variation, issues and root causes impacting WEAT 
performance. It is intended to drive site-based and 
HSP-wide change aimed at reducing pressure 
on EDs and improving timely access to care for 
patients requiring emergency services.

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant 
impact on the implementation of the program, with 
some projects put on hold as priorities changed 
and resources were diverted elsewhere. 

In an effort to improve performance, during  
2020-21, EMHS has sharpened its focus on  
three key areas:

• timely transfer of care – emergency ambulance 
transfer of care within 30 minutes of arrival; 

• discharge WEAT – timely discharge of patients 
who do not require admission; and

• ED patient flow to wards – timely transfer  
of a patient from ED to the wards.

Site strategies to improve emergency access  
and ensure clinical safety

A range of changes across RPBG have been 
introduced, primarily focused on supporting 
patient flow through ED and creating bed capacity. 
Attention was directed at improving collaboration 
and communication across the hospitals, by 
optimising the role and function of the Operations 
Hub and ensuring that staff had access to 
information for immediate decision making. There 
was also a continued focus on enhancing patient 

flow to acute medical and mental health wards  
by working collaboratively across speciality teams  
to streamline access.  

AHS facilitated primary patient flow through ED 
and hospital avoidance by actively engaging with 
geriatrics and mental health services to review the 
need for hospital admission, supporting discharge 
with community follow-up where appropriate. 

In early 2021, work commenced on the 
reconfiguration of AHS ED. This included 
development of a short-stay unit (SSU), which is 
expected to improve patient flow and provide a 
more suitable environment for patients meeting 
admission criteria in the ED. 

Focus on patient flow across the journey of 
admission at SJGMPH was facilitated through 
the ongoing success of the Hospital Avoidance 
Response Team (HART), who sought to safely and 
efficiently stream appropriate ED patients into an 
ambulatory setting. In addition, optimisation of a 
Rapid Intervention and Treatment Zone (RITZ) and 
additional allocated space to enable Preliminary 
Rapid Initial Management of an Episode (PRIME), 
helped to improve ED flow and discharge WEAT. 
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Elective surgery
Elective surgery continued to be affected by  
the COVID-19 pandemic.

On occasions throughout the year, all elective 
surgeries, apart from category 1 (the most urgent) 
and priority category 2, were cancelled due to 
confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the community. 
To compensate for these cancellations, a range of 
measures were implemented across the EMHS. 

Senior executives from the EMHS met fortnightly  
to find ways of ensuring patients throughout the 
EMHS could continue to access timely surgery.

At RPH and BHS, the introduction of weekend 
surgery lists, were helpful in reducing the elective 
surgery backlog.

Additionally, the EMHS took the opportunity to 
optimise the scheduling of surgeries in several 
specialties by moving cases between hospitals, 
where it was clinically appropriate to do so.

The effectiveness of this initiative was highlighted  
by KH, where a sustained effort to increase 
operations of its day surgery unit from three to  
five days a week, helped bring down the number  
of over-boundary gastroenterology cases across 
the EMHS.

The exercise was a triumph not just for KH but 
for the EMHS as a whole and demonstrated the 
importance and value of effective collaboration.

The COVID-19 pandemic also heightened 
challenges in recruitment. The inability to recruit 
clinicians from interstate or abroad, meant our 
existing workforce was required to manage 
additional workload.

Demand on our EDs also had flow-on effects for 
waitlists, with elective procedures being pushed 
back to make way for emergency surgery cases.

Despite the impact of the ongoing pandemic,  
the number of patients awaiting elective procedures 
across the EMHS reduced progressively throughout 
2020-21. 

Significantly, while wait times for category 2 and 3 
surgeries increased during the year, end-of-year 
results showed an improvement in over-boundary 
wait times for category 1 surgeries from the 
previous financial year.

Likewise, a concerted effort to improve the 
gastroenterology waitlist also paid strong dividends, 
with the over-boundary waitlist decreasing by 72 
per cent on the previous financial year. 
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Mental health
Mental health remained a significant challenge  
for the EMHS through 2020-21.

16 262

4718

14.4

During 2020-21 there were: 

mental health presentations  
to EDs (July 2020-May 2021)

mental health patient admissions
(July 2020-May 2021)

average length of stay (days) 
(July 2020-May 2021)

occasions of service for  
community mental health services
240 483 in 2019-20 

4718

238 209

While there was not a significant change in actual 
case numbers presenting to our EDs, there was an 
increase in the frequency of patients presenting with 
alcohol and other drug-related comorbidities. Many 
also had severe mental illness and deteriorating 
physical health. 

EMHS has a large proportion of homeless people 
in its catchment, many with mental health issues, 
and this together with the increasing complexity 
and acuity of patients, meant patients were being 
admitted more often and staying longer.

Consequently, the occupancy rate of our mental 
health beds sat at around 93 per cent, which is 
well above the optimal occupancy rate of 80 per 
cent. The lack of available beds meant patients 
requiring inpatient care often faced a wait to be 
admitted.

To help offset the pressures on our system –  
yet still meet the needs of our mental health  
patients – progress was made on a range of  
mental health initiatives.

Mental health initiatives

EMHS is piloting the use of an Active Recovery  
Team (ART) service in the mental health setting.  
ART is designed to bridge the gap between clinical 
mental health services and community-based 
organisations that provide care outside of the 
hospital setting. 

It does this by engaging and supporting individuals 
who repeatedly present to EDs in crisis and who 
have a history of severe and enduring mental illness. 

Key to the service is a multidisciplinary team 
who deliver responsive and tailored treatment 
to individuals while they recover from an acute 
episode. The team support individuals for up to 90 
days during their journey back into the community 
after being discharged from hospital.

In delivering the program, EMHS is partnering  
with several non-government organisations.

A Care Co-ordination Project has been implemented, 
that will lay the foundation for care co-ordination 
of consumers within the EMHS Mental Health 
Services.

The Care Co-ordination Project is based on  
the best available evidence and was developed 
following extensive consultation with key internal 
and external stakeholders.         
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Safe Haven 

In April 2021, the EMHS opened the Safe Haven  
at RPH, which provides early intervention for people 
in distress through peer support, offered either one-
on-one or as part of a supportive group session.

Operating alongside the ED, after hours from Friday 
to Sunday, the haven is a gentler alternative for 
those who might otherwise present to an ED.

The service is managed by the RPBG’s Mental 
Health Division, with peer support provided by  
the Ruah Community Service.

A clinician also works at the Safe Haven and  
is available to see and redirect any patients  
who might require hospital intervention.

EMHS Safe Haven at RPH 74
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Well-maintained, fit-for-purpose infrastructure  
plays a vital role in EMHS’ ability to deliver amazing 
care to our community.

Some of our infrastructure – including RPH’s 
century-old premises – is well past its prime, but a 
comprehensive maintenance and upgrade schedule 
enables our hospitals to continue to meet high 
clinical requirements. 

During 2020-21, work advanced on a range  
of important infrastructure projects.

Royal Perth Hospital

Innovation hub

Planning is underway for the development of a 
$10.6 million health and medical innovation hub  
to be located on the RPH campus. The hub 
will provide a stimulating meeting space where 
entrepreneurs and innovators in healthcare 
can come together with health-related ideas 
or concepts that they want to translate into 
commercial entities.

Helipad

RPH moved closer to being able to welcome its  
first next-generation rescue helicopters with work  
on a new multi-million dollar helipad continuing to 
take shape.

The new choppers are faster and capable of 
travelling longer distances than those currently  
in service. They are also bigger, requiring a 
larger area to enable them to land safely.

The new landing pad will be a significant asset for 
the hospital which – as home to the State’s Adult 
Major Trauma Service – is host to around 300 
helicopter landings a year.

Ageing infrastructure

New helipad under 
construction at RPH 75



RPH
• Established 1855
• Campus has expanded over the years
• Many original facilities still used as 

operational clinical facilities
• Ongoing investment required to  

ensure compliance

AHS
• Established 1963
• Major refurbishment and new facilities  

added in 2001
• Significant plant upgrade program  

needed to ensure future efficiency
• A major future population growth area

BHS
• Established 1966
• Most of the hospital remains in its original 

condition
• Additional buildings added over the years
• Investment mainly required in mental health, 

elective surgery and rehabilitation facilities

KH
• Established 1973
• Upgrades currently underway

Intensive Care Unit

Construction works as part of the $30 million plus 
redevelopment of the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) was 
an important milestone during this reporting period.

Whilst originally announced as a refurbishment  
of the current facility in April 2019, the project will 
now build a new 24-bed ICU which has a larger 
space to accommodate the planned works.

These improvements include:

• larger proportion of area dedicated to  
patient care;

• increased access to natural light for  
patients;

• reconfiguration of space for more single  
patient rooms;

• dedicated area for distressed relatives;
• more appropriate storage and drug  

preparation areas;
• inclusion of a simulation room to improve  

staff training; and
• a new ICT system to aid in staff workflow  

and productivity.

Aseptic Compounding Unit

Other important works undertaken during this 
reporting period included the development of a new 
$4.7 million Pharmacy Aseptic Compounding Unit, 
which is set to open in 2023.

Upgrading the design and layout of the unit will 
allow RPH pharmacy staff to prepare and develop 
specifically tailored high-quality pharmaceutical 
treatments in a safe and purpose-built environment.

The upgrade is jointly funded by the Australian  
and WA Governments.

Completed works

In works completed, the impressive new 
Physiotherapy Unit and Security Unit relocation 
has allowed for strong progress to be made on 
the creation of a new secure $11.7 million Mental 
Health Unit (MHU). The new MHU is scheduled  
to open in 2022 and will be on the site where  
the Security Unit was previously located. 

Another important part of the maintenance  
program included cladding replacement,  
which was completed at a cost of $460,000.
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Armadale Health Service
At AHS, work commenced on the first stage  
of an improved and reconfigured ED which, when 
completed, will include a priority paediatric patient 
treatment area and waiting room, an enhanced 
area for mental health patients, an ambulatory 
assessment space, a respiratory assessment area 
and a short-stay unit for patients needing to stay  
in ED overnight. 

While the project will be challenging because the 
ED will continue to operate during the upgrade,  
the result should improve flow pathways and  
reduce the time patients wait to see medical staff.

Kalamunda Hospital
At KH, design is underway for a $9.5 
million redevelopment that will enhance the 
hospital’s palliative care services by providing 
accommodation, facilities and amenities for  
end-of-life patients.

As part of the refurbishment, some patient  
rooms will be reconfigured into single rooms  
with private en suites and improved access  
to outdoor spaces. Amenities for families  
and carers will also be upgraded.

Therapeutic spaces have also been incorporated 
into the plans and will include improved garden  
and landscaping and an indoor art/therapy room.

The upgrade will pave the way for a broadening 
of the hospital’s palliative care services, with 
development of a day hospice and outpatient 
services, set to complement its current  
inpatient focus. 

Bentley Health Service
At an overall cost of $7.2 million, BHS is in the 
process of completing several upgrade projects.

This includes a major electrical and mechanical 
upgrade – incorporating electric lights across  
the campus and air-conditioning.

Roofing on the 55-year-old hospital is also being 
upgraded in various sections.

Priority paediatric patient treatment area at AHS
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East Metropolitan Health Service
Certification of Key Performance Indicators 

For the year ended 30 June 2021

We hereby certify the key performance indicators 
are based on proper records, are relevant and 
appropriate for assisting users to assess the  
East Metropolitan Health Service’s performance, 
and fairly represent the performance of the East 
Metropolitan Health Service for the financial year 
ended 30 June 2021.

Ian Smith PSM   

Board Chair   
East Metropolitan Health Service   
28 September 2021 

Peter Forbes

Chair, EMHS Board Finance Committee
East Metropolitan Health Service
28 September 2021

KPIs

Outcomes 

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) assist  
East Metropolitan Health Service (EMHS)  
to assess and monitor achievement of  
Department of Health (DoH) outcomes. 

Outcome one: Public hospital based services 
that enable effective treatment and restorative 
healthcare for Western Australians. 

Outcome two: Prevention, health promotion  
and aged and continuing care services that help 
Western Australians to live healthy and safe lives. 

Introduction

During the 2020-21 reporting year, EMHS 
undertook a comprehensive review of the allocation 
of its expenditure across WA Health’s Outcome 
Based Management (OBM) Framework. This has 
resulted in a redistribution of expenses across 
OBM programs due to a change in the allocation 
methodology of indirect and overhead costs. 
The review accounts for some changes in KPI 
performance between 2019-20 and 2020-21. 

The EMHS expenditure and activity continued to 
be impacted by COVID-19 in the 2020-21 financial 
year with resulting impacts on efficiency KPIs in 

particular. Increased levels of expenditure have 
been required to maintain fixed levels of staffing 
for the delivery of all admitted, emergency, non-
admitted and mental health hospital services 
despite COVID-19 restrictions. Significant costs 
relating to personal protective equipment (PPE), 
supplies and recruiting of additional staff for the 
opening and operating of testing clinics were also 
incurred during the period, and population health 
preparedness and response activities related to 
COVID-19 for the EMHS and wider community  
was a service delivery area that saw an increase  
in expenditure. 

KPI data legend 
Please note the following for KPI data:

Target 

Desired result  
 
Undesired result 

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 $000 $000

2019-20 $000 $000

2018-19 $000 $000

  

Certification of Key Performance Indicators

The latest available data has been used to report performance, which 
for some KPIs means the results are for the 2020 calendar year 
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(a) Knee replacement

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 23.0 26.1

2019 26.2 28.3

2018 26.2 24.6

(b) Hip replacement

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 17.1 18.1

2019 17.1 15.0

2018 17.2 25.8

(c) Tonsillectomy & adenoidectomy

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 81.8 106.4

2019 61.0 120.0

2018 61.0 109.4

Outcome one Effectiveness KPI Target

2020 targets for unplanned readmissions for each 
procedure (per 1000 separations) are outlined 
below. Improved or maintained performance is 
demonstrated by a result below or equal to target.

(a) knee replacement ≤ 23.0

(b) hip replacement ≤ 17.1

(c) tonsillectomy & adenoidectomy ≤ 81.8

(d) hysterectomy ≤ 42.3

(e) prostatectomy ≤ 36.1

(f) cataract surgery ≤   1.1

(g) appendicectomy ≤ 25.7

Unplanned hospital readmissions for patients within 28 days  
for selected surgical procedures (per 1000 separations)

Rationale

Unplanned hospital readmissions may reflect less 
than optimal patient management and ineffective 
care pre-discharge, post discharge and/or during 
the transition between acute and community-based 
care. These readmissions necessitate patients 
spending additional periods of time in hospital  
as well as utilising additional hospital resources. 

Readmission rate is considered a global 
performance measure, as it potentially points 
to deficiencies in the functioning of the overall 
healthcare system. Along with providing appropriate 
interventions, good discharge planning can help 
decrease the likelihood of unplanned hospital 
readmissions by providing patients with the care 
instructions they need after a hospital stay and 
helping patients recognise symptoms that may 
require medical attention. 

The seven surgeries selected for this indicator 
are based on those in the current National Health 
Agreement Unplanned Readmission Performance 
Indicator (NHA PI 23).

Results

KPIs
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(d) Hysterectomy

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 42.3 67.8

2019 41.3 33.9

2018 41.3 25.4

(e) Prostatectomy

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 36.1 59.1

2019 38.8 14.9

2018 38.8 49.8

(f) Cataract surgery

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 1.1 1.5 

2019 1.1 3.0

2018 1.1 3.2

(g) Appendicectomy

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 25.7 21.4

2019 25.7 28.7

2018 32.8 29.8

Commentary

EMHS strives to provide safe, high-quality care 
to its patients at all times. When there is variation 
in care and outcomes, EMHS has established 
processes to ensure individual clinical case reviews 
are conducted. This has occurred for all unplanned 
hospital readmissions for system wide learnings  
and to identify service improvement opportunities. 

Performance for unplanned readmissions following 
both hip replacement and knee replacement is 
slightly over target, representing a small number of 
cases in each category. Readmissions and complex 
case reviews are presented at regular departmental 
morbidity and mortality meetings, which has resulted 
in the development and implementation of several 
quality improvement actions within orthopaedics, 
such as improved clinical pathways and standard 
operating procedures. Contemporary models of 
ambulatory care are currently being explored, with 
the aim of further reducing readmissions through 
improved management of patients at home. 

Performance for tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy 
is over target for the third year in a row, however 
performance has improved across the year. Peer 
review of all readmissions is conducted as part 
of the ear, nose and throat (ENT) morbidity and 
mortality review process and case review has 
demonstrated that patients are often managed 
conservatively, being readmitted as a precaution 
with minor post-operative bleeding.  

Patient discharge information has been updated  
as a result of findings relating to this indicator.

Unplanned readmissions following hysterectomy 
and prostatectomy procedures have increased 
across 2020. While these results represent very 
small case numbers, several quality improvement 
actions have been identified from individual 
case reviews to streamline existing care delivery. 
Progress will continue to be monitored during  
2021-22.

EMHS continues to monitor and address 
performance for readmissions following cataract 
surgery. While rates continue to exceed the target, 
improvements in performance in this indicator have 
been made following a formal ophthalmology review 
completed in early 2020. This review identified  
and initiated service improvements with the aim  
of further reducing readmissions across 2021. 

Readmissions following appendicectomy 
has achieved target in 2020, with a notable 
improvement in performance from the previous 
year. The clinical case reviews of the episodes of 
readmissions noted a high degree of complexity 
with these individual cases, but did not identify  
any significant trends or areas of clinical concern.

Period:  2018-20 calendar years
Contributing sites:  Armadale Health Service, Bentley Health Service, 

Kalamunda Hospital, Royal Perth Hospital,  
St John of God Midland Public Hospital 

Data source: Hospital Morbidity Data Collection (HMDC);  
WA Data Linkage System
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Rationale 

Elective surgery refers to planned surgery that 
can be booked in advance following specialist 
assessment that results in placement on an  
elective surgery waiting list. Elective surgical 
services delivered in the WA health system  
are those deemed to be clinically necessary. 
Excessive waiting times for these services can  
lead to deterioration of the patient’s condition  
and/or quality of life, or even death. Waiting lists 
must be actively managed by hospitals to ensure 
fair and equitable access to limited services, 
and that all patients are treated within clinically 
appropriate timeframes. 

Patients are prioritised based on their assigned 
clinical urgency category: 

• Category 1 – procedures that are clinically 
indicated within 30 days 

• Category 2 – procedures that are clinically 
indicated within 90 days 

• Category 3 – procedures that are clinically 
indicated within 365 days. 

On 1 April 2016, the WA health system introduced a 
new state-wide performance target for the provision 
of elective services. For reportable procedures, the 
target requires that no patients (0 per cent) on the 
elective waiting lists wait longer than the clinically 
recommended time for their procedure, according 
to their urgency category.

Percentage of elective wait list patients waiting over boundary for reportable procedures

Outcome one Effectiveness KPI

Results

Category 1

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 0.0% 19.6%

2019-20 0.0% 27.0%

2018-19 0.0% 24.1%

Category 2

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 0.0% 27.7%

2019-20 0.0% 18.9%

2018-19 0.0% 20.0%

Category 3

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 0.0% 8.6%

2019-20 0.0% 3.3%

2018-19 0.0% 4.7%

Commentary

In 2020-21, over boundary waiting times improved 
significantly for urgency category one compared to 
last year. 

During the year there were restrictions placed on 
hospital elective surgery waitlist on intermittent 
occasions due to the COVID-19 lockdowns across 
Perth and the Peel region. This, together with 
the increasing emergency surgery demand, had 
some impact on the elective surgery waitlist over 
boundary initiatives across all urgency categories.

EMHS implemented several key initiatives to 
manage the elective surgery waitlist, that included:

• targeting patients waiting over boundary 
across all specialties and categories to the 
benchmark of zero per cent. This has resulted 
in reduction in the over boundary cases for 
some specialties;

• additional theatre sessions across  
EMHS targeting ENT, ophthalmology,  
plastic surgery and urology;

• redistribution of activity to increase theatre 
utilisation for gastroenterology across Armadale 
Health Service (AHS), Kalamunda Hospital (KH), 
Bentley Health Service (BHS) and St John of 
God Midland Public Hospital (SJGMPH) was 
undertaken, with KH increasing operation from 
three to five days a week.

Target

2020-21 target for patients waiting over boundary 
for all urgency categories is 0 per cent. A result 
equal to target is desired.
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• ongoing Royal Perth Bentley Group (RPBG) 
Surgical and Transformation and Excellence 
Project (STEPS) achieved a reduction in 
hospital-initiated cancellations to maximise 
better patient outcomes;

• Armadale Kalamunda Group (AKG) initiated 
processes to improve the ongoing demand and 
collaborated with RPBG to provide additional 
sessions for plastic surgery.

Some specialties remain a challenge due  
to increases in emergency demand and workforce 
shortages.

To maintain a sustainable elective surgery waitlist, 
EMHS has implemented longer term strategies  
that include:

• individual specialty management plans to 
maintain the ongoing waitlist demand by 
managing the demand and over boundary 
cases;

• continuation of the expansion of procedures  
in accordance with the British Association  
of Day Surgery (BADS) suitable for day  
surgery and reduce multiday admissions;

• review of the ongoing high demand for 
emergency theatre services.

Period:  2018-19 to 2020-21 financial years 
(average of weekly census data)

Contributing sites:  Armadale Health Service, Bentley Health Service, 
Kalamunda Hospital, Royal Perth Hospital,  
St John of God Midland Public Hospital 

Data source: Elective Services Wait List Data Collection
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Rationale 

Staphylococcus aureus bloodstream infection 
(SABSI) is a serious infection that may be 
associated with the provision of healthcare. 
Staphylococcus aureus is a highly pathogenic 
organism and even with advanced medical care, 
infection is associated with prolonged hospital 
stays, increased healthcare costs and a marked 
increase in morbidity and mortality (SABSI mortality 
rates are estimated at 20-25 per cent).

HA-SABSI is generally considered to be a 
preventable adverse event associated with the 
provision of healthcare. Therefore this KPI is a 
robust measure of the safety and quality of care 
provided by WA public hospitals.

A low or decreasing HA-SABSI rate is desirable 
and the WA target reflects the nationally agreed 
benchmark. 

Target

2020 target for HA-SABSI is ≤ 1.0 per 10 000 
occupied bed-days. Improved or maintained 
performance is demonstrated by a result  
below or equal to target.

Healthcare-associated staphylococcus aureus bloodstream  
infections (HA-SABSI) per 10 000 occupied bed-days 

Outcome one Effectiveness KPI The EMHS Hospital-Acquired Complications 
(HAC) Strategy also includes strategies to reduce 
bloodstream infection rates across EMHS that are 
based on findings and lessons arising from the 
clinical review of cases. 

 

Period:  2018-20 calendar years
Contributing sites:  Armadale Health Service, Bentley Health Service, 

Kalamunda Hospital, Royal Perth Hospital 
Data source: Healthcare Infection Surveillance Western 

Australia (HISWA) Data Collection

Commentary

During 2020, EMHS performed favourably 
compared with the target for HA-SABSI with  
a result equating to 26 infections from 308 260  
bed-days.

EMHS participates in a state-wide surveillance 
program and has robust processes for the review 
of all cases of HA-SABSI by infection control 
specialists and treating clinicians to identify the 
factors that contributed to the individual cases, and 
closely monitor infection rates. The identification 
of contributing factors related to healthcare has 
led to the development of recommendations for 
continued improvement during 2021. These include 
a strong focus on the application of guidelines for 
the management of invasive devices, enhancing 
electronic journey boards and nursing care plans to 
incorporate visual prompts for clinicians monitoring 
invasive device sites, and ongoing education, 
training and regular hand hygiene auditing. 

Results

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 1.0 0.84

2019 1.0 0.90

2018 1.0 0.74
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Rationale 

This indicator measures performance in relation to 
the survival of people who have suffered a sentinel 
condition – specifically a stroke, acute myocardial 
infarction (AMI), or fractured neck of femur (FNOF). 

These three conditions have been chosen as they 
are leading causes of hospitalisation and death 
in Australia for which there are accepted clinical 
management practices and guidelines. Patient 
survival after being admitted for one of these 
sentinel conditions can be affected by many factors 
including the diagnosis, the treatment given, or 
procedure performed, age, co-morbidities at the 
time of the admission and complications which may 
have developed while in hospital. However, survival 
is more likely when there is early intervention and 
appropriate care on presentation to an emergency 
department (ED) and on admission to hospital. 

By reviewing survival rates and conducting case-
level analysis, targeted strategies can be developed 
that aim to increase patient survival after being 
admitted for a sentinel condition.

Target

Please see the target for each condition noted in 
the results per age group. Improved or maintained 
performance is demonstrated by a result equal to  
or exceeding target.

Survival rates for sentinel conditions 

Outcome one Effectiveness KPI

Results 

0-49 years

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 95.2% 94.7%

2019 94.4% 93.4%

2018 94.4% 98.7%

50-59 years

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 94.9% 96.2%

2019 93.4% 95.6%

2018 93.3% 98.4%

60-69 years

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 94.1% 99.5%

2019 93.5% 96.5%

2018 92.9% 95.4%

70-79 years

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 92.3% 96.3%

2019 91.3% 95.9%

2018 90.0% 96.0%

80+ years

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 86.0% 90.4%

2019 83.2% 93.2%

2018 82.2% 90.1%

Commentary

Effective clinical engagement and coordination  
of care between the neurology, emergency and acute 
medical teams continues to result in excellent survival 
rates for patients experiencing this condition. 

The performance of EMHS in the survival rate for 
stroke was met or exceeded target in all age ranges 
with the exception of the 0-49 year age group. In 
this age group, the results were representative of a 
small number of patients whose severity of stroke 
was catastrophic or significant and unfortunately not 
amenable to active clinical intervention. All deaths 
are subject to a peer review as part of a morbidity 
and mortality review process, with actions taken to 
address issues and lessons learnt shared amongst 
clinical teams.

Stroke
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Period:  2018-20 calendar years
Contributing sites:  Armadale Health Service, Bentley Health Service, 

Kalamunda Hospital, Royal Perth Hospital,  
St John of God Midland Public Hospital 

Data source: Hospital Morbidity Data Collection (HMDC)

Acute myocardial infarction (AMI)

Commentary

The performance of EMHS in the survival rate  
for acute myocardial infarction was equal to or 
over target for all patients in the 50+ age ranges. 
This is largely attributed to ensuring timely access 
for patients to invasive coronary diagnostic and 
interventional procedures due to effective inter 
hospital transfer arrangements of patients from  
AHS and SJGMPH to RPH. 

The 0-49 years age group is very slightly below 
target, representing a small number of complex 
cases. Monitoring will continue across 2021, with 
all deaths subject to a peer review as part of a 
morbidity and mortality review process and actions 
taken to address issues and lessons learnt shared 
amongst clinical teams. 

80+ years

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 92.1% 94.4%

2019 92.2% 94.8%

2018 91.9% 90.9%

Results

0-49 years

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 99.1% 98.9%

2019 99.0% 100%

2018 99.1% 100%

50-59 years

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 98.8% 98.9%

2019 98.9% 98.7%

2018 98.9% 99.1%

60-69 years

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 98.1% 98.1%

2019 98.0% 98.6%

2018 98.0% 98.7%

70-79 years

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 96.8% 98.2%

2019 96.5% 97.4%

2018 96.3% 98.5%

Fractured neck of femur (FNoF)

80+ years

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 96.9% 98.2%

2019 96.1% 98.5%

2018 95.3% 98.5%

Commentary

The performance of EMHS in the survival rate  
for fractured neck of femur patients was over  
target in both the 70-79 years and 80+ years age 
groups. The ongoing positive performance in this 
indicator has been attributed to the standardisation 
of holistic care provision through the development  
and implementation of a fractured neck of  
femur pathway.

Results

70-79 years

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 98.9% 99.2%

2019 98.9% 100%

2018 98.7% 99.2%
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Rationale 

Discharge against medical advice (DAMA) refers 
to patients leaving hospital against the advice of 
their treating medical team or without advising 
hospital staff (e.g. absconding or missing and not 
found). Patients who do so have a higher risk of 
readmission and mortality and have been found 
to cost the health system 50 per cent more than 
patients who are discharged by their physician. 

Between July 2013 and June 2015, Aboriginal 
patients in WA were almost 12.7 times more likely 
than non-Aboriginal patients to discharge against 
medical advice, compared with 7 times nationally. 
This statistic indicates a need for improved 
responses by the health system to the needs  
of Aboriginal patients. 

This indicator provides a measure of the safety  
and quality of inpatient care. Reporting the results 
by Aboriginal status measures the effectiveness  
of initiatives within the WA health system to deliver 
culturally secure services to Aboriginal people. 
While the aim is to achieve equitable treatment 
outcomes, the targets reflect the need for a  
long-term approach to progressively closing  
the gap between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal  
patient cohorts.

Outcome one Effectiveness KPI Target

2020 targets for admitted patients who  
discharged against medical advice are:

(a) Aboriginal patients ≤ 2.78%

(b) Non-Aboriginal patients ≤ 0.99%

Improved or maintained performance is 
demonstrated by a result below or equal  
to target.

Results

(a) Aboriginal patients

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 2.78% 7.51%

2019 0.77% 7.10%

2018 0.77% 6.50%

(b) Non-Aboriginal patients

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 0.99% 1.44%

2019 0.77% 1.32%

2018 0.77% 1.33%

Percentage of admitted patients who discharged against medical advice

Commentary

In 2020-21, EMHS implemented a coordinated 
approach to improving DAMA rates across 
hospitals. This aimed to both understand and 
address the reasons why patients might choose  
to leave against medical advice in an action 
plan. Key strategies were operationalised in the 
last quarter of 2020-21, with preliminary results 
demonstrating a reduction in DAMA rates for both 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal patients. 

While there is a deterioration in the 2020 calendar 
year from the 2019 position for both patient groups, 
EMHS expects to improve this KPI in 2021 if the 
current initiatives can be sustained and expanded.

To support the DAMA performance across  
EMHS, in 2020-21 staff:

• promoted and used a dashboard for DAMA 
that presents performance trends by hospital, 
month, ward or specialty over a rolling 
12-month period; 

• analysed the cohort of high frequency  
DAMA patients to see where opportunities  
exist to engage and build trust, as it is 
estimated that they are responsible for  
one in six DAMAs within EMHS;
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Period:  2018-20 calendar years
Contributing sites:  Armadale Health Service, Bentley Health Service, 

Kalamunda Hospital, Royal Perth Hospital,  
St John of God Midland Public Hospital 

Data source: Hospital Morbidity Data Collection (HMDC)

• planned for the expansion of the Closing  
the Gap prescribing program from 1 July 2021, 
enabling hospitals to offer free prescriptions  
to eligible Aboriginal patients;

• coordinated a program of strategies to trial  
by site.

Strategies trialled in 2020-21 at targeted sites  
in the action plan included:

• piloting, evaluating and then implementing  
the updated Patient Initiated Discharge form  
to replace the current DAMA form; 

• identifying patients at risk of DAMA early in 
their admission and promoting early discharge 
planning at the ward level and involvement of 
different clinical areas;

• implementing follow-up phone calls to patients 
who choose to DAMA to both understand why 
they left and ensure that they can follow-up 
with their GP or appropriate referral pathway;

• partnering with a tertiary institution to complete 
targeted patient interviews to capture insights 
and inform future strategies for reducing rates 
of DAMA;

• creating a safe meeting space for Aboriginal 
patients and visitors to gather on site at RPH 
in a purpose-built garden that incorporates 
Aboriginal artwork, to be launched in 2021-
22, along with improving signage to welcome 
and assist people to find the Aboriginal Health 
Liaison Office;

• progressing the professional production of a 
‘welcome’ video to be played in patient areas 
across EMHS after a one-site trial. 

The strategies that showed the most benefits  
at the targeted sites will be expanded across  
other EMHS sites in 2021-22.
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Period:  2018-20 calendar years
Contributing sites:  Armadale Health Service, Bentley Health Service, 

St John of God Midland Public Hospital 
Data source: Midwives Notification System

Rationale 

This indicator of the condition of newborn infants 
immediately after birth provides an outcome 
measure of intrapartum care and newborn 
resuscitation. 

The Apgar score is an assessment of an infant’s 
health at birth based on breathing, heart rate, 
colour, muscle tone and reflex irritability. An Apgar 
score is applied at one, five and (if required by the 
protocol) ten minutes after delivery to determine 
how well the infant is adapting outside the mother’s 
womb. Apgar scores range from zero to two for 
each condition with a maximum final total score 
of ten. The higher the Apgar score the better the 
health of the newborn infant. 

This outcome measure can lead to the development 
and delivery of improved care pathways and 
interventions to improve the health outcomes of 
Western Australian infants and aligns to the National 
Core Maternity Indicators (2019) Health, Standard 
19/06/2019.

Outcome one Effectiveness KPI Target

2020 target for the percentage of live-born 
term infants with an Apgar score of less than 
seven at five minutes post delivery is ≤ 1.8 per 
cent. Improved or maintained performance is 
demonstrated by a result below or equal  
to target.

Results

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 1.80% 1.54%

2019 1.80% 1.29%

2018 1.80% 1.15%

Percentage of live-born term infants with an Apgar score of less than seven at five minutes post delivery

Commentary

Across 2020, EMHS performance has remained 
below target which is indicative of the quality of 
care and skilled workforce providing maternity and 
neonatal services in EMHS hospitals. EMHS closely 
monitors performance against core key performance 
indicators and outcome measures, including this 
indicator, to ensure best practice is continued  
across EMHS maternity services. 

Please note 2020 data may include a small 
number of unvalidated records
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Period:  2018-20 calendar years
Contributing sites: Armadale Health Service, Bentley Health Service, 

Royal Perth Hospital, St John of God Midland 
Public Hospital 
Please note comparative data for 2018 included 
patients admitted to the Ursula Frayne Unit 
at St of John God Mount Lawley. EMHS was 
commissioned by the Mental Health Commission 
(MHC) to provide inpatient services to the unit 
until 30 June 2018. From 1 July 2018 inpatient 
services were purchased by the MHC from 
another provider

Data source: Hospital Morbidity Data Collection (HMDC) 
(inpatient separations)

Rationale 

Readmission rate is considered to be a global 
performance measure as it potentially points to 
deficiencies in the functioning of the overall mental 
healthcare system. 

While multiple hospital admissions over a lifetime 
may be necessary for someone with ongoing 
illness, a high proportion of readmissions shortly 
after discharge may indicate that inpatient treatment 
was either incomplete or ineffective, or that follow-
up care was not adequate to maintain the patient’s 
recovery out of hospital. These readmissions mean 
that patients spend additional time in hospital and 
utilise additional resources. A low readmission rate 
suggests that good clinical practice is in operation. 
Readmissions are attributed to the facility at which 
the initial separation (discharge) occurred rather 
than the facility to which the patient was readmitted. 

By monitoring this indicator, key areas for 
improvement can be identified. This can facilitate 
the development and delivery of targeted care 
pathways and interventions aimed at improving 
the mental health and quality of life of Western 
Australians.

Outcome one Effectiveness KPI Target

2020 target for readmissions to acute specialised 
mental health inpatient services within 28 days of 
discharge is ≤ 12 per cent. Improved or maintained 
performance is demonstrated by a result below  
or equal to target.

Results

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 12.0% 16.1%

2019 12.0% 15.7%

2018 12.0% 13.3%

Readmissions to acute specialised mental health inpatient services within 28 days of discharge

Commentary

With demand for services and patient acuity high, 
readmission rates have remained relatively steady 
when compared year on year. 

Strategies that have been adopted with a focus on 
reducing the level of unplanned readmissions to 
mental health inpatient services include: 

• opening of the Safe Haven Café at Royal Perth 
Hospital (RPH), as an alternative pathway to ED 
care and possible admission avoidance;

• improved compliance with discharge summary 
completion, enhancing communications with 
primary care teams, as well as the patient and 
their support networks;

• commencement of the Active Response 
Team (ART) service at both RPBG and AKG, 
in partnership with various Non-Government 
Organisation (NGO) providers of mental health 
services, in order to maximise the care planning 
and support opportunities to keep patients well 
in the community;

• implementation of the Care Coordination 
framework across EMHS, with better defined 
roles and responsibilities and the allocation  
of Care Coordinators to patients.

In addition, EMHS is collaborating with the DoH 
to review data and data definitions for this KPI to 
ensure that data capture is consistent with the 
intent of the outcome measure. This has resulted 
in the identification of three areas for improvement 
for 2021-22, with an anticipated positive effect on 
future results.
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Period:  2018-20 calendar years
Contributing sites:  Armadale Health Service, Bentley Health Service, 

Royal Perth Hospital, St John of God Midland 
Public Hospital  
Please note comparative data for 2018 included 
patients admitted to the Ursula Frayne Unit 
at St of John God Mount Lawley. EMHS was 
commissioned by the Mental Health Commission 
(MHC) to provide inpatient services to the unit 
until 30 June 2018. From 1 July 2018 inpatient 
services were purchased by the MHC from 
another provider

Data source: Mental Health Information Data Collection (MIND) 
(ambulatory mental health service contacts); 
Hospital Morbidity Data Collection (HMDC) 
(inpatient separations)

Rationale 

In 2017-18, one in five (4.8 million) Australians 
reported having a mental or behavioural condition. 
Therefore, it is crucial to ensure effective and 
appropriate care is provided not only in a hospital 
setting but also in the community. 

Discharge from hospital is a critical transition point 
in the delivery of mental health care. People leaving 
hospital after an admission for an episode of mental 
illness have increased vulnerability and, without 
adequate follow up, may relapse or be readmitted. 

The standard underlying this measure is that 
continuity of care requires prompt community 
follow-up in the period following discharge from 
hospital. A responsive community support system 
for persons who have experienced a psychiatric 
episode requiring hospitalisation is essential to 
maintain their clinical and functional stability and 
to minimise the need for hospital readmissions. 
Patients leaving hospital after a psychiatric 
admission with a formal discharge plan that 
includes links with public community based  
services and support are less likely to require 
hospital readmissions.

Outcome one Effectiveness KPI Target

2020 target percentage for post-discharge 
community care within seven days following 
discharge from acute specialised mental health 
inpatient services is ≥ 75 per cent. Improved or 
maintained performance is demonstrated by a 
result equal to or above target.

Results 
YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020 75.0% 87.1%

2019 75.0% 85.5%

2018 75.0% 78.4%

Percentage of post-discharge community care within seven days following  
discharge from acute specialised mental health inpatient services

Commentary

Throughout the year, the EMHS has  
consistently exceeded the 75 per cent target, 
which demonstrates our commitment to 
connecting with our public mental health acute 
inpatients within a week of being discharged  
from hospital.
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Service one: Public hospital admitted 
services

Rationale 

This indicator is a measure of the cost per weighted 
activity unit (WAU) compared with the state target, 
as approved by the Department of Treasury and 
published in the 2020-21 Budget Paper No. 2, 
Volume 1. 

The measure ensures a consistent methodology 
is applied to calculating and reporting the cost 
of delivering inpatient activity against the state’s 
funding allocation. As admitted services received 
nearly half of the overall 2020-21 budget allocation, 
it is important that efficiency of service delivery is 
accurately monitored and reported.

Target

2020-21 target for average admitted cost per WAU 
is $7073. Improved or maintained performance is 
demonstrated by a result below or equal to target.

Average admitted cost per weighted activity unit

Outcome one Efficiency KPI Results

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 $7073 $6866

2019-20 $7026 $6722

2018-19 $6948 $6323

Commentary

The target for 2020-21 was developed by WA 
Health for all Health Service Providers (HSPs).  
EMHS performed better than the admitted target, 
with the result demonstrating an average admitted 
cost per WAU of $6866, which was $207 below the 
2020-21 target of $7073. When compared to the 
2019-20 average admitted cost per unit, there is an 
increase of $144 per unit in 2020-21. During 2020-
21, both activity and expenditure increased due to 
business as usual staffing levels being maintained 
during COVID-19 restrictions and through changes 
in elective surgery schedules. 

Period:  2018-19 to 2020-21 financial years
Contributing sites:  Armadale Health Service, Bentley Health Service, 

Kalamunda Hospital, Royal Perth Hospital, St 
John of God Midland Public Hospital, St John  
of God Mount Lawley (contracted services) 

Data source: OBM Allocation application; Oracle 11i  
financial system; HMDC extracts; TOPAS; 
webPAS; and Contracted Health Entity’s  
(CHE) discharge extracts
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Service two: Public hospital  
emergency services

Rationale 

This indicator is a measure of the cost per WAU 
compared with the state target as approved by  
the Department of Treasury, which is published  
in the 2020-21 Budget Paper No. 2, Volume 1. 

The measure ensures that a consistent 
methodology is applied to calculating and reporting 
the cost of delivering ED activity against the state’s 
funding allocation. With the increasing demand on 
EDs and health services, it is important that ED 
service provision is monitored to ensure the  
efficient delivery of safe and high-quality care. 

Target

2020-21 target for average ED cost per WAU  
is $6853. Improved or maintained performance  
is demonstrated by a result below or equal  
to target.

Average Emergency Department cost per weighted activity unit

Outcome one Efficiency KPI Results

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 $6853 $7238

2019-20 $7071 $7251

2018-19 $7072 $6835

Commentary

The target for 2020-21 was developed by WA 
Health for all HSPs. The EMHS average ED cost 
per WAU is $7238 which is $385 above the target 
of $6853. The EMHS EDs across all sites were 
required to remain open and fully prepared for 
all emergency situations. This is to ensure staff 
and patients remained safe and protected in an 
uncertain environment. The need to treat complex, 
high trauma road accidents and high-risk patients 
related to the pandemic, resulted in an increase in 
both activity and associated expenditure. When 
compared with 2019-20 actual ED cost per unit, 
EMHS performed marginally better than last year 
with a reduction in actual cost per unit of $13.

Period:  2018-19 to 2020-21 financial years
Contributing sites:  Armadale Health Service, Royal Perth Hospital,  

St John of God Midland Public Hospital 
Data source: OBM Allocation application; Oracle 11i financial 

system; Emergency Department Data Collection 
(EDDC)
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Service three: Public hospital  
non-admitted services

Rationale 

This indicator is a measure of the cost per WAU 
compared with the state (aggregated) target, as 
approved by the Department of Treasury, which 
is published in the 2020-21 Budget Paper No. 2, 
Volume 1.

The measure ensures that a consistent 
methodology is applied to calculating and reporting 
the cost of delivering non-admitted activity against 
the state’s funding allocation. Non-admitted 
services play a pivotal role within the spectrum 
of care provided to the WA public. Therefore, it is 
important that non-admitted service provision is 
monitored to ensure the efficient delivery of safe 
and high-quality care. 

Target

2020-21 target for average non-admitted cost  
per WAU is $7025. Improved or maintained 
performance is demonstrated by a result below  
or equal to target.

Average non-admitted cost per weighted activity unit

Outcome one Efficiency KPI Results

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 $7025 $6123

2019-20 $6992 $7789

2018-19 $7136 $7293

Commentary

The target for 2020-21 was developed by WA 
Health for all HSPs. The EMHS average non-
admitted cost per WAU is $6123, which is $902 
below the target of $7025. Throughout 2020-
21 the EMHS incurred non-admitted COVID-19 
expenditure relating to testing clinics at various 
hospital sites. This expenditure and activity resulted 
in a significant improvement against target for 
the 2020-21 financial year. Excluding COVID-19 
expenditure and activity from this KPI calculation 
results in an average non-admitted cost per 

Period:  2018-19 to 2020-21 financial years
Contributing sites:  Armadale Health Service, Bentley Health Service, 

Kalamunda Hospital, Royal Perth Hospital, St 
John of God Midland Public Hospital, St John  
of God Mount Lawley (contracted services) 

Data source: OBM Allocation application; Oracle 11i financial 
system; Non Admitted Patient Activity and Wait 
List Data Collection (NAPAAWL DC)

WAU of $7196. Excluding COVID-19 expenditure 
more accurately reflects the EMHS non-admitted 
efficiency performance and achievement of safe 
and high-quality care. While the EMHS actual cost 
per non-admitted weighted activity unit excluding 
COVID-19 expenditure would be $171 unfavourable 
against target, there was a significant improvement 
in efficiency against last year’s performance. Non-
admitted services provided by the EMHS remained 
open on a more consistent basis in 2020-21 and 
therefore maintained and improved their throughput 
of patients, resulting in a more favourable ratio of 
expenditure to activity.
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Service four: Mental health services

Rationale 

Specialised mental health inpatient services  
provide patient care in authorised hospitals and 
designated mental health units located within 
hospitals. To ensure quality of care and cost 
effectiveness, it is important to monitor the unit 
cost of admitted patient care in specialised mental 
health inpatient services. The efficient use of 
hospital resources can help minimise the overall 
costs of providing mental health care and enable 
the reallocation of funds to appropriate alternative 
non-admitted care. 

Target

2020-21 target for average cost per bed-day  
in specialised mental health inpatient services is 
$1622. Improved or maintained performance is 
demonstrated by a result below or equal to target.

Average cost per bed-day in specialised mental health inpatient services

Outcome one Efficiency KPI Results 

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 $1622 $1757

2019-20 $1492 $1746

2018-19 $1456 $1581

Commentary

The EMHS average cost per bed-day in specialised 
mental health inpatient services is $1757, which is 
$135 above the target of $1622 and $11 above last 
year’s actual performance of $1746. The target for 
this KPI has been increasing each year, reflecting 
the high cost of treating complex cases who often 
require longer lengths of stay in specialised mental 
health units. As a consequence, the actual costs 
of treating mental health inpatients also increased 
and therefore impacts the EMHS’ ability to perform 
efficiently against the target.

Period:  2018-19 to 2020-21 financial years
Contributing sites:  Armadale Health Service, Bentley Health Service, 

Royal Perth Hospital, St John of God Midland 
Public Hospital 

Data source: OBM Allocation application; Oracle 11i financial 
system; BedState
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Service four: Mental health services

Rationale 

Public community mental health services  
consist of a range of community-based services 
such as emergency assessment and treatment, 
case management, day programs, rehabilitation, 
psychosocial, residential services and continuing 
care. The aim of these services is to provide the 
best health outcomes for the individual through the 
provision of accessible and appropriate community 
mental health care. Efficient functioning of public 
community mental health services is essential to 
ensure that finite funds are used effectively to deliver 
maximum community benefit. 

Public community-based mental health services 
are generally targeted towards people in the acute 
phase of a mental illness who are receiving post-
acute care. This indicator provides a measure of the 
cost effectiveness of treatment for public psychiatric 
patients under public community mental healthcare 
(non-admitted/ambulatory patients).

Target

2020-21 target for average cost per treatment 
day of non-admitted care provided by mental 
health services is $415. Improved or maintained 
performance is demonstrated by a result below  
or equal to target.

Average cost per treatment day of non-admitted care provided by mental health services

Outcome one Efficiency KPI Commentary

The EMHS average cost per treatment day of  
non-admitted care provided by mental health 
services is $356, which is $59 below the target  
of $415. While EMHS observed an uptake in  
non-admitted mental health services for 2020-21,  
it continued to make improvements in service 
delivery efficiency. The results support the assertion 
that EMHS continues to efficiently provide non-
admitted services to patients seeking mental  
health services outside of admitted hospital care 
and follows on from the favourable performance  
in 2019-20.

Period:  2018-19 to 2020-21 financial years
Contributing sites:  Armadale Health Service, Bentley Health 

Service, Royal Perth Hospital, St John of God 
Midland Public and Private Hospital 

Data source: OBM Allocation application; Oracle 11i  
financial system; Mental Health Information 
Data Collection 

Results

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 $415 $356

2019-20 $420 $396

2018-19 $434 $409
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Service six: Public and community  
health services

Rationale 

Population health units support individuals,  
families and communities to increase control  
over and improve their health. 

Population health aims to improve health by 
integrating all activities of the health sector and 
linking them with broader social and economic 
services and resources as described in the WA 
Health Promotion Strategic Framework 2017–2021. 
This is based on the growing understanding of the 
social, cultural and economic factors that contribute 
to a person’s health status.

Target

2020-21 target for average cost per person  
of delivering population health programs 
is $19. Improved or maintained performance  
is demonstrated by a result below or equal  
to target.

Average cost per person of delivering population health programs by population health units

Outcome two Efficiency KPI Commentary 

The target for 2020-21 was developed at a WA 
Health level for all HSPs. The EMHS average cost 
per person of delivering population health programs 
was $66, which is $47 above the target of $19. 
The 2020-21 target was not adjusted for COVID-19 
expenditure pressures that relate to the preparation 
for, and response to, health disasters such as 
quarantine hotels, mobile testing and public health 
protection measures. When COVID-19 related 
expenditure was excluded from the calculation  
of the KPI, the EMHS performance results in an 
actual average cost of $16, being $3 favourable 
against target. 

Period:  2018-19 to 2020-21 financial years
Contributing sites:  East Metropolitan Health Service health region 
Data source: OBM Allocation application; Oracle 11i financial 

system; Estimated Resident Populations 
for 2015-19; provided by the Epidemiology 
Branch, Public and Aboriginal Health Division, 
WA Department of Health; projection of  
2020 population provided by the  
Epidemiology Branch 

Please note:
• 2018-19 was based on 2013-17 calendar year population
• 2019-20 was based on 2014-18 estimates
• 2020-21 is based on 2015-19 estimates

Results

YEAR TARGET ACTUAL

2020-21 $19 $66

2019-20 $17 $13

2018-19 $13 $15
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Certification of financial statements

Certification of Financial Statements 
For the reporting period ended 30 June 2021

The accompanying financial statements of the East Metropolitan Health 
Service have been prepared in compliance with the provisions of the Financial 
Management Act 2006 from proper accounts and records to present fairly the 
financial transactions for the reporting period ended 30 June 2021 and financial 
position as at 30 June 2021.

At the date of signing we are not aware of any circumstances which would 
render the particulars included in the financial statements misleading or 
inaccurate.

Peter Forbes

Chair, EMHS Board Finance Committee
East Metropolitan Health Service
28 September 2021

Ian Smith PSM   

Board Chair   
East Metropolitan Health Service   
28 September 2021 

Graeme Jones

Chief Finance Officer
East Metropolitan Health Service 
28 September 2021
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      Auditor General

Page 1 of 5

7th Floor Albert Facey House 469 Wellington Street Perth    MAIL TO: Perth BC PO Box 8489 Perth WA 6849    TEL: 08 6557 
7500   

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S OPINION
2021

East Metropolitan Health Service

To the Parliament of Western Australia

Report on the audit of the financial statements
Opinion
I have audited the financial statements of the East Metropolitan Health Service (Health Service) 
which comprise: 

 the Statement of Financial Position at 30 June 2021, and the Statement of Comprehensive 
Income, Statement of Changes in Equity and Statement of Cash Flows and Schedule of 
Income and Expenses by Service for the year then ended 

 Notes comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory 
information.

In my opinion, the financial statements are: 

 based on proper accounts and present fairly, in all material respects, the operating results 
and cash flows of the East Metropolitan Health Service for the year ended 30 June 2021 
and the financial position at the end of that period 

 in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards, the Financial Management Act 2006 
and the Treasurer’s Instructions.

Basis for opinion
I conducted my audit in accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards. My responsibilities 
under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the 
financial statements section of my report. 

I am independent of the Health Service in accordance with the Auditor General Act 2006 and the 
relevant ethical requirements of the Accounting Professional & Ethical Standards Board’s APES 
110 Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (including Independence Standards) (the Code) 
that are relevant to my audit of the financial statements. I have also fulfilled my other ethical 
responsibilities in accordance with the Code. 

I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 
for my opinion.

Page 2 of 5

Responsibilities of the Board for the financial statements
The Board is responsible for: 

 keeping proper accounts

 preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance with Australian 
Accounting Standards, the Financial Management Act 2006 and the Treasurer’s 
Instructions

 such internal control as it determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial 
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, the Board is responsible for: 

 assessing the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern

 disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern

 using the going concern basis of accounting unless the Western Australian Government 
has made policy or funding decisions affecting the continued existence of the Health 
Service.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
As required by the Auditor General Act 2006, my responsibility is to express an opinion on the 
financial statements. The objectives of my audit are to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to 
fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes my opinion. Reasonable assurance is 
a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with 
Australian Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. 

Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the 
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users 
taken on the basis of the financial statements. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement 
resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, 
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations or the override of internal control.

A further description of my responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located on 
the Auditing and Assurance Standards Board website. This description forms part of my auditor’s 
report and can be found at https://www.auasb.gov.au/auditors_responsibilities/ar4.pdf.  

Report on the audit of controls 
Basis for Qualified Opinion
I identified significant weaknesses in remote access and network security controls implemented 
at East Metropolitan Health Service. These weaknesses could result in a potential security 
exposure such as unauthorised access to sensitive information and an increased risk of 
information loss. The weaknesses exposed the network to increased vulnerabilities which could 
undermine the integrity of data across all systems, including the financial system. 

Audit opinion
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Qualified Opinion
I have undertaken a reasonable assurance engagement on the design and implementation of 
controls exercised by the Board. The controls exercised by the Health Service are those policies 
and procedures established to ensure that the receipt, expenditure and investment of money, the 
acquisition and disposal of property, and the incurring of liabilities have been in accordance with 
legislative provisions (the overall control objectives).

My opinion has been formed on the basis of the matters outlined in this report.

In my opinion, except for the possible effects of the matters described in the Basis for Qualified 
Opinion paragraph, in all material respects, the controls exercised by the East Metropolitan 
Health Service are sufficiently adequate to provide reasonable assurance that the receipt, 
expenditure and investment of money, the acquisition and disposal of property and the incurring 
of liabilities have been in accordance with legislative provisions during the year ended 30 June 
2021.

The Board’s responsibilities
The Board is responsible for designing, implementing and maintaining controls to ensure that the 
receipt, expenditure and investment of money, the acquisition and disposal of property and the 
incurring of liabilities are in accordance with the Financial Management Act 2006, the Treasurer’s 
Instructions and other relevant written law.

Auditor General’s responsibilities 
As required by the Auditor General Act 2006, my responsibility as an assurance practitioner is to 
express an opinion on the suitability of the design of the controls to achieve the overall control 
objectives and the implementation of the controls as designed. I conducted my engagement in 
accordance with Standard on Assurance Engagements ASAE 3150 Assurance Engagements on 
Controls issued by the Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards Board. That standard 
requires that I comply with relevant ethical requirements and plan and perform my procedures to 
obtain reasonable assurance about whether, in all material respects, the controls are suitably 
designed to achieve the overall control objectives and were implemented as designed.

An assurance engagement involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about the 
suitability of the controls design to achieve the overall control objectives and the implementation 
of those controls. The procedures selected depend on my judgement, including an assessment 
of the risks that controls are not suitably designed or implemented as designed. My procedures 
included testing the implementation of those controls that I consider necessary to achieve the 
overall control objectives. 

I believe that the evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my 
opinion.

Limitations of controls
Because of the inherent limitations of any internal control structure, it is possible that, even if the 
controls are suitably designed and implemented as designed, once in operation, the overall 
control objectives may not be achieved so that fraud, error or non-compliance with laws and 
regulations may occur and not be detected. Any projection of the outcome of the evaluation of 
the suitability of the design of controls to future periods is subject to the risk that the controls may 
become unsuitable because of changes in conditions.
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Report on the audit of the key performance indicators
Opinion
I have undertaken a reasonable assurance engagement on the key performance indicators of the 
East Metropolitan Health Service for the year ended 30 June 2021. The key performance 
indicators are the Under Treasurer-approved key effectiveness indicators and key efficiency 
indicators that provide performance information about achieving outcomes and delivering 
services.

In my opinion, in all material respects, the key performance indicators of the East Metropolitan 
Health Service are relevant and appropriate to assist users to assess the Health Service’s 
performance and fairly represent indicated performance for the year ended 30 June 2021.

The Board’s responsibilities for the key performance indicators
The Board is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the key performance 
indicators in accordance with the Financial Management Act 2006 and the Treasurer’s 
Instructions and for such internal control it determines necessary to enable the preparation of key 
performance indicators that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the key performance indicators, the Health Service is responsible for identifying key 
performance indicators that are relevant and appropriate, having regard to their purpose in 
accordance with Treasurer’s Instruction 904 Key Performance Indicators.

Auditor General’s responsibilities 
As required by the Auditor General Act 2006, my responsibility as an assurance practitioner is to 
express an opinion on the key performance indicators. The objectives of my engagement are to 
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the key performance indicators are relevant and 
appropriate to assist users to assess the entity’s performance and whether the key performance 
indicators are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an 
auditor’s report that includes my opinion. I conducted my engagement in accordance with 
Standard on Assurance Engagements ASAE 3000 Assurance Engagements Other than Audits or 
Reviews of Historical Financial Information issued by the Australian Auditing and Assurance 
Standards Board. That standard requires that I comply with relevant ethical requirements relating 
to assurance engagements.

An assurance engagement involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about the 
amounts and disclosures in the key performance indicators. It also involves evaluating the 
relevance and appropriateness of the key performance indicators against the criteria and 
guidance in Treasurer’s Instruction 904 for measuring the extent of outcome achievement and 
the efficiency of service delivery. The procedures selected depend on my judgement, including 
the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the key performance indicators. In 
making these risk assessments I obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the 
engagement in order to design procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances.

I believe that the evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my 
opinion.
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My independence and quality control relating to the reports on controls and key 
performance indicators
I have complied with the independence requirements of the Auditor General Act 2006 and the 
relevant ethical requirements relating to assurance engagements. In accordance with ASQC 1 
Quality Control for Firms that Perform Audits and Reviews of Financial Reports and Other 
Financial Information, and Other Assurance Engagements, the Office of the Auditor General 
maintains a comprehensive system of quality control including documented policies and 
procedures regarding compliance with ethical requirements, professional standards and 
applicable legal and regulatory requirements.

Other information
The Board is responsible for the other information. The other information is the information in the 
entity’s annual report for the year ended 30 June 2021, but not the financial statements, key 
performance indicators and my auditor’s report. 

My opinions do not cover the other information and, accordingly, I do not express any form of 
assurance conclusion thereon. 

Matters relating to the electronic publication of the audited financial statements 
and key performance indicators
This auditor’s report relates to the financial statements, controls and key performance indicators 
of the East Metropolitan Health Service for the year ended 30 June 2021 included on the Health 
Service’s website. The Health Service’s management is responsible for the integrity of the Health 
Service’s website. This audit does not provide assurance on the integrity of the Health Service’s 
website. The auditor’s report refers only to the financial statements, controls and key 
performance indicators described above. It does not provide an opinion on any other information 
which may have been hyperlinked to/from these financial statements, controls or key 
performance indicators. If users of the financial statements, controls and key performance 
indicators are concerned with the inherent risks arising from publication on a website, they are 
advised to contact the entity to confirm the information contained in the website version of the 
financial statements, controls and key performance indicators.

Caroline Spencer 
Auditor General for Western Australia 
Perth, Western Australia
28 September 2021
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East Metropolitan Health Service
Statement of comprehensive income
For the year ended 30 June 2021

Note 2021 2020
$000 $000

Cost of services
Expenses

Employee benefits expense 3.1.1 942,742 874,721
Fees for visiting medical practitioners 3.4 28,879 28,327
Contracts for services 3.2 328,494 312,723
Patient support costs 3.3 240,812 218,780
Finance costs 3.4 58 53
Depreciation and amortisation expense 5.5 43,445 43,054
Asset revaluation decrement 3.4 -  70
Repairs, maintenance and consumable equipment 3.4 28,661 27,033
Other supplies and services 3.4 8,389 7,142
Cost of sales 4.7 3,348 3,193 (a)
Other expenses 3.4 99,217 90,313 (a)

Total cost of services 1,724,045 1,605,409

Income
Patient charges 4.4 44,133 45,453 (a)
Other fees for services 4.5 763 306 (a)
Commonwealth grants and contributions 4.2 476 100 (a)
Other grants and contributions 4.3 1,483 1,288 (a)
Donation income 4.6 266 225
Sale of goods 4.7 3,177 2,822 (a)
Other income and recoveries 4.8 46,666 40,959 (a)

96,964 91,153

Net cost of services 1,627,081 1,514,256
Income from State Government

Department of Health - Service Agreement:
            - State component 4.1 826,326 757,418
            - Commonwealth component 4.1 487,385 464,862 (a)
Mental Health Commission - Service Agreement 4.1 193,229 186,722 (a)
Income from other state government agencies 4.1 45,861 44,928 (a)
Resources received 4.1 70,023 62,408 (a)

Total income from State Government 1,622,824 1,516,338
Surplus/(deficit) for the period (4,257) 2,082
Other comprehensive income

Changes in asset revaluation reserve 8 6,870 8,660
Total other comprehensive income 6,870 8,660
Total comprehensive income for the period 2,613 10,742

See also note 2.2 'Schedule of income and expenses by service'.

Total income other than income from State Government

Items not reclassified subsequently to profit or loss

The statement of comprehensive income should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

(a) Prior year figures have been restated for comparative purposes due to changes in Treasurer's Instructions.

East Metropolitan Health Service
Statement of comprehensive income
For the year ended 30 June 2021

Note 2021 2020
$000 $000
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Expenses

Employee benefits expense 3.1.1 942,742 874,721
Fees for visiting medical practitioners 3.4 28,879 28,327
Contracts for services 3.2 328,494 312,723
Patient support costs 3.3 240,812 218,780
Finance costs 3.4 58 53
Depreciation and amortisation expense 5.5 43,445 43,054
Asset revaluation decrement 3.4 -  70
Repairs, maintenance and consumable equipment 3.4 28,661 27,033
Other supplies and services 3.4 8,389 7,142
Cost of sales 4.7 3,348 3,193 (a)
Other expenses 3.4 99,217 90,313 (a)

Total cost of services 1,724,045 1,605,409

Income
Patient charges 4.4 44,133 45,453 (a)
Other fees for services 4.5 763 306 (a)
Commonwealth grants and contributions 4.2 476 100 (a)
Other grants and contributions 4.3 1,483 1,288 (a)
Donation income 4.6 266 225
Sale of goods 4.7 3,177 2,822 (a)
Other income and recoveries 4.8 46,666 40,959 (a)

96,964 91,153

Net cost of services 1,627,081 1,514,256
Income from State Government

Department of Health - Service Agreement:
            - State component 4.1 826,326 757,418
            - Commonwealth component 4.1 487,385 464,862 (a)
Mental Health Commission - Service Agreement 4.1 193,229 186,722 (a)
Income from other state government agencies 4.1 45,861 44,928 (a)
Resources received 4.1 70,023 62,408 (a)

Total income from State Government 1,622,824 1,516,338
Surplus/(deficit) for the period (4,257) 2,082
Other comprehensive income

Changes in asset revaluation reserve 8 6,870 8,660
Total other comprehensive income 6,870 8,660
Total comprehensive income for the period 2,613 10,742

See also note 2.2 'Schedule of income and expenses by service'.

Total income other than income from State Government

Items not reclassified subsequently to profit or loss

The statement of comprehensive income should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

(a) Prior year figures have been restated for comparative purposes due to changes in Treasurer's Instructions.

Financial statements
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East Metropolitan Health Service
Statement of financial position
As at 30 June 2021

Note 2021 2020
$000 $000

Assets
Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 7.2 128,130 154,098
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 7.2 37,057 30,952
Receivables 6.1 27,609 23,152
Inventories 6.3 4,672 4,497
Other current assets 6.4 26,616 1,076

Total current assets 224,084 213,775
Non-current assets

Restricted cash and cash equivalents 7.2 16,679 12,944
Amounts receivable for services 6.2 570,045 527,618
Property, plant and equipment 5.1 578,090 556,888 (a)
Intangible assets 5.2 35 425 (a)
Right-of-use assets 5.3 1,640 1,989
Service concession assets 5.4 294,546 303,734 (a)

Total non-current assets 1,461,035 1,403,598
Total assets 1,685,119 1,617,373
Liabilities
Current liabilities

Payables 6.5 101,322 95,193
Grant liabilities 6.6 1,255 -  
Lease liabilities 7.1 552 535
Employee benefits provisions 3.1.2 196,704 178,262
Other current liabilities 6.7 744 527

Total current liabilities 300,577 274,517

Non-current liabilities
Employee benefits provisions 3.1.2 46,296 41,769
Lease liabilities 7.1 1,112 1,463

Total non-current liabilities 47,408 43,232
Total liabilities 347,985 317,749

Net assets 1,337,134 1,299,624

Equity
Contributed equity 8 1,181,347 1,146,450
Reserves 8 94,163 87,293
Accumulated surplus 61,624 65,881

Total equity 1,337,134 1,299,624

The statement of financial position should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

(a) Prior year figures have been restated to reflect the initial adoption of AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantors.

East Metropolitan Health Service
Statement of financial position
As at 30 June 2021

Note 2021 2020
$000 $000

Assets
Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 7.2 128,130 154,098
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 7.2 37,057 30,952
Receivables 6.1 27,609 23,152
Inventories 6.3 4,672 4,497
Other current assets 6.4 26,616 1,076

Total current assets 224,084 213,775
Non-current assets

Restricted cash and cash equivalents 7.2 16,679 12,944
Amounts receivable for services 6.2 570,045 527,618
Property, plant and equipment 5.1 578,090 556,888 (a)
Intangible assets 5.2 35 425 (a)
Right-of-use assets 5.3 1,640 1,989
Service concession assets 5.4 294,546 303,734 (a)

Total non-current assets 1,461,035 1,403,598
Total assets 1,685,119 1,617,373
Liabilities
Current liabilities

Payables 6.5 101,322 95,193
Grant liabilities 6.6 1,255 -  
Lease liabilities 7.1 552 535
Employee benefits provisions 3.1.2 196,704 178,262
Other current liabilities 6.7 744 527

Total current liabilities 300,577 274,517

Non-current liabilities
Employee benefits provisions 3.1.2 46,296 41,769
Lease liabilities 7.1 1,112 1,463

Total non-current liabilities 47,408 43,232
Total liabilities 347,985 317,749

Net assets 1,337,134 1,299,624

Equity
Contributed equity 8 1,181,347 1,146,450
Reserves 8 94,163 87,293
Accumulated surplus 61,624 65,881

Total equity 1,337,134 1,299,624

The statement of financial position should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

(a) Prior year figures have been restated to reflect the initial adoption of AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantors.
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East Metropolitan Health Service
Statement of changes in equity
For the year ended 30 June 2021

Note 2021 2020
$000 $000

Contributed equity 8
1,146,450 1,132,398

34,897 14,052
1,181,347 1,146,450

8

87,293 78,633
6,870 8,660

94,163 87,293

65,881 63,799
(4,257) 2,082
61,624 65,881

1,299,624 1,274,830
2,613 10,742

34,897 14,052
1,337,134 1,299,624

Balance at end of period

Balance at start of period

Transactions with owners in their capacity as owners:

   by Department of Health
Contribution by Owners – Capital Appropriations administered

Total comprehensive income for the period

Reserves
Asset revaluation reserve
Balance at start of period
Other comprehensive income for the period
Balance at end of period

Accumulated surplus
Balance at start of period
Surplus/(deficit) for the period
Balance at end of period

Total equity
Balance at start of period

Transactions with owners in their capacity as owners
Balance at end of period

The statement of changes in equity should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

East Metropolitan Health Service
Statement of changes in equity
For the year ended 30 June 2021

Note 2021 2020
$000 $000

Contributed equity 8
1,146,450 1,132,398
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87,293 78,633
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1,337,134 1,299,624

Balance at end of period

Balance at start of period

Transactions with owners in their capacity as owners:

   by Department of Health
Contribution by Owners – Capital Appropriations administered

Total comprehensive income for the period

Reserves
Asset revaluation reserve
Balance at start of period
Other comprehensive income for the period
Balance at end of period

Accumulated surplus
Balance at start of period
Surplus/(deficit) for the period
Balance at end of period

Total equity
Balance at start of period

Transactions with owners in their capacity as owners
Balance at end of period

The statement of changes in equity should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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East Metropolitan Health Service
Statement of cash flows
For the year ended 30 June 2021

Note 2021 2020
$000 $000

Inflows/(Outflows) Inflows/(Outflows)
Cash flows from State Government

 Contribution by Owners – Capital Appropriations administered
    by Department of Health 34,867 13,212 (a)
 Service agreement - Department of Health 1,271,284 1,176,468 (a)
 Service agreement - Mental Health Commission 193,229 186,722 (a)
 Funds received from other state government agencies 45,861 44,928 (a)

Net cash provided by State Government 1,545,241 1,421,330
Utilised as follows:
Cash flows from operating activities
Payments

 Employee benefits (919,345) (857,686)
 Supplies and services (685,573) (610,328)
 Finance costs (58) (39)

Receipts
 Receipts from customers 40,493 44,091 (a)

476 100 (a)
 Other grants and contributions 1,484 1,288 (a)
 Donations received 131 223
 Other receipts 47,356 43,713 (a)

Net cash used in operating activities 7.2.2 (1,515,036) (1,378,638)

Cash flows from investing activities
Payments

 Purchase of non-current assets (45,899) (18,471)

Receipts
 Proceeds from sale of non-current assets 10 177

Net cash used in investing activities (45,889) (18,294)

Cash flows from financing activities
Payments

(444) (713)
Receipts
Net cash used in financing activities (444) (713)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (16,128) 23,685
197,994 174,309
181,866 197,994

 Commonwealth grants and contributions

Principal elements of lease payments

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period
Total cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

(a) Prior year figures have been restated for comparative purposes due to changes in Treasurer's Instructions.

The statement of cash flows should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

East Metropolitan Health Service
Statement of cash flows
For the year ended 30 June 2021

Note 2021 2020
$000 $000

Inflows/(Outflows) Inflows/(Outflows)
Cash flows from State Government

 Contribution by Owners – Capital Appropriations administered
    by Department of Health 34,867 13,212 (a)
 Service agreement - Department of Health 1,271,284 1,176,468 (a)
 Service agreement - Mental Health Commission 193,229 186,722 (a)
 Funds received from other state government agencies 45,861 44,928 (a)

Net cash provided by State Government 1,545,241 1,421,330
Utilised as follows:
Cash flows from operating activities
Payments

 Employee benefits (919,345) (857,686)
 Supplies and services (685,573) (610,328)
 Finance costs (58) (39)

Receipts
 Receipts from customers 40,493 44,091 (a)

476 100 (a)
 Other grants and contributions 1,484 1,288 (a)
 Donations received 131 223
 Other receipts 47,356 43,713 (a)

Net cash used in operating activities 7.2.2 (1,515,036) (1,378,638)

Cash flows from investing activities
Payments

 Purchase of non-current assets (45,899) (18,471)

Receipts
 Proceeds from sale of non-current assets 10 177

Net cash used in investing activities (45,889) (18,294)

Cash flows from financing activities
Payments

(444) (713)
Receipts
Net cash used in financing activities (444) (713)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (16,128) 23,685
197,994 174,309
181,866 197,994

 Commonwealth grants and contributions

Principal elements of lease payments

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period
Total cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

(a) Prior year figures have been restated for comparative purposes due to changes in Treasurer's Instructions.

The statement of cash flows should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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East Metropolitan Health Service
Notes to the financial statements
As at 30 June 2021

Note 1 Basis of preparation

Statement of compliance

4) Where appropriate, those AAS paragraphs applicable for not-for-profit entities have been modified.

Basis of preparation

Judgements and estimates

2) The Treasurer’s Instructions (TIs)

East Metropolitan Health Service (the Health Service) is a Western Australian Government entity, controlled by the State of 
Western Australia which is the ultimate parent. The Health Service is a not-for-profit entity (as profit is not its principal 
objective).
A description of the nature of its operations and its principal activities have been included in the ‘Governance/Overview’ which 
does not form part of these financial statements.

These annual financial statements were authorised for issue by the Accountable Authority of the Health Service on 28 
September 2021.

These general purpose financial statements are prepared in accordance with:

1) The Financial Management Act 2006 (FMA)

3) Australian Accounting Standards (AASs) including applicable interpretations

The FMA and TIs take precedence over AASs. Several AASs are modified by the TIs to vary application, disclosure format 
and wording. Where modification is required and has a material or significant financial effect upon the reported results, details 
of that modification and the resulting financial effect are disclosed in the notes to the financial statements.

These financial statements are presented in Australian dollars applying the accrual basis of accounting and using the 
historical cost convention. Certain balances will apply a different measurement basis (such as the fair value basis). Where this 
is the case the different measurement basis is disclosed in the associated note. All values are rounded to the nearest 
thousand dollars ($’000).

Judgements, estimates and assumptions are required to be made about financial information being presented. The significant 
judgements and estimates made in the preparation of these financial statements are disclosed in the notes where amounts 
affected by those judgements and/or estimates are disclosed. Estimates and associated assumptions are based on 
professional judgements derived from historical experience and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under 
the circumstances.

East Metropolitan Health Service
Notes to the financial statements
As at 30 June 2021

Note 1 Basis of preparation

Statement of compliance

4) Where appropriate, those AAS paragraphs applicable for not-for-profit entities have been modified.

Basis of preparation

Judgements and estimates

2) The Treasurer’s Instructions (TIs)

East Metropolitan Health Service (the Health Service) is a Western Australian Government entity, controlled by the State of 
Western Australia which is the ultimate parent. The Health Service is a not-for-profit entity (as profit is not its principal 
objective).
A description of the nature of its operations and its principal activities have been included in the ‘Governance/Overview’ which 
does not form part of these financial statements.

These annual financial statements were authorised for issue by the Accountable Authority of the Health Service on 28 
September 2021.

These general purpose financial statements are prepared in accordance with:

1) The Financial Management Act 2006 (FMA)

3) Australian Accounting Standards (AASs) including applicable interpretations

The FMA and TIs take precedence over AASs. Several AASs are modified by the TIs to vary application, disclosure format 
and wording. Where modification is required and has a material or significant financial effect upon the reported results, details 
of that modification and the resulting financial effect are disclosed in the notes to the financial statements.

These financial statements are presented in Australian dollars applying the accrual basis of accounting and using the 
historical cost convention. Certain balances will apply a different measurement basis (such as the fair value basis). Where this 
is the case the different measurement basis is disclosed in the associated note. All values are rounded to the nearest 
thousand dollars ($’000).

Judgements, estimates and assumptions are required to be made about financial information being presented. The significant 
judgements and estimates made in the preparation of these financial statements are disclosed in the notes where amounts 
affected by those judgements and/or estimates are disclosed. Estimates and associated assumptions are based on 
professional judgements derived from historical experience and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under 
the circumstances.
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East Metropolitan Health Service
Notes to the financial statements
As at 30 June 2021

Note 1 Basis of preparation (continued)

Contributed equity

Note 2 Health Service outputs

How the Health Service operates

Note
Health Service objectives 2.1
Schedule of income and expenses by service 2.2

2.1 Health Service objectives

Services

AASB Interpretation 1038 Contributions by Owners Made to Wholly-Owned Public Sector Entities  requires transfers in the 
nature of equity contributions, other than as a result of a restructure of administrative arrangements, to be designated as 
contributions by owners (at the time of, or prior to, transfer) before such transfers can be recognised as equity contributions. 
Capital appropriations have been designated as contributions by owners by TI 955  Contributions by Owners made to Wholly 
Owned Public Sector Entities  and will be credited directly to Contributed Equity.

This section includes information regarding the nature of funding the Health Service receives and how this funding is utilised 
to achieve the Health Service’s objectives. 

To comply with its legislative obligation as a WA Government agency, the Health Service operates under an Outcome Based 
Management framework (OBM). The OBM framework is determined by WA Health and replaces the former activity based 
costing framework for annual reporting from 2017-18 and beyond. This framework describes how outcomes, activities, 
services and key performance indicators (KPIs) are used to measure agency performance towards achieving the relevant 
overarching whole of government goal of strong communities, safe communities and supported families and the WA health 
system agency goal of delivery of safe, quality, financially sustainable and accountable healthcare for all Western Australians. 
The Health Service is predominantly funded by Parliamentary appropriations.

East Metropolitan Health Service
Notes to the financial statements
As at 30 June 2021

Note 1 Basis of preparation (continued)

Contributed equity

Note 2 Health Service outputs

How the Health Service operates

Note
Health Service objectives 2.1
Schedule of income and expenses by service 2.2

2.1 Health Service objectives

Services

AASB Interpretation 1038 Contributions by Owners Made to Wholly-Owned Public Sector Entities  requires transfers in the 
nature of equity contributions, other than as a result of a restructure of administrative arrangements, to be designated as 
contributions by owners (at the time of, or prior to, transfer) before such transfers can be recognised as equity contributions. 
Capital appropriations have been designated as contributions by owners by TI 955  Contributions by Owners made to Wholly 
Owned Public Sector Entities  and will be credited directly to Contributed Equity.

This section includes information regarding the nature of funding the Health Service receives and how this funding is utilised 
to achieve the Health Service’s objectives. 

To comply with its legislative obligation as a WA Government agency, the Health Service operates under an Outcome Based 
Management framework (OBM). The OBM framework is determined by WA Health and replaces the former activity based 
costing framework for annual reporting from 2017-18 and beyond. This framework describes how outcomes, activities, 
services and key performance indicators (KPIs) are used to measure agency performance towards achieving the relevant 
overarching whole of government goal of strong communities, safe communities and supported families and the WA health 
system agency goal of delivery of safe, quality, financially sustainable and accountable healthcare for all Western Australians. 
The Health Service is predominantly funded by Parliamentary appropriations.
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East Metropolitan Health Service
Notes to the financial statements
As at 30 June 2021

2.1 Health Service objectives (continued)

The provision of services for the treatment of patients in emergency departments of metropolitan hospitals, inclusive of public 
patients treated in private facilities under contract to WA Health. The services provided to patients are specifically designed to 
provide emergency care, including a range of pre-admission, post-acute and other specialist medical, allied health, nursing 
and ancillary services. Public hospital emergency services include teaching, training and research activities provided by the 
public health service to facilitate development of skills and acquisition or advancement of knowledge related to emergency 
services. This service does not include any component of the mental health services reported under ‘Mental health services’.

The Health Service provides the following services:

Public hospital admitted services

The provision of healthcare services to patients in metropolitan hospitals that meet the criteria for admission and receive 
treatment and/or care for a period of time, including public patients treated in private facilities under contract to WA Health. 
Admission to hospital and the treatment provided may include access to acute and/or sub-acute inpatient services, as well as 
hospital in the home services. Public hospital admitted services include teaching, training and research activities provided by 
the public health service to facilitate development of skills and acquisition or advancement of knowledge related to admitted 
services. This service does not include any component of the mental health services reported under ‘Mental health services’.

Public hospital emergency services

Public hospital non-admitted services

The provision of metropolitan hospital services to patients who do not undergo a formal admission process, inclusive of public 
patients treated by private facilities under contract to WA Health. This service includes services provided to patients in 
outpatient clinics, community based clinics or in the home, procedures, medical consultation, allied health or treatment 
provided by clinical nurse specialists. Public hospital non-admitted services include teaching, training and research activities 
provided by the public health service to facilitate development of skills and acquisition or advancement of knowledge related 
to non-admitted services. This service does not include any component of the mental health services reported under ‘Mental 
health services’.

East Metropolitan Health Service
Notes to the financial statements
As at 30 June 2021

2.1 Health Service objectives (continued)

The provision of services for the treatment of patients in emergency departments of metropolitan hospitals, inclusive of public 
patients treated in private facilities under contract to WA Health. The services provided to patients are specifically designed to 
provide emergency care, including a range of pre-admission, post-acute and other specialist medical, allied health, nursing 
and ancillary services. Public hospital emergency services include teaching, training and research activities provided by the 
public health service to facilitate development of skills and acquisition or advancement of knowledge related to emergency 
services. This service does not include any component of the mental health services reported under ‘Mental health services’.

The Health Service provides the following services:

Public hospital admitted services

The provision of healthcare services to patients in metropolitan hospitals that meet the criteria for admission and receive 
treatment and/or care for a period of time, including public patients treated in private facilities under contract to WA Health. 
Admission to hospital and the treatment provided may include access to acute and/or sub-acute inpatient services, as well as 
hospital in the home services. Public hospital admitted services include teaching, training and research activities provided by 
the public health service to facilitate development of skills and acquisition or advancement of knowledge related to admitted 
services. This service does not include any component of the mental health services reported under ‘Mental health services’.

Public hospital emergency services

Public hospital non-admitted services

The provision of metropolitan hospital services to patients who do not undergo a formal admission process, inclusive of public 
patients treated by private facilities under contract to WA Health. This service includes services provided to patients in 
outpatient clinics, community based clinics or in the home, procedures, medical consultation, allied health or treatment 
provided by clinical nurse specialists. Public hospital non-admitted services include teaching, training and research activities 
provided by the public health service to facilitate development of skills and acquisition or advancement of knowledge related 
to non-admitted services. This service does not include any component of the mental health services reported under ‘Mental 
health services’.
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East Metropolitan Health Service
Notes to the financial statements
As at 30 June 2021

2.1 Health Service objectives (continued)

Public and community health services

The provision of healthcare services and programs delivered to increase optimal health and wellbeing, encourage healthy 
lifestyles, reduce the onset of disease and disability, reduce the risk of long-term illness as well as detect, protect and monitor 
the incidence of disease in the population. Public and community health services include public health programs, Aboriginal 
health programs, disaster management, environmental health, the provision of grants to non-government organisations for 
public and community health purposes, emergency road and air ambulance services and services to assist rural based 
patients travel to receive care.

Mental health services

The provision of inpatient services where an admitted patient occupies a bed in a designated mental health facility or a 
designated mental health unit in a hospital setting; and the provision of non-admitted services inclusive of community and 
ambulatory specialised mental health programs such as prevention and promotion, community support services, community 
treatment services and community bed based services. This service includes the provision of state-wide mental health 
services such as the provision of assessment, treatment, management, care or rehabilitation of persons experiencing alcohol 
or other drug use problems or co-occurring health issues. Mental health services include teaching, training and research 
activities provided by the public health service to facilitate development of skills and acquisition or advancement of knowledge 
related to mental health or alcohol and drug services. This service includes public patients treated in private facilities under 
contract to WA Health.

Aged and continuing care services

The provision of aged and continuing care services. Aged and continuing care services include programs that assess the care 
needs of older people, provide functional interim care or support for older, frail, aged and younger people with disabilities to 
continue living independently in the community and maintain independence. 

East Metropolitan Health Service
Notes to the financial statements
As at 30 June 2021

2.1 Health Service objectives (continued)

Public and community health services

The provision of healthcare services and programs delivered to increase optimal health and wellbeing, encourage healthy 
lifestyles, reduce the onset of disease and disability, reduce the risk of long-term illness as well as detect, protect and monitor 
the incidence of disease in the population. Public and community health services include public health programs, Aboriginal 
health programs, disaster management, environmental health, the provision of grants to non-government organisations for 
public and community health purposes, emergency road and air ambulance services and services to assist rural based 
patients travel to receive care.

Mental health services

The provision of inpatient services where an admitted patient occupies a bed in a designated mental health facility or a 
designated mental health unit in a hospital setting; and the provision of non-admitted services inclusive of community and 
ambulatory specialised mental health programs such as prevention and promotion, community support services, community 
treatment services and community bed based services. This service includes the provision of state-wide mental health 
services such as the provision of assessment, treatment, management, care or rehabilitation of persons experiencing alcohol 
or other drug use problems or co-occurring health issues. Mental health services include teaching, training and research 
activities provided by the public health service to facilitate development of skills and acquisition or advancement of knowledge 
related to mental health or alcohol and drug services. This service includes public patients treated in private facilities under 
contract to WA Health.

Aged and continuing care services

The provision of aged and continuing care services. Aged and continuing care services include programs that assess the care 
needs of older people, provide functional interim care or support for older, frail, aged and younger people with disabilities to 
continue living independently in the community and maintain independence. 
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East Metropolitan Health Service
Notes to the financial statements
For the year ended 30 June 2021

2.2 Schedule of income and expenses by service

Public 
hospital 
admitted

Public 
hospital 

emergency

Public 
hospital  non-

admitted

Mental 
health

Aged and 
continuing 

care

Public and 
community 

health

Total

2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021
$000 $000 $000 $000 $000 $000 $000

Cost of services
Expenses

Employee benefits expense 547,226 105,057 110,318 141,863 8,177 30,101 942,742
Fees for visiting medical practitioners 23,000 1,019 4,738 122 -  -  28,879
Contracts for services 199,432 70,223 26,040 32,174 596 29 328,494
Patient support costs 159,169 21,332 35,243 10,387 2,140 12,541 240,812
Finance costs 9 2 3 36 6 2 58
Depreciation and amortisation expense 26,800 4,855 5,364 5,564 360 502 43,445
Asset revaluation decrement -  -  -  -  -  -  -  
Repairs, maintenance and consumable equipment 18,552 1,852 4,090 3,238 167 762 28,661
Other supplies and services 3,404 1,257 1,555 1,799 64 310 8,389
Cost of sales -  -  2,329 1,019 -  -  3,348
Other expenses 63,886 9,574 12,169 5,771 593 7,224 99,217

Total cost of services 1,041,478 215,171 201,849 201,973 12,103 51,471 1,724,045
Income

Patient charges 36,439 1,915 4,742 1,037 -  -  44,133
Other fees for services 39 6 9 508 -  201 763
Commonwealth grants and contributions -  476 -  -  -  -  476
Other grants and contributions 230 -  34 10 -  1,209 1,483
Donation income 85 15 20 21 -  125 266
Sale of goods -  -  2,210 967 -  -  3,177
Other income and recoveries 25,207 704 12,487 637 3,560 4,071 46,666

62,000 3,116 19,502 3,180 3,560 5,606 96,964

Net cost of services 979,478 212,055 182,347 198,793 8,543 45,865 1,627,081
Income from State Government

Department of Health - Service Agreement:
            - State component 562,829 121,851 104,783 5,599 4,909 26,355 826,326
            - Commonwealth component 334,234 72,360 62,225 -  2,915 15,651 487,385
Mental Health Commission - Service Agreement -  -  -  193,229 -  -  193,229
Income from other state government agencies 31,380 6,483 6,082 -  365 1,551 45,861
Resources received 47,156 8,558 8,882 1,562 9 3,856 70,023

Total income from State Government 975,599 209,252 181,972 200,390 8,198 47,413 1,622,824
Surplus/(deficit) for the period (3,879) (2,803) (375) 1,597 (345) 1,548 (4,257)

Total income other than income from State Government

East Metropolitan Health Service
Notes to the financial statements
For the year ended 30 June 2021

2.2 Schedule of income and expenses by service

Public 
hospital 
admitted

Public 
hospital 

emergency

Public 
hospital  non-

admitted

Mental 
health

Aged and 
continuing 

care

Public and 
community 

health

Total

2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021
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Fees for visiting medical practitioners 23,000 1,019 4,738 122 -  -  28,879
Contracts for services 199,432 70,223 26,040 32,174 596 29 328,494
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Cost of sales -  -  2,329 1,019 -  -  3,348
Other expenses 63,886 9,574 12,169 5,771 593 7,224 99,217

Total cost of services 1,041,478 215,171 201,849 201,973 12,103 51,471 1,724,045
Income

Patient charges 36,439 1,915 4,742 1,037 -  -  44,133
Other fees for services 39 6 9 508 -  201 763
Commonwealth grants and contributions -  476 -  -  -  -  476
Other grants and contributions 230 -  34 10 -  1,209 1,483
Donation income 85 15 20 21 -  125 266
Sale of goods -  -  2,210 967 -  -  3,177
Other income and recoveries 25,207 704 12,487 637 3,560 4,071 46,666

62,000 3,116 19,502 3,180 3,560 5,606 96,964

Net cost of services 979,478 212,055 182,347 198,793 8,543 45,865 1,627,081
Income from State Government

Department of Health - Service Agreement:
            - State component 562,829 121,851 104,783 5,599 4,909 26,355 826,326
            - Commonwealth component 334,234 72,360 62,225 -  2,915 15,651 487,385
Mental Health Commission - Service Agreement -  -  -  193,229 -  -  193,229
Income from other state government agencies 31,380 6,483 6,082 -  365 1,551 45,861
Resources received 47,156 8,558 8,882 1,562 9 3,856 70,023

Total income from State Government 975,599 209,252 181,972 200,390 8,198 47,413 1,622,824
Surplus/(deficit) for the period (3,879) (2,803) (375) 1,597 (345) 1,548 (4,257)

Total income other than income from State Government
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East Metropolitan Health Service
Notes to the financial statements
For the year ended 30 June 2021

2.2 Schedule of income and expenses by service (continued)

Public 
hospital 
admitted

Public 
hospital 

emergency

Public 
hospital  non-

admitted

Mental 
health

Aged and 
continuing 

care

Public and 
community 

health

Total

2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020
$000 $000 $000 $000 $000 $000 $000

Cost of services
Expenses

Employee benefits expense 502,225 104,590 109,488 137,081 8,234 13,103 874,721
Fees for visiting medical practitioners 21,292 1,856 5,022 157 -  -  28,327
Contracts for services 190,658 61,444 28,396 31,649 460 116 312,723
Patient support costs 141,910 19,111 40,745 8,214 2,354 6,446 218,780
Finance costs 13 1 4 25 7 3 53
Depreciation and amortisation expense 26,921 5,426 5,304 4,942 319 142 43,054
Asset revaluation decrement 43 5 14 8 -  -  70
Repairs, maintenance and consumable equipment 15,795 2,739 4,470 2,824 287 918 27,033
Other supplies and services 3,083 1,216 768 1,771 106 198 7,142
Cost of sales 2,172 361 568 90 -  -  3,193 (a)
Other expenses 50,453 9,970 9,241 15,385 967 4,297 90,313 (a)

Total cost of services 954,565 206,719 204,020 202,146 12,734 25,223 1,605,409

Patient charges 37,351 2,299 5,261 542 -  -  45,453 (a)
Other fees for services -  -  -  20 -  286 306 (a)
Commonwealth grants and contributions -  -  -  100 -  -  100 (a)
Other grants and contributions 9 95 6 0 -  1,178 1,288 (a)
Donation income 1 -  -  3 -  221 225
Sale of goods 1,919 319 502 80 -  -  2,822 (a)
Other income and recoveries 23,262 1,097 9,036 429 13 7,122 40,959 (a)

62,542 3,810 14,805 1,174 13 8,807 91,153

Net cost of services 892,023 202,909 189,215 200,972 12,721 16,416 1,514,256
Income from State Government

Department of Health - Service Agreement:
            - State component 498,541 127,294 103,815 4,967 7,993 14,808 757,418
            - Commonwealth component 320,625 64,607 76,303 -  3,285 42 464,862 (a)
Mental Health Commission - Service Agreement -  -  -  186,722 -  -  186,722 (a)
Income from other state government agencies 37,796 1,644 1,611 2,528 861 488 44,928 (a)
Resources received 38,061 7,273 5,842 8,707 369 2,156 62,408 (a)

Total income from State Government 895,023 200,818 187,571 202,924 12,508 17,494 1,516,338
Surplus/(deficit) for the period 3,000 (2,091) (1,644) 1,952 (213) 1,078 2,082

(a) Prior year figures have been restated for comparative purposes due to changes in Treasurer's Instructions.

Total income other than income from State Government
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2.2 Schedule of income and expenses by service (continued)
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hospital 
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continuing 
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Public and 
community 

health
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2.2 Schedule of income and expenses by service (continued)
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hospital 
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hospital  non-

admitted
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continuing 
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Public and 
community 

health
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Depreciation and amortisation expense 26,921 5,426 5,304 4,942 319 142 43,054
Asset revaluation decrement 43 5 14 8 -  -  70
Repairs, maintenance and consumable equipment 15,795 2,739 4,470 2,824 287 918 27,033
Other supplies and services 3,083 1,216 768 1,771 106 198 7,142
Cost of sales 2,172 361 568 90 -  -  3,193 (a)
Other expenses 50,453 9,970 9,241 15,385 967 4,297 90,313 (a)

Total cost of services 954,565 206,719 204,020 202,146 12,734 25,223 1,605,409

Patient charges 37,351 2,299 5,261 542 -  -  45,453 (a)
Other fees for services -  -  -  20 -  286 306 (a)
Commonwealth grants and contributions -  -  -  100 -  -  100 (a)
Other grants and contributions 9 95 6 0 -  1,178 1,288 (a)
Donation income 1 -  -  3 -  221 225
Sale of goods 1,919 319 502 80 -  -  2,822 (a)
Other income and recoveries 23,262 1,097 9,036 429 13 7,122 40,959 (a)

62,542 3,810 14,805 1,174 13 8,807 91,153

Net cost of services 892,023 202,909 189,215 200,972 12,721 16,416 1,514,256
Income from State Government

Department of Health - Service Agreement:
            - State component 498,541 127,294 103,815 4,967 7,993 14,808 757,418
            - Commonwealth component 320,625 64,607 76,303 -  3,285 42 464,862 (a)
Mental Health Commission - Service Agreement -  -  -  186,722 -  -  186,722 (a)
Income from other state government agencies 37,796 1,644 1,611 2,528 861 488 44,928 (a)
Resources received 38,061 7,273 5,842 8,707 369 2,156 62,408 (a)

Total income from State Government 895,023 200,818 187,571 202,924 12,508 17,494 1,516,338
Surplus/(deficit) for the period 3,000 (2,091) (1,644) 1,952 (213) 1,078 2,082

(a) Prior year figures have been restated for comparative purposes due to changes in Treasurer's Instructions.

Total income other than income from State Government
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2021 2020
$000 $000

Note 3 Use of our funding

Expenses incurred in the delivery of services

Note
Employee benefits expense 3.1.1
Employee benefits provisions 3.1.2
Contracts for services 3.2
Patient support costs 3.3
Other expenses 3.4

3.1.1 Employee benefits expense

Employee benefits 863,408 798,119
Termination benefits 118 1,638

79,179 74,917
942,705 874,674

37 47
942,742 874,721

This section provides additional information about how the Health Service’s funding is applied and the accounting policies that 
are relevant for an understanding of the items recognised in the financial statements. The primary expenses incurred by the 
Health Service in achieving its objectives and the relevant notes are:

Superannuation - defined contribution plans (a)
Total employee benefits expense
Add: AASB 16 Non-monetary benefits (b)
Net employee benefits

(a) Defined contribution plans include West State Superannuation Scheme (WSS), Gold State Superannuation Scheme (GSS), 
the Government Employees Superannuation Board Schemes (GESBs) and other eligible funds.

(b) Non-monetary benefits include the provision of vehicle benefits measured at cost in accordance with the application of AASB 
16.

Employee benefits: include salaries and wages, fringe benefits plus the fringe benefits tax component and leave entitlements 
including superannuation contribution components.

Workers' compensation insurance expense is excluded here but included in note 3.4 'Other expenses'.

Termination benefits: payable when employment is terminated before normal retirement date, or when an employee accepts an 
offer of benefits in exchange for the termination of employment. Termination benefits are recognised when the Health Service is 
demonstrably committed to terminating the employment of current employees according to a detailed formal plan without 
possibility of withdrawal or providing termination benefits as a result of an offer made to encourage voluntary redundancy. 
Benefits falling due more than 12 months after the end of the reporting period are discounted to present value.
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3.1.1 Employee benefits expense (continued)

3.1.2 Employee benefits provisions

Current
Annual leave (a) 99,314 87,381
Time off in lieu leave (a) 27,255 25,970
Long service leave (b) 69,531 64,395
Deferred salary scheme (c) 604 516

196,704 178,262
Non-current
Long service leave (b) 46,296 41,769

Total employee benefits provisions 243,000 220,031

Superannuation: the amount recognised in profit or loss of the statement of comprehensive income comprises employer 
contributions paid to the GSS (concurrent contributions), the WSS, the GESBs, or other superannuation funds. The employer 
contribution paid to the Government Employees Superannuation Board (GESB) in respect of the GSS is paid back into the 
Consolidated Account by the GESB.

GSS (concurrent contributions) is a defined benefit scheme for the purposes of employees and whole of government reporting. It 
is however a defined contribution plan for Health Service purposes because the concurrent contributions (defined contributions) 
made by the Health Service to the GESB extinguishes the Health Service’s obligations to the related superannuation liability.

The Health Service does not recognise any defined benefit liabilities because it has no legal or constructive obligation to pay 
future benefits relating to its employees. The liabilities for the unfunded Pension Scheme and the unfunded GSS transfer benefits 
attributable to members who transferred from the Pension Scheme, are assumed by the Treasurer. All other GSS obligations are 
funded by concurrent contributions made by the Health Service to the GESB.

The GESB and other fund providers administer public sector superannuation arrangements in Western Australia in accordance 
with legislative requirements. Eligibility criteria for membership in particular schemes for public sector employees vary according 
to commencement and implementation dates.

Provision is made for benefits accruing to employees in respect of salaries and wages, annual leave, time off in lieu and long 
service leave for services rendered up to the reporting date and recorded as an expense during the period the services are 
delivered.

(a) Annual leave and time off in lieu leave liabilities are classified as current as there is no unconditional right to defer settlement 
for at least 12 months after the end of the reporting period. 
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for at least 12 months after the end of the reporting period. 
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3.1.2 Employee benefits provisions (continued)

75,409 79,650
51,160 33,701

126,569 113,351

17,863 14,582
97,964 91,582

115,827 106,164

Assessments indicate that actual settlement of the liabilities is expected to occur as follows:

Within 12 months of the end of the reporting period 
More than 12 months after the end of the reporting period

Annual leave and time off in lieu leave are not expected to be settled wholly within 12 months after the end of the reporting period 
and therefore considered to be 'other long-term employee benefits'. The leave liability is recognised and measured at the present 
value of amounts expected to be paid when the liabilities are settled using the remuneration rate expected to apply at the time of 
settlement.

(b) Long service leave liabilities are classified as current where there is no unconditional right to defer settlement for at least 
12 months after the end of the reporting period. Pre-conditional and conditional long service leave provisions are classified as 
non-current liabilities because the Health Service has an unconditional right to defer the settlement of the liability until the 
employee has completed the requisite years of service. 

Assessments indicate that actual settlement of the liabilities is expected to occur as follows:

Within 12 months of the end of the reporting period 
More than 12 months after the end of the reporting period

The provision for long service leave is calculated at present value as the Health Service does not expect to wholly settle the 
amounts within 12 months. The present value is measured taking into account the present value of expected future payments to 
be made in relation to services provided by employees up to the reporting date. When assessing expected future payments, 
consideration is given to expected future wage and salary levels including non-salary components such as employer 
superannuation contributions, as well as the experience of employee departures and periods of service. The expected future 
payments are discounted using market yields on national government bonds at the end of the reporting period with terms to 
maturity that match, as closely as possible, the estimated future cash outflows.

(c) The deferred salary scheme liabilities relate to Health Service employees who have entered into an agreement to self-fund an 
additional twelve months leave in the fifth year of the agreement. The provision recognises the value of salary set aside for 
employees to be used in the fifth year. The liability is measured on the same basis as annual leave. It is classified as a current 
provision as employees can leave the scheme at their discretion at any time.
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3.1.2 Employee benefits provisions (continued)

300 280
304 236
604 516

Sick Leave

3.2 Contracts for services

294,726 277,563
31,934 32,961

Home and community care (a) 646 462
1,188 1,737

328,494 312,723

More than 12 months after the end of the reporting period

Key sources of estimation uncertainty - long service leave
Key estimates and assumptions concerning the future are based on historical experience and various other factors that have a 
significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amount of assets and liabilities within the next financial year. 
Several estimates and assumptions are used in calculating the Health Service’s long service leave provision. These include 
expected future salary rates, discount rates, employee turnover rates and usage rates of leave in service or at termination. 
Changes in these estimations and assumptions may impact on the carrying amount of the long service leave provision.

Any gain or loss following revaluation of the present value of long service leave liabilities is recognised as employee benefits 
expense.

Liabilities for sick leave are recognised when it is probable that sick leave paid in the future will be greater than the entitlement 
that will accrue in the future. Past history indicates that on average, sick leave taken each reporting period is less than the 
entitlement accrued. This is expected to continue in future periods. Accordingly, it is unlikely that existing accumulated 
entitlements will be used by employees and no liability for unused sick leave entitlements is recognised. As sick leave is non-
vesting, an expense is recognised in the statement of comprehensive income for this leave as it is taken.

Public patient services (a)

Assessments indicate that actual settlement of the liabilities is expected to occur as follows:

Within 12 months of the end of the reporting period 

Mental health services (a)

Other contracts
Total contracts for services

(a) Private hospitals and non-government organisations are contracted to provide various services to public patients and the 
community.
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3.3 Patient support costs

Drug supplies 58,176 52,856
Pathology 45,067 39,772
Prosthesis 25,731 24,136
Other medical supplies and services 72,346 68,217
Domestic charges 20,223 15,392
Fuel, light and power 7,914 7,918
Food supplies 7,095 6,714
Patient transport costs 3,662 3,332
Research, development and other grants 598 443
Total patient support costs 240,812 218,780

3.4 Other expenses

21,816 20,371
7,063 7,956

28,879 28,327

Finance costs
Interest expense on Treasury loan -  13
Finance lease charges 58 40
Total finance costs 58 53

Asset revaluation decrement
Land -  70
Total asset revaluation decrement -  70

For building revaluation increment credited to the asset revaluation reserve, see note 8 'Equity'.

Radiology
Total fees for visiting medical practitioners

Visiting medical practitioners (VMPs), both general practitioners and specialists, are contracted to provide medical services to a 
hospital via a Medical Services Agreement. VMPs are independent contractors operating medical businesses and are not Health 
Service employees.  

Finance costs include costs incurred in connection with the borrowing of funds and the interest component of finance lease 
repayments.

Land revaluation decrement recognised as an expense on the statement of comprehensive income. (See note 5.1 'Property, 
plant and equipment').

Fees for visiting medical practitioners
Clinical
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3.4 Other expenses (continued)

Repairs, maintenance and consumable equipment
Repairs and maintenance 21,469 21,121
Consumable equipment 7,192 5,912
Total repairs, maintenance and consumable equipment 28,661 27,033

Other supplies and services
Sanitisation and waste removal services 1,660 1,458
Administration and management services 2,466 1,902
Interpreter services 1,525 1,377
Security services 1,683 1,469
Contract management 133 170
Outsourced health promotion 98 104
Outsourced engineering 106 125
Employee assistance 100 -  
Other 618 537
Total other supplies and services 8,389 7,142

Supplies and services are recognised as an expense as incurred.

Repairs and maintenance costs are recognised as expenses as incurred, except where they relate to the replacement of a 
significant component of an asset. In that case the costs are capitalised and depreciated. Consumable equipment costing less 
than $5,000 is recognised as an expense (see note 5.1 'Property, plant and equipment').
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3.4 Other expenses (continued)

Other expenses
Services provided by Health Support Services: (a)

ICT services 39,681 32,983
Supply chain services 5,302 5,102
Financial services 2,048 2,033
Human resources services 6,831 7,456

Workers compensation insurance 17,929 14,135
Lease expenses (b) 45 642
Other insurances 6,547 5,919
Consultancy fees 4,446 3,394
Printing and stationery 2,841 2,671
Library subscription (e) 1,464 1,466
Expected credit losses expense (c) 342 5,765
Communications 2,174 2,108
Other employee related expenses 1,452 1,831
Write-down of assets (d) 469 25
Loss on disposal of non-current assets (f) 67 45
Motor vehicle expenses 494 695
Computer services 4,242 1,401
Other 2,843 2,642
Total other expenses 99,217 90,313

(e) Library subscriptions was part of other supplies and services in prior year but is now included in other expenses.

(a) Services received free of charge. (See note 4.1 'Income from State Government').

(b) See note 5.3 'Right-of-use assets' and 7.1 'Lease liabilities'.  Included within lease expenses are short-term leases with lease 
terms of up to 12 months and low-value leases with identified assets of up to $5,000 both of these exclude leases with another 
wholly-owned public sector lessor agency. The lease expenses also include variable lease payments and maintenance expenses 
related to the leased assets.

(c) Expected credit losses expense is recognised as the movement in the allowance for expected credit losses. The allowance for 
expected credit losses of trade receivables is measured at the lifetime expected credit losses at each reporting date. The Health 
Service has established a provision matrix that is based on its historical credit loss experience. (See note 6.1.1 'Movement of the 
allowance for impairment of receivables').

(d) See note 5.1 'Property, plant and equipment'.

(f) Loss on disposal of non-current assets is now included as part of other expenses.
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3.4 Other expenses (continued)
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terms of up to 12 months and low-value leases with identified assets of up to $5,000 both of these exclude leases with another 
wholly-owned public sector lessor agency. The lease expenses also include variable lease payments and maintenance expenses 
related to the leased assets.

(c) Expected credit losses expense is recognised as the movement in the allowance for expected credit losses. The allowance for 
expected credit losses of trade receivables is measured at the lifetime expected credit losses at each reporting date. The Health 
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(f) Loss on disposal of non-current assets is now included as part of other expenses.
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Note 4 Our funding sources

How we obtain our funding

Note
Income from State Government 4.1
Commonwealth grants and contributions 4.2
Other grants and contributions 4.3
Patient charges 4.4
Other fees for services 4.5
Donation income 4.6
Commercial activities 4.7
Other income and recoveries 4.8

4.1 Income from State Government

Service Agreement received (b):
826,326 757,418 (a)
487,385 464,862 (a)

Total service agreement received from Department of Health 1,313,711 1,222,280

193,229 186,722

   Disability Services Commission - community aids and equipment program 536 832 (a)
   Insurance Commission of Western Australia - patient fees MVIT (motor injuries) 34,384 27,024 (a)
   Insurance Commission of Western Australia - RiskCover insurance rebate 84 6,248 (a)
   Road Trauma Program - Injury Prevention 621 669 (a)
   Health Technology Management Services 5,478 5,517 (a)
   Business Intelligence Services 4,251 4,237 (a)
   Other Health Service Providers 507 401 (a)
Total income from other state government agencies 45,861 44,928

   Department of Health - Service Agreement - State component (c)
   Department of Health - Service Agreement - Commonwealth component

   Mental Health Commission - Service Agreement

Income from other state government agencies (d):

This section provides additional information about how the Health Service obtains its funding and the relevant accounting policy 
notes that govern the recognition and measurement of this funding. The primary income received by the Health Service and the 
relevant notes are:
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   Other Health Service Providers 507 401 (a)
Total income from other state government agencies 45,861 44,928

   Department of Health - Service Agreement - State component (c)
   Department of Health - Service Agreement - Commonwealth component

   Mental Health Commission - Service Agreement

Income from other state government agencies (d):

This section provides additional information about how the Health Service obtains its funding and the relevant accounting policy 
notes that govern the recognition and measurement of this funding. The primary income received by the Health Service and the 
relevant notes are:
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2021 2020
$000 $000

4.1 Income from State Government (continued)

53,863 47,574
15,629 14,823

   Department of Finance - rental lease management 12 13

519 (2)
70,023 62,408

1,622,824 1,516,338

4.2 Commonwealth grants and contributions

476 100 (a)
476 100

(c) Service agreement from Department of Health comprises a cash component and a receivable (asset) component. The 
receivable which is the Holding Account (see note 6.2 'Amounts receivable for services (Holding Account)') comprises the 
budgeted depreciation expense for the year and any agreed increase in leave liabilities.

   PathWest - indirect costs

Total resources received

Total income from State Government

(b) Service agreement income is recognised at fair value in the period in which the Health Service gains control of the funds. The 
Health Service gains control of the funds at the time those funds are deposited in the bank account.  If the service agreement 
specifies specific performance obligation(s), the income is recognised when the Health Service has satisfied its performance 
obligation(s).

Assets transferred in (out):

Resources received from other state government agencies during the 
year (e):

   Health Support Services - shared services
Services received free of charge:

(a) Prior year figures have been restated due to changes in Treasurer's Instructions 1102.

(d) Income from other state government agencies include amounts paid by other government agencies on a charge out basis 
(fee for service model).

Recurrent grants
Total Commonwealth grants and contributions

(e) Resources received from other state government agencies are recognised as income (and assets or expenses) equivalent to 
the fair value of the assets, or the fair value of those services that can be reliably determined and which would have been 
purchased if not donated. 

Following update in the Treasury Instruction 1102, income is recognised based on the immediate funding source. Where the 
Commonwealth funding is received via a Service Agreement with Department of Health who has control of the funding, this is 
recognised as Income from State Government. Refer to Note 4.1 Income from State Government.

(a) Prior year figures have been restated due to changes in Treasurer's Instructions 1102.
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   Health Support Services - shared services
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2021 2020
$000 $000

4.3 Other grants and contributions

Research and other grants 1,483 1,288 (a)
1,483 1,288

4.4 Patient charges

Inpatient bed charges 33,008 33,757 (a)
Inpatient other charges 4,469 4,139 (a)
Outpatient charges 6,656 7,557 (a)

44,133 45,453

4.5 Other fees for services

763 306
763 306 (a)

4.6 Donation income

General public donations 266 225
266 225

4.7 Commercial Activities - Sale of Goods

Sales:
3,177 2,822

Cost of sales (3,348) (3,193)
Gross loss (171) (371)

Total patient charges

Cafeteria sales income

Total other grants and contributions

(a) Prior year figures have been restated due to changes in Treasurer's Instructions 1102.

(a) Prior year figures have been restated due to changes in Treasurer's Instructions 1102.

(a) Prior year figures have been restated due to changes in Treasurer's Instructions 1102.

Non-clinical services to other health organisations
Total other fees for services

Total donations
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2021 2020
$000 $000

4.8 Other income and recoveries

322 251
Royalty income 1,014 1,265
Rent from commercial properties 809 781
Parking 741 538
Commissions 123 196
Sponsorship 501 735
Training and education 59 12
Clinical trial income 2,509 1,421
Medical reports and certificates 104 124
Use of hospital facilities 10 12

39,168 34,919 (a)
Reversal asset revaluation decrement 980 -  
Other 326 705

46,666 40,959

Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS)

Abatements

Total other income and recoveries

Income recognition

Income is recognised at fair value when the Health Service obtains control over the assets comprising the contributions, usually 
when cash is received. Other non-reciprocal contributions that are not contributions by owners are recognised at their fair value. 
Contributions of services are only recognised when a fair value can be reliably determined and the services would be purchased 
if not donated.

(a) Prior year figures have been restated due to changes in Treasurer's Instructions 1102.

Until 30 June 2019, income was recognised and measured at the fair value of consideration received or receivable. From 1 July 
2019, income is recognised at the transaction price when the Health Service transfers control of the services to customers. 
Income is recognised for the major activities as follows:

Sale of goods

Provision of services
Income is recognised on delivery of the service to the customer.

Grants, donations, gifts and other non-reciprocal contributions

Income is recognised at the transaction price when the Health Service transfers control of the goods to customers.
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2021 2020
$000 $000

Note 5 Key assets

Note
Property, plant and equipment 5.1
Intangible assets 5.2
Right-of-use assets 5.3
Service concession assets (SCA) 5.4
Depreciation and amortisation expense 5.5

5.1 Property, plant and equipment

Land
Carrying amount 78,868 77,858
Reconciliation:
Carrying amount at start of period 77,858 88,928
Transfers from/(to) other reporting entities 30 -  
Reclass under AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantors -  (11,000) (a)
Revaluation increments/(decrements) 980 (70)
Carrying amount at end of period 78,868 77,858

Buildings
Carrying amount 399,875 404,756
Reconciliation:
Carrying amount at start of period 404,756 675,145
Additions 8,805 2,592
Transfers from works in progress 2,314 3,375
Reclass under AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantors -  (262,454) (a)
Revaluation increments/(decrements) 6,746 8,539
Write-down of assets (23) -  
Depreciation (22,723) (22,441)
Carrying amount at end of period 399,875 404,756

Assets the Health Service utilises for economic benefit or service potential.

This section includes information regarding the key assets the Health Service utilises to gain economic benefits or provide 
service potential. The section sets out both the key accounting policies and financial information about the performance of these 
assets.
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.
2021 2020
$000 $000

5.1 Property, plant and equipment (continued)

Site infrastructure
Gross carrying amount 27,459 28,956
Accumulated depreciation (7,680) (7,642)
Carrying amount 19,779 21,314
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 28,956 45,787
Accumulated depreciation (7,642) (6,106)
Carrying amount at start of period 21,314 39,681
Reclass under AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantors -  (16,831) (a)
Depreciation (1,535) (1,536)
Carrying amount at end of period 19,779 21,314

Leasehold improvements
Gross carrying amount 3,221 2,993
Accumulated depreciation (1,512) (1,162)
Carrying amount 1,709 1,831
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 2,993 2,709
Accumulated depreciation (1,162) (847)
Carrying amount at start of period 1,831 1,862
Additions 228 137
Transfers from works in progress -  147
Depreciation (350) (315)
Carrying amount at end of period 1,709 1,831

Computer equipment
Gross carrying amount 5,087 2,126
Accumulated depreciation (550) (2,124)
Carrying amount 4,537 2
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 2,126 2,341
Accumulated depreciation (2,124) (2,121)
Carrying amount at start of period 2 220
Additions 4,589 -  
Transfers from works in progress 351 -  
Reclass under AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantors -  (215) (a)
Depreciation (405) (3)
Carrying amount at end of period 4,537 2
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.1 Property, plant and equipment (continued)

Furniture and fittings
Gross carrying amount 2,325 2,905
Accumulated depreciation (1,375) (1,686)
Carrying amount 950 1,219
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 2,905 3,588
Accumulated depreciation (1,686) (1,387)
Carrying amount at start of period 1,219 2,201
Additions 3 100
Transfers from works in progress (39) -  
Reclass under AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantors -  (776) (a)
Write-down of assets (b) -  (7)
Depreciation (233) (299)
Carrying amount at end of period 950 1,219

Motor vehicles
Gross carrying amount 75 75
Accumulated depreciation (32) (25)
Carrying amount 43 50
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 75 75
Accumulated depreciation (25) (19)
Carrying amount at start of period 50 56
Depreciation (7) (6)
Carrying amount at end of period 43 50
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.1 Property, plant and equipment (continued)

Medical equipment
Gross carrying amount 65,107 61,085
Accumulated depreciation (33,258) (31,552)
Carrying amount 31,849 29,533
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 61,085 62,675
Accumulated depreciation (31,552) (25,465)
Carrying amount at start of period 29,533 37,210
Additions 8,978 6,625
Transfers from/(to) other reporting entities 496 (2)
Transfers from works in progress 14 -  
Other disposals (77) (222)
Reclass under AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantors -  (7,443) (a)
Write-down of assets (b) (9) -  
Depreciation (7,086) (6,636)
Carrying amount at end of period 31,849 29,532

Other plant and equipment
Gross carrying amount 13,062 16,334
Accumulated depreciation (4,080) (7,229)
Carrying amount 8,982 9,105
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 16,334 27,919
Accumulated depreciation (7,229) (6,249)
Carrying amount at start of period 9,105 21,670
Additions 937 1,025
Transfers from works in progress -  318
Reclass under AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantors -  (12,909) (a)
Depreciation (1,060) (1,000)
Carrying amount at end of period 8,982 9,104

Artworks
Carrying amount 1,062 1,062
Reconciliation:
Carrying amount at start of period 1,062 2,052
Additions -  10
Reclass under AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantors -  (1,000) (a)
Carrying amount at end of period 1,062 1,062
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.1 Property, plant and equipment (continued)

Works in progress
Carrying amount 30,436 10,158
Reconciliation:
Carrying amount at start of period 10,158 6,481
Additions 23,016 7,535
Capitalised to asset classes (2,640) (3,840)
Transfers between asset classes 339 -  
Write-down of assets (b) (437) (18)
Carrying amount at end of period 30,436 10,158

Total property, plant and equipment
Gross carrying amount 626,577 608,308
Accumulated depreciation (48,487) (51,420)
Carrying amount 578,090 556,888
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 608,309 917,700
Accumulated depreciation (51,421) (42,194)
Carrying amount at start of period 556,888 875,506

Additions 46,556 18,024
Transfers from/(to) other reporting entities 526 (2)
Other disposals (77) (222)
Reclass under AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantors -  (312,628) (a)
Revaluation increments/(decrements) 7,726 8,469
Transfers between asset classes 339 -  
Write-down of assets (b) (469) (25)
Depreciation (33,399) (32,236)
Carrying amount at end of period 578,090 556,888

(b) Expenses capitalised in the previous financial year, expensed in the current financial year. See note 3.4 'Other expenses'.

(a) The prior year figures have been restated to comply with the requirement of AASB 1059 service concession assets. See note 
5.4 'Service concession assets (SCA)'.
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5.1 Property, plant and equipment (continued)

Initial recognition

Subsequent measurement

In the absence of market-based evidence, fair value of land and buildings (clinical sites) is determined on the basis of existing 
use. This normally applies where buildings are specialised or where land use is restricted. Fair value for existing use buildings is 
determined by reference to the cost of replacing the remaining future economic benefits embodied in the asset, i.e. the current 
replacement cost. Fair value for restricted use land is determined by comparison with market evidence for land with similar 
approximate utility (high restricted use land) or market value of comparable unrestricted land (low restricted use land).

When buildings are revalued, the accumulated depreciation is eliminated against the gross carrying amount of the asset and the 
net amount restated to the revalued amount.

Land and buildings are independently valued annually by the Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation Services) 
and recognised annually to ensure that the carrying amount does not differ materially from the asset’s fair value at the end of the 
reporting period.

Land and buildings were revalued as at 1 July 2020 by the Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation Services). 
The valuations were performed during the year ended 30 June 2021 and recognised at 30 June 2021.  In undertaking the 
revaluation, fair value was determined by reference to market values for land: $19.1 million (2020: $18.1 million) and buildings: 
$1.7 million (2020: $2.7 million). For the remaining balance, fair value of buildings was determined on the basis of current 
replacement cost and fair value of land was determined on the basis of comparison with market evidence for land with low level 
utility (high restricted use land).

Items of property, plant and equipment and infrastructure, costing $5,000 or more are measured initially at cost. Where an asset 
is acquired for no cost or significantly less than fair value, the cost is valued at its fair value at the date of acquisition. Items of 
property, plant and equipment and infrastructure costing less than $5,000 are immediately expensed direct to the Statement of 
Comprehensive Income (other than where they form part of a group of similar items which are significant in total).

The cost of a leasehold improvement is capitalised and depreciated over the shorter of the remaining term of the lease or the 
estimated useful life of the leasehold improvement.

Subsequent to initial recognition as an asset, the revaluation model is used for the measurement of land and buildings and 
historical cost for all other property, plant and equipment.  Land and buildings are carried at fair value less accumulated 
depreciation (buildings) and accumulated impairment losses.  All other items of property, plant and equipment are carried at 
historical cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses.

Where market-based evidence is available, the fair value of land and buildings (non-clinical sites) is determined on the basis of 
current market values by reference to recent market transactions.
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5.1 Property, plant and equipment (continued)
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reporting period.

Land and buildings were revalued as at 1 July 2020 by the Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation Services). 
The valuations were performed during the year ended 30 June 2021 and recognised at 30 June 2021.  In undertaking the 
revaluation, fair value was determined by reference to market values for land: $19.1 million (2020: $18.1 million) and buildings: 
$1.7 million (2020: $2.7 million). For the remaining balance, fair value of buildings was determined on the basis of current 
replacement cost and fair value of land was determined on the basis of comparison with market evidence for land with low level 
utility (high restricted use land).

Items of property, plant and equipment and infrastructure, costing $5,000 or more are measured initially at cost. Where an asset 
is acquired for no cost or significantly less than fair value, the cost is valued at its fair value at the date of acquisition. Items of 
property, plant and equipment and infrastructure costing less than $5,000 are immediately expensed direct to the Statement of 
Comprehensive Income (other than where they form part of a group of similar items which are significant in total).

The cost of a leasehold improvement is capitalised and depreciated over the shorter of the remaining term of the lease or the 
estimated useful life of the leasehold improvement.

Subsequent to initial recognition as an asset, the revaluation model is used for the measurement of land and buildings and 
historical cost for all other property, plant and equipment.  Land and buildings are carried at fair value less accumulated 
depreciation (buildings) and accumulated impairment losses.  All other items of property, plant and equipment are carried at 
historical cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses.

Where market-based evidence is available, the fair value of land and buildings (non-clinical sites) is determined on the basis of 
current market values by reference to recent market transactions.
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5.1 Property, plant and equipment (continued)

Revaluation model

Significant assumptions and judgements

Derecognition

Where market-based evidence is available, the fair value of land and buildings (non-clinical sites) is determined on the basis of 
current market values by reference to recent market transactions.

In the absence of market-based evidence, fair value of land and buildings (clinical sites) is determined on the basis of existing 
use. This normally applies where buildings are specialised or where land use is restricted. Fair value for existing use buildings is 
determined by reference to the cost of replacing the remaining future economic benefits embodied in the asset, i.e. the current 
replacement cost. Fair value for restricted use land is determined by comparison with market evidence for land with similar 
approximate utility (high restricted use land) or market value of comparable unrestricted land (low restricted use land).

When buildings are revalued, the accumulated depreciation is eliminated against the gross carrying amount of the asset and the 
net amount restated to the revalued amount.

The most significant assumptions and judgements in estimating fair value are made in assessing whether to apply the existing 
use basis to assets and in determining estimated economic life. Professional judgement by the valuer is required where the 
evidence does not provide a clear distinction between market type assets and existing use assets. In order to estimate fair value 
on the basis of existing use, the current replacement costs are determined on the assumption that the buildings will be used for 
the same functions in the future. A major change in utilisation of the buildings may result in material adjustment to the carrying 
amounts.

Upon disposal or derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment, any revaluation surplus relating to that asset is 
retained in the asset revaluation reserve.

Impairment of assets
Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets are tested for any indication of impairment at the end of each reporting 
period. Where there is an indication of impairment, the recoverable amount is estimated. Where the recoverable amount is less 
than the carrying amount, the asset is considered impaired and is written down to the recoverable amount and an impairment 
loss is recognised. Where an asset measured at cost is written down to recoverable amount, an impairment loss is recognised in 
profit or loss. Where a previously revalued asset is written down to recoverable amount, the loss is recognised as a revaluation 
decrement in other comprehensive income. As the Health Service is a not-for-profit entity, unless a specialised asset has been 
identified as a surplus asset, the recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and depreciated 
replacement cost.

If there is an indication that there has been a reversal in impairment, the carrying amount shall be increased to its recoverable 
amount. However, this reversal should not increase the asset’s carrying amount above what would have been determined, net of 
depreciation or amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised in prior years.
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5.1 Property, plant and equipment (continued)

Revaluation model

Significant assumptions and judgements

Derecognition

Where market-based evidence is available, the fair value of land and buildings (non-clinical sites) is determined on the basis of 
current market values by reference to recent market transactions.

In the absence of market-based evidence, fair value of land and buildings (clinical sites) is determined on the basis of existing 
use. This normally applies where buildings are specialised or where land use is restricted. Fair value for existing use buildings is 
determined by reference to the cost of replacing the remaining future economic benefits embodied in the asset, i.e. the current 
replacement cost. Fair value for restricted use land is determined by comparison with market evidence for land with similar 
approximate utility (high restricted use land) or market value of comparable unrestricted land (low restricted use land).

When buildings are revalued, the accumulated depreciation is eliminated against the gross carrying amount of the asset and the 
net amount restated to the revalued amount.

The most significant assumptions and judgements in estimating fair value are made in assessing whether to apply the existing 
use basis to assets and in determining estimated economic life. Professional judgement by the valuer is required where the 
evidence does not provide a clear distinction between market type assets and existing use assets. In order to estimate fair value 
on the basis of existing use, the current replacement costs are determined on the assumption that the buildings will be used for 
the same functions in the future. A major change in utilisation of the buildings may result in material adjustment to the carrying 
amounts.

Upon disposal or derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment, any revaluation surplus relating to that asset is 
retained in the asset revaluation reserve.

Impairment of assets
Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets are tested for any indication of impairment at the end of each reporting 
period. Where there is an indication of impairment, the recoverable amount is estimated. Where the recoverable amount is less 
than the carrying amount, the asset is considered impaired and is written down to the recoverable amount and an impairment 
loss is recognised. Where an asset measured at cost is written down to recoverable amount, an impairment loss is recognised in 
profit or loss. Where a previously revalued asset is written down to recoverable amount, the loss is recognised as a revaluation 
decrement in other comprehensive income. As the Health Service is a not-for-profit entity, unless a specialised asset has been 
identified as a surplus asset, the recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and depreciated 
replacement cost.

If there is an indication that there has been a reversal in impairment, the carrying amount shall be increased to its recoverable 
amount. However, this reversal should not increase the asset’s carrying amount above what would have been determined, net of 
depreciation or amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised in prior years.
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.1 Property, plant and equipment - Impairment of assets (continued)

5.2 Intangible assets

Computer software
Gross carrying amount 345 2,749
Accumulated amortisation (310) (2,663)
Carrying amount 35 86
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of the period 2,749 3,817
Accumulated amortisation (2,663) (2,596)
Carrying amount at start of the period 86 1,221
Reclass of assets under AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantor -  (1,068) (a)
Amortisation (51) (67)
Carrying amount at end of the period 35 86

Works in progress
Carrying amount -  339
Reconciliation:
Carrying amount at start of period 339 -  
Additions -  339
Transfers between asset classes (339) -  
Carrying amount at end of period -  339

The risk of impairment is generally limited to circumstances where an asset’s depreciation is materially understated, where the 
replacement cost is falling or where there is a significant change in useful life. Each relevant class of assets is reviewed annually 
to verify that the accumulated depreciation/amortisation reflects the level of consumption or expiration of the asset’s future 
economic benefits and to evaluate any impairment risk from declining replacement costs.

The recoverable amount of assets identified as surplus assets is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and the present value 
of future cash flows expected to be derived from the asset.  Surplus assets carried at fair value have no risk of material 
impairment where fair value is determined by reference to market-based evidence.  Where fair value is determined by reference 
to depreciated replacement cost, surplus assets are at risk of impairment and the recoverable amount is measured.  Surplus 
assets at cost are tested for indications of impairment at the end of each reporting period.

As at 30 June 2021 there were no indications of impairment to property, plant and equipment and intangible assets.
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.1 Property, plant and equipment - Impairment of assets (continued)

5.2 Intangible assets

Computer software
Gross carrying amount 345 2,749
Accumulated amortisation (310) (2,663)
Carrying amount 35 86
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of the period 2,749 3,817
Accumulated amortisation (2,663) (2,596)
Carrying amount at start of the period 86 1,221
Reclass of assets under AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantor -  (1,068) (a)
Amortisation (51) (67)
Carrying amount at end of the period 35 86

Works in progress
Carrying amount -  339
Reconciliation:
Carrying amount at start of period 339 -  
Additions -  339
Transfers between asset classes (339) -  
Carrying amount at end of period -  339

The risk of impairment is generally limited to circumstances where an asset’s depreciation is materially understated, where the 
replacement cost is falling or where there is a significant change in useful life. Each relevant class of assets is reviewed annually 
to verify that the accumulated depreciation/amortisation reflects the level of consumption or expiration of the asset’s future 
economic benefits and to evaluate any impairment risk from declining replacement costs.

The recoverable amount of assets identified as surplus assets is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and the present value 
of future cash flows expected to be derived from the asset.  Surplus assets carried at fair value have no risk of material 
impairment where fair value is determined by reference to market-based evidence.  Where fair value is determined by reference 
to depreciated replacement cost, surplus assets are at risk of impairment and the recoverable amount is measured.  Surplus 
assets at cost are tested for indications of impairment at the end of each reporting period.

As at 30 June 2021 there were no indications of impairment to property, plant and equipment and intangible assets.
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.2 Intangible assets (continued)

Total intangible assets
Gross carrying amount 345 3,088
Accumulated amortisation (310) (2,663)
Carrying amount 35 425
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 3,088 3,817
Accumulated amortisation (2,663) (2,596)
Carrying amount at start of period 425 1,221
Additions -  339
Other disposals -  -  
Reclass of assets under AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantor -  (1,068) (a)
Transfers between asset classes (339) -  
Amortisation (51) (67)
Carrying amount at end of period 35 425

Computer software

Initial recognition

Costs incurred in the research phase of a project are immediately expensed.

Subsequent measurement

(a) The prior year figures have been restated to comply with the requirement of AASB 1059 service concession assets. See note 
5.4 'Service concession assets (SCA)'.

Software that is an integral part of the related hardware is recognised as property, plant and equipment.  Software that is not an 
integral part of the related hardware is recognised as an intangible asset.  Software costing less than $5,000 is expensed in the 
year of acquisition.

Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost. For assets acquired at no cost or for nominal cost, the cost is their fair value at 
the date of acquisition.

Acquisitions of intangible assets costing $5,000 or more and internally generated intangible assets costing $50,000 or more are 
capitalised and measured at cost. Costs incurred below these thresholds are immediately expensed directly to the statement of 
comprehensive income.

The cost model is applied for subsequent measurement of intangible assets, requiring the asset to be carried at cost less any 
accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment losses.

See note 5.1 'Property, plant and equipment' for testing assets for impairment.
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.2 Intangible assets (continued)

Total intangible assets
Gross carrying amount 345 3,088
Accumulated amortisation (310) (2,663)
Carrying amount 35 425
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 3,088 3,817
Accumulated amortisation (2,663) (2,596)
Carrying amount at start of period 425 1,221
Additions -  339
Other disposals -  -  
Reclass of assets under AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantor -  (1,068) (a)
Transfers between asset classes (339) -  
Amortisation (51) (67)
Carrying amount at end of period 35 425

Computer software

Initial recognition

Costs incurred in the research phase of a project are immediately expensed.

Subsequent measurement

(a) The prior year figures have been restated to comply with the requirement of AASB 1059 service concession assets. See note 
5.4 'Service concession assets (SCA)'.

Software that is an integral part of the related hardware is recognised as property, plant and equipment.  Software that is not an 
integral part of the related hardware is recognised as an intangible asset.  Software costing less than $5,000 is expensed in the 
year of acquisition.

Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost. For assets acquired at no cost or for nominal cost, the cost is their fair value at 
the date of acquisition.

Acquisitions of intangible assets costing $5,000 or more and internally generated intangible assets costing $50,000 or more are 
capitalised and measured at cost. Costs incurred below these thresholds are immediately expensed directly to the statement of 
comprehensive income.

The cost model is applied for subsequent measurement of intangible assets, requiring the asset to be carried at cost less any 
accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment losses.

See note 5.1 'Property, plant and equipment' for testing assets for impairment.
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.3 Right-of-use assets

Buildings
Gross carrying amount 527 230
Accumulated depreciation (365) (182)
Carrying amount 162 48
Reconciliation:
Opening net carrying amount 48 -  
Recognition of right-of-use assets on initial application of AASB 16 -  230
Restated opening carrying amount at start of the period 48 230
Additions 297 -  
Other disposals (leases expired) -  -  
Depreciation (183) (182)
Carrying amount at end of the period 162 48

Vehicles
Gross carrying amount 2,402 2,395
Accumulated depreciation (924) (454)
Carrying amount 1,478 1,941
Reconciliation:
Opening net carrying amount 1,941 -  
Recognition of right-of-use assets on initial application of AASB 16 -  1,522
Restated opening carrying amount at start of the period 1,941 1,522
Additions 88 959
Other disposals (leases expired) (16) (18)
Depreciation (535) (522)
Carrying amount at end of the period 1,478 1,941
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.3 Right-of-use assets

Buildings
Gross carrying amount 527 230
Accumulated depreciation (365) (182)
Carrying amount 162 48
Reconciliation:
Opening net carrying amount 48 -  
Recognition of right-of-use assets on initial application of AASB 16 -  230
Restated opening carrying amount at start of the period 48 230
Additions 297 -  
Other disposals (leases expired) -  -  
Depreciation (183) (182)
Carrying amount at end of the period 162 48

Vehicles
Gross carrying amount 2,402 2,395
Accumulated depreciation (924) (454)
Carrying amount 1,478 1,941
Reconciliation:
Opening net carrying amount 1,941 -  
Recognition of right-of-use assets on initial application of AASB 16 -  1,522
Restated opening carrying amount at start of the period 1,941 1,522
Additions 88 959
Other disposals (leases expired) (16) (18)
Depreciation (535) (522)
Carrying amount at end of the period 1,478 1,941
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.3 Right-of-use assets (continued)

Total Right-of-use assets
Gross carrying amount 2,929 2,625
Accumulated depreciation (1,289) (636)
Carrying amount 1,640 1,989
Reconciliation:
Opening carrying amount 1,989 -  
Recognition of right-of-use assets on initial application of AASB 16 -  1,752
Restated opening carrying amount at start of the period 1,989 1,752
Additions 385 959
Other disposals (leases expired) (16) (18)
Depreciation (718) (704)
Carrying amount at end of the period 1,640 1,989

Initial Recognition
Right-of-use assets are measured at cost which include the following:

● the net present value of the future minimum payments
● any lease payments made at or before the commencement date less any lease incentives received
● any initial direct costs, and
● restoration costs, including dismantling and removing the underlying asset (make good provision)

Subsequent Measurement

Depreciation and impairment of right-of-use assets

The Health Service has elected not to recognise right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for short-term leases (with a lease term 
of 12 months or less) and low value leases (with an underlying value of $5,000 or less). Lease payments associated with these 
leases are expensed as incurred.

The cost model is applied for subsequent measurement of right-of-use assets, requiring the asset to be carried at cost less any 
accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses and adjusted for any re-measurement of lease liability.

Right-of-use assets are depreciated on a straight-line basis over the lease term as the Health Service generally expect to fully 
consume the useful life of the assets over the lease term. The lease term includes option to extend the lease if it is stated in the 
contract and the Health Service is reasonably certain to exercise the option.

Right-of-use assets are tested for impairment when an indication of impairment is identified.
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.3 Right-of-use assets (continued)

Total Right-of-use assets
Gross carrying amount 2,929 2,625
Accumulated depreciation (1,289) (636)
Carrying amount 1,640 1,989
Reconciliation:
Opening carrying amount 1,989 -  
Recognition of right-of-use assets on initial application of AASB 16 -  1,752
Restated opening carrying amount at start of the period 1,989 1,752
Additions 385 959
Other disposals (leases expired) (16) (18)
Depreciation (718) (704)
Carrying amount at end of the period 1,640 1,989

Initial Recognition
Right-of-use assets are measured at cost which include the following:

● the net present value of the future minimum payments
● any lease payments made at or before the commencement date less any lease incentives received
● any initial direct costs, and
● restoration costs, including dismantling and removing the underlying asset (make good provision)

Subsequent Measurement

Depreciation and impairment of right-of-use assets

The Health Service has elected not to recognise right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for short-term leases (with a lease term 
of 12 months or less) and low value leases (with an underlying value of $5,000 or less). Lease payments associated with these 
leases are expensed as incurred.

The cost model is applied for subsequent measurement of right-of-use assets, requiring the asset to be carried at cost less any 
accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses and adjusted for any re-measurement of lease liability.

Right-of-use assets are depreciated on a straight-line basis over the lease term as the Health Service generally expect to fully 
consume the useful life of the assets over the lease term. The lease term includes option to extend the lease if it is stated in the 
contract and the Health Service is reasonably certain to exercise the option.

Right-of-use assets are tested for impairment when an indication of impairment is identified.
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.3 Right-of-use assets (continued)

The following amounts relating to leases have been recognised in the statement of comprehensive income.
Depreciation expense of right-of-use assets
     Buildings 183 182
     Vehicles 535 522
Total right-of-use asset depreciation 718 704

Lease interest expense (included in Finance cost) 2 3
Variable lease payments not included in Lease
     liabilities (included in Other Expenses) -  11
Short-term leases (included in Other Expenses) -  57
Low-value leases (included in Other Expenses) -  27

The statement of cash flows shows the following amounts relating to leases:
Finance costs 58 39
Principal elements of lease payments 444 713

The Health Service has leases for vehicles and office accommodation (buildings).

The Health Service has secured the right-of-use assets against the related lease liabilities for the vehicles. In the event of 
default, the rights to the leased motor vehicles will revert to the lessor.

The Health Service has also entered into a Memorandum of Understanding Agreements (MOU) with the Department of Finance 
for the leasing of office accommodation. These are not recognised under AASB 16 because of substitution rights held by the 
Department of Finance and are accounted for as an expense as incurred.

The Health Service recognises leases as right-of-use assets and associated lease liabilities in the Statement of Financial 
Position.

Key judgements have been made in determining whether there is reasonable certainty around exercising contract extension and 
termination options, identifying whether payments are variable or fixed in substance and determining the stand-alone selling 
prices for lease and non-lease components. In addition, uncertainty may arise from the estimation of the lease term, 
determination of the appropriate discount rate to discount the lease payments and assessing whether right-of-use assets may 
require impairment.

The corresponding lease liabilities in relation to these right-of-use assets have been disclosed at note 7.1 Lease liabilities.
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.3 Right-of-use assets (continued)

The following amounts relating to leases have been recognised in the statement of comprehensive income.
Depreciation expense of right-of-use assets
     Buildings 183 182
     Vehicles 535 522
Total right-of-use asset depreciation 718 704

Lease interest expense (included in Finance cost) 2 3
Variable lease payments not included in Lease
     liabilities (included in Other Expenses) -  11
Short-term leases (included in Other Expenses) -  57
Low-value leases (included in Other Expenses) -  27

The statement of cash flows shows the following amounts relating to leases:
Finance costs 58 39
Principal elements of lease payments 444 713

The Health Service has leases for vehicles and office accommodation (buildings).

The Health Service has secured the right-of-use assets against the related lease liabilities for the vehicles. In the event of 
default, the rights to the leased motor vehicles will revert to the lessor.

The Health Service has also entered into a Memorandum of Understanding Agreements (MOU) with the Department of Finance 
for the leasing of office accommodation. These are not recognised under AASB 16 because of substitution rights held by the 
Department of Finance and are accounted for as an expense as incurred.

The Health Service recognises leases as right-of-use assets and associated lease liabilities in the Statement of Financial 
Position.

Key judgements have been made in determining whether there is reasonable certainty around exercising contract extension and 
termination options, identifying whether payments are variable or fixed in substance and determining the stand-alone selling 
prices for lease and non-lease components. In addition, uncertainty may arise from the estimation of the lease term, 
determination of the appropriate discount rate to discount the lease payments and assessing whether right-of-use assets may 
require impairment.

The corresponding lease liabilities in relation to these right-of-use assets have been disclosed at note 7.1 Lease liabilities.
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.4 Service concession assets (SCA)

Land SCA
Carrying amount 11,000 11,000
Reconciliation:
Carrying amount at start of period 11,000 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  11,000
Carrying amount at end of period 11,000 11,000

Buildings SCA
Carrying amount 251,286 256,870
Reconciliation:
Carrying amount at start of period 256,870 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  262,454
Revaluation increments/(decrements) 124 121
Depreciation (5,708) (5,705)
Carrying amount at end of period 251,286 256,870

Site infrastructure SCA
Gross carrying amount 16,831 16,831
Accumulated depreciation (732) (366)
Carrying amount 16,099 16,465
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 16,831 -  
Accumulated depreciation (366) -  
Carrying amount at start of period 16,465 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  16,831
Depreciation (366) (366)
Carrying amount at end of period 16,099 16,465
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.4 Service concession assets (SCA)

Land SCA
Carrying amount 11,000 11,000
Reconciliation:
Carrying amount at start of period 11,000 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  11,000
Carrying amount at end of period 11,000 11,000

Buildings SCA
Carrying amount 251,286 256,870
Reconciliation:
Carrying amount at start of period 256,870 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  262,454
Revaluation increments/(decrements) 124 121
Depreciation (5,708) (5,705)
Carrying amount at end of period 251,286 256,870

Site infrastructure SCA
Gross carrying amount 16,831 16,831
Accumulated depreciation (732) (366)
Carrying amount 16,099 16,465
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 16,831 -  
Accumulated depreciation (366) -  
Carrying amount at start of period 16,465 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  16,831
Depreciation (366) (366)
Carrying amount at end of period 16,099 16,465
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.4 Service concession assets (SCA) (continued)
Computer equipment SCA
Gross carrying amount 215 215
Accumulated depreciation (215) (215)
Carrying amount -  -  
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 215 -  
Accumulated depreciation (215) -  
Carrying amount at start of period -  -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  215
Depreciation -  (215)
Carrying amount at end of period -  -  

Furniture and fittings SCA
Gross carrying amount 776 776
Accumulated depreciation (356) (178)
Carrying amount 420 598
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 776 -  
Accumulated depreciation (178) -  
Carrying amount at start of period 598 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  776
Depreciation (178) (178)
Carrying amount at end of period 420 598

Medical equipment SCA
Gross carrying amount 7,443 7,443
Accumulated depreciation (2,856) (1,439)
Carrying amount 4,587 6,004
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 7,443 -  
Accumulated depreciation (1,439) -  
Carrying amount at start of period 6,004 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  7,443
Depreciation (1,416) (1,439)
Carrying amount at end of period 4,587 6,004
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.4 Service concession assets (SCA) (continued)
Computer equipment SCA
Gross carrying amount 215 215
Accumulated depreciation (215) (215)
Carrying amount -  -  
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 215 -  
Accumulated depreciation (215) -  
Carrying amount at start of period -  -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  215
Depreciation -  (215)
Carrying amount at end of period -  -  

Furniture and fittings SCA
Gross carrying amount 776 776
Accumulated depreciation (356) (178)
Carrying amount 420 598
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 776 -  
Accumulated depreciation (178) -  
Carrying amount at start of period 598 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  776
Depreciation (178) (178)
Carrying amount at end of period 420 598

Medical equipment SCA
Gross carrying amount 7,443 7,443
Accumulated depreciation (2,856) (1,439)
Carrying amount 4,587 6,004
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 7,443 -  
Accumulated depreciation (1,439) -  
Carrying amount at start of period 6,004 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  7,443
Depreciation (1,416) (1,439)
Carrying amount at end of period 4,587 6,004
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2021 2020
$000 $000

5.4 Service concession assets (SCA) (continued)

Other plant and equipment SCA
Gross carrying amount 12,909 12,909
Accumulated depreciation (2,755) (1,377)
Carrying amount 10,154 11,532
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 12,909 -  
Accumulated depreciation (1,377) -  
Carrying amount at start of period 11,532 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  12,909
Depreciation (1,377) (1,377)
Carrying amount at end of period 10,154 11,532

Artworks SCA
Carrying amount 1,000 1,000
Reconciliation:
Carrying amount at start of period 1,000 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  1,000
Carrying amount at end of period 1,000 1,000

Computer software SCA
Gross carrying amount 1,068 1,068
Accumulated amortisation (1,068) (801)
Carrying amount -  267
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of the period 1,068 -  
Accumulated amortisation (801) -  
Carrying amount at start of the period 267 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  1,068
Amortisation (267) (801)
Carrying amount at end of the period -  267
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5.4 Service concession assets (SCA) (continued)

Total service concession assets
Gross carrying amount 302,528 308,112
Accumulated depreciation (7,982) (4,376)
Carrying amount 294,546 303,736
Reconciliation:
Gross carrying amount at start of period 308,112 -  
Accumulated depreciation (4,376) -  
Carrying amount at start of period 303,736 -  
Recognition of service concession assets on initial application of AASB 1059 -  313,696
Revaluation increments/(decrements) 124 121
Depreciation (9,312) (10,081)
Carrying amount at end of period 294,546 303,734

5.5 Depreciation and amortisation expense

Depreciation and amortisation charge for the period:
Buildings 22,723 22,441
Medical equipment 7,086 6,636
Site infrastructure 1,536 1,536
Leasehold improvements 350 315
Computer equipment 405 3
Furniture and fittings 233 299
Motor vehicles 6 6
Other plant and equipment 1,060 1,000
Right-of-use asset 683 668
Service concession asset 9,312 10,081
Total depreciation for the period 43,394 42,985

51 67

43,445 43,052Total depreciation and amortisation for the period

Total amortisation for the period - Computer software

In 2012, St John of God Health Care signed a 20-year public-private partnership agreement with the State of Western Australia, 
to operate a hospital for public patients in Midland - St John of God Midland Public Hospital (SJOGMPH).  The assets related to 
SJOGMPH were recorded as part of property, plant and equipment in the Health Service's financial statements published in prior 
years. Following the implementation of a new accounting standard AASB 1059, these assets have been reclassed and 
recognised at fair value as Service Concession Assets. As the application date of AASB 1059 is 1 July 2019, the prior year 
property plant and equipment amounts for SJOGMPH have been restated for the purpose of comparison. See also note 10.2 
Initial application of Australian Accounting Standards.
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5.5 Depreciation and amortisation expense (continued)

Finite useful lives

Buildings 50 years
Site infrastructure 50 years
Leasehold improvements Term of the lease
Computer equipment 3 to 10 years
Furniture and fittings 2 to 20 years
Motor vehicles 3 to 10 years
Medical equipment 2 to 25 years
Other plant and equipment 3 to 50 years

5 to15 years

All property, plant and equipment having a limited useful life are systematically depreciated over their estimated useful lives in a 
manner that reflects the consumption of their future economic benefits. The exceptions to this rule include assets held for sale, 
land and works of art. Amortisation of finite life intangible assets is calculated on a straight-line basis at rates that allocate the 
asset’s value over its estimated useful life. All intangible assets controlled by the Health Service have a finite useful life and zero 
residual value. 

Estimated useful lives for each class of depreciable asset (including intangibles) are:

Computer software

The estimated useful lives, residual values and depreciation or amortisation method are reviewed at the end of each annual 
reporting period, and adjustments should be made where appropriate.

Leasehold improvements are depreciated over the shorter of the lease term and their useful lives.

The Health Service's policy is to depreciate all items of property, plant and equipment on a straight-line basis. The exception to 
this are land and works of art, which are considered to have an indefinite life. Depreciation is not recognised in respect of these 
assets because their service potential has not, in any material sense, been consumed during the reporting period.

The Health Service held no goodwill or intangible assets with an indefinite useful life during the reporting period. At the end of the 
reporting period there were no intangible assets not yet available for use.
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Note 6 Other assets and liabilities

Assets Note
Receivables 6.1

6.2
Inventories 6.3
Other current assets 6.4
Liabilities
Payables 6.5
Grant liabilities 6.6
Other current liabilities 6.7

6.1 Receivables

Current
Patient fee debtors (a) 24,821 26,615
Other receivables 2,755 4,581

(15,164) (18,778)
Accrued income 10,948 7,381
GST receivable 4,249 3,351
Total current 27,609 23,150

The Health Service does not hold any collateral or other credit enhancements as security for receivables.

(a) Under the Private Patient Scheme approved by the State Government, the Department of Health provides ex-gratia payments 
towards private patient fees not paid in full by health insurance funds. The Health Service has received $1.4 million in ex-gratia 
payments for the 2020-21 period (2019-20: $1.3 million).  Receipt of ex-gratia payments from the Department have been applied 
by the Health Service against the patient fee invoices reducing the debtors balance.

Receivables are recognised at original invoice amount less any allowances for uncollectible amounts (i.e. impairment). The 
carrying amount is equivalent to fair value as it is due for settlement within 30 days.

This section sets out the Health Service’s other assets utilised for economic benefits and liabilities incurred during normal 
operations.

Amounts receivable for services (Holding Account)

Less:  Allowance for impairment of receivables
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6.1 Receivables (continued)

6.1.1 Movement of the allowance for impairment of receivables

Balance at start of period 18,778 20,661
342 5,765

(2,591) (5,871)
-  (88)

(1,365) (1,689)
15,164 18,778

6.2 Amounts receivable for services (Holding Account)

Non-current 570,045 527,618
570,045 527,618

Accounting procedure for Goods and Services Tax
Rights to collect amounts receivable from the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) and responsibilities to make payments for Goods 
and Services Tax (GST) have been assigned to the Department of Health.  This accounting procedure was a result of application 
of the grouping provisions of A New Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999  whereby the Department of Health became 
the Nominated Group Representative (NGR) for the GST Group as from 1 July 2012.  The entities in the GST group include the 
Department of Health, Mental Health Commission, South Metropolitan Health Service, North Metropolitan Health Service, East 
Metropolitan Health Service, Child and Adolescent Health Service, Health Support Services, WA Country Health Service, 
PathWest Laboratory Medicine WA, QE II Medical Centre Trust, and Health and Disability Services Complaints Office.  

GST receivables on accrued expenses are recognised by the Health Service.  Upon the receipt of tax invoices, GST receivables 
for the GST group are recorded in the accounts of the Department of Health. 

(a) Debt waivers are discretionary in nature and under justifiable and reasonable circumstances, can be used by the Accountable 
Authority to permanently forgive a debt. 

The maximum exposure to credit risk at the end of the reporting period for receivables is the carrying amount of the asset 
inclusive of any allowance for impairment as shown in the table at note 9.1 c) Credit risk exposure.

Key sources of estimation uncertainty - Provision for doubtful debt
Historical debt collection trends are used to estimate impairment of receivables. Changes in the economic, political and 
legislative environment can affect debt collection rates. These changes may impact the carrying amount of receivables.

Total amounts receivable for services

Amounts receivable for services represent the non-cash component of service appropriations. It is restricted in that it can only be 
used for asset replacement or payment of leave liability.

Expected credit losses (note 3.4 'Other expenses')
Amounts written off during the period
Amount reversed during the period
Debt waivers during the period (a)
Balance at end of period

Amounts receivable for services are considered not impaired (i.e. there is no expected credit loss of the holding accounts).
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6.3 Inventories

Current
Pharmaceutical stores - at cost 4,066 3,923
Engineering stores - at cost 606 574
Total inventories 4,672 4,497

6.4 Other current assets

Current
Prepayments 26,616 1,076

Total other assets 26,616 1,076

6.5 Payables

Current
Accrued expenses 60,986 53,291
Trade creditors 12,398 14,738
Accrued salaries 27,916 20,415
Other creditors 22 6,749
Total current 101,322 95,193

Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Costs are assigned on a weighted average cost basis. 
Inventories not held for resale are measured at cost unless they are no longer required, in which case they are measured at net 
realisable value.

Other non-financial assets include prepayments which represent payments in advance of receipt of goods or services or that part 
of expenditure made in one accounting period covering a term extending beyond that period.

Payables are recognised at the amounts payable when the Health Service becomes obliged to make future payments as a result 
of a purchase of assets or services. The carrying amount is equivalent to fair value, as settlement is generally within 30 days.

Accrued salaries represent the amount due to staff but unpaid at the end of the reporting period. Accrued salaries are settled 
within a fortnight of the reporting period end. The Health Service considers the carrying amount of accrued salaries to be 
equivalent to its fair value.
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6.6 Grant liabilities

Current 1,255 -  
Non-current -  -  

1,255 -  

Reconciliation of changes in grant liabilities 
Balance at start of period -  -  

1,731 -  
(476) -  

1,255 -  

Expected satisfaction of grant liabilities 
Within 1 year 1,255 -  
Later than 1 year, and not later than 5 years -  -  
Later than 5 years -  -  

1,255 -  

6.7 Other current liabilities

Current
Refundable deposits 209 192
Paid parental leave scheme 99 62
Unearned income 321 273
Other 115 -  
Total current 744 527

Additions
Income recognised in the reporting period
Balance at end of period

Balance at end of period

The Health Service received funding from the Community Health and Hospital Program for the construction of Mental Health 
Emergency Centre at the St John of God Midland Public Hospital.  The grant liabilities represent the amount unspent at the 
reporting date.
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Note 7 Financing

Note
Lease liabilities 7.1
Cash and cash equivalents 7.2
Reconciliation of cash 7.2.1
Reconciliation of net cost of services to net cash flows used in operating activities 7.2.2
Commitments 7.3

7.1 Lease liabilities

Current 552 535
Non-current 1,112 1,463

1,664 1,998

Initial measurement

●  fixed payments (including in-substance fixed payments), less any lease incentives receivable;
●  variable lease payments that depend on an index or a rate initially measured using the index or rate as at 
     the commencement date;
●   amounts expected to be payable by the lessee under residual value guarantees;
●   the exercise price of purchase options (where these are reasonably certain to be exercised);
●   payments for penalties for terminating a lease, where the lease term reflects the Health Service exercising an option
     to terminate the lease.

This section sets out the material balances and disclosures associated with the financing and cashflows of the Health Service.

The interest on the lease liability is recognised in profit or loss over the lease term so as to produce a constant periodic rate of 
interest on the remaining balance of the liability for each period. Lease liabilities do not include any future changes in variable 
lease payments (that depend on an index or rate) until they take effect, in which case the lease liability is reassessed and 
adjusted against the right-of-use asset.

The Health Service measures a lease liability, at the commencement date, at the present value of the lease payments that are 
not paid at that date. The lease payments are discounted using the interest rate implicit in the lease. If that rate cannot be readily 
determined, the Health Service uses the incremental borrowing rate provided by Western Australia Treasury Corporation.

Lease payments included by the Health Service as part of the present value calculation of lease liability include:
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7.1 Lease liabilities (continued)

This section should be read in conjunction with note 5.3.

Subsequent measurement

7.2 Cash and cash equivalents

7.2.1 Reconciliation of cash

Current
Cash and cash equivalents 128,130 154,098
Restricted cash and cash equivalents (a) 37,057 30,952

165,187 185,050

Non-current
Accrued salaries suspense account (b) 16,679 12,944

Total cash assets 181,866 197,994

Periods covered by extension or termination options are only included in the lease term by the Health Service if the lease is 
reasonably certain to be extended (or not terminated).

Variable lease payments, not included in the measurement of lease liability, that are dependant on sales are recognised by the 
Health Service in profit or loss in the period in which the condition that triggers those payment occurs.

Lease liabilities are measured by increasing the carrying amount to reflect interest on the lease liabilities; reducing the carrying 
amount to reflect the lease payments made; and remeasuring the carrying amount at amortised cost, subject to adjustments to 
reflect any reassessment or lease modifications.

(a) Restricted cash and cash equivalents are assets, the uses of which are restricted by specific legal or other externally imposed 
requirements. These include medical research grants, donations for the benefits of patients, medical education, scholarships, 
capital projects, employee contributions and staff benevolent funds.

(b) Funds held in the suspense account for the purpose of meeting the 27th pay in a reporting period that occurs every 11th year. 
This account is classified as non-current for 10 out of the 11 years.

For the purpose of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalent (and restricted cash and cash equivalent) assets 
comprise of cash on hand and cash at bank.

The accrued salaries suspense account (see note 7.2.1 'Reconciliation of cash') consists of amounts paid, from Health Service 
appropriations for salaries expense, into a Treasury suspense account to meet the additional cash outflow for employee salary 
payments in reporting periods with 27 pay days instead of the normal 26. No interest is received on this account.
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capital projects, employee contributions and staff benevolent funds.

(b) Funds held in the suspense account for the purpose of meeting the 27th pay in a reporting period that occurs every 11th year. 
This account is classified as non-current for 10 out of the 11 years.

For the purpose of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalent (and restricted cash and cash equivalent) assets 
comprise of cash on hand and cash at bank.

The accrued salaries suspense account (see note 7.2.1 'Reconciliation of cash') consists of amounts paid, from Health Service 
appropriations for salaries expense, into a Treasury suspense account to meet the additional cash outflow for employee salary 
payments in reporting periods with 27 pay days instead of the normal 26. No interest is received on this account.
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2021 2020
$000 $000

7.2.2 Reconciliation of net cost of services to net cash flows used in operating activities

(1,627,081) (1,514,256)

Non-cash items Note
5.5 43,445 43,054

Expected credit loss expense 3.4 342 5,765
4.1 69,507 62,410
3.4 67 45
4.6 (135) (2)
3.4 469 25
3.4 -  16
3.4 -  70

Reversal asset revaluation decrement 4.8 (980) -  
6.1.1 (3,956) (7,560)

786 75

(Increase)/decrease in assets
GST receivable 6.1 (898) (187)
Other current receivables 6.1 53 9,037
Inventories 6.3 (175) 22
Prepayments and other current assets 6.4 (25,540) 131
Other non-current assets 6.4 -  37

Increase/(decrease) in liabilities
Current payables 6.5 5,874 12,872
Current employee benefits provisions 3.1.2 18,442 8,957
Other current liabilities 6.7 217 66
Non-current employee benefits provisions 3.1.2 4,527 785

(1,515,036) (1,378,638)

Write down of property, plant and equipment
Interest paid by the Department of Health
Asset revaluation decrement

Write off of receivables
Adjustment for other non-cash items

Net cash used in operating activities (statement of cash flows)

Net cost of services (statement of comprehensive income)

Depreciation and amortisation expense

Services received free of charge
Net (gain)/loss on disposal of non-current assets
Donation of non-current assets
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7.3 Commitments

7.3.1 Capital commitments

Within 1 year 17,629 15,927
-  20

Balance at end of period 17,629 15,947

7.3.2 Private sector contracts for the provision of health services commitments

Within 1 year 370,202 372,774
1,499,315 1,512,080
1,925,599 1,897,562
2,084,786 2,484,650

Balance at end of period 5,879,902 6,267,066

7.3.3 Other commitments

Within 1 year 41,691 30,370
3,136 4,831

Later than 5 years -  449
Balance at end of period 44,827 35,650

The totals presented for other commitments are inclusive of GST.

Later than 1 year, and not later than 5 years
Later than 5 years, and not later than 10 years
Later than 10 years

The totals presented for private sector contracts for the provision of health services commitments are inclusive of GST.

Other expenditure commitments contracted for at the reporting period but not recognised as liabilities, are payable as follows:

Later than 1 year, and not later than 5 years

Capital expenditure commitments, being contracted capital expenditure additional to the amounts reported in the financial 
statements, are payable as follows:

Later than 1 year, and not later than 5 years

The totals presented for capital commitments are inclusive of GST.

Expenditure commitments in relation to private sector organisations contracted for at the end of the reporting period but not 
recognised as liabilities, are payable as follows:       
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8 Equity

Contributed equity
Balance at start of the period 1,146,450 1,132,398

Contributions by owners (a)
Contribution by Owners – Capital Appropriations administered
   by Department of Health (b) 34,897 14,052

-  -  
1,181,347 1,146,450

Balance at end of the period 1,181,347 1,146,450

Asset revaluation reserve
Balance at start of the period 87,293 78,633
Net revaluation increments/(decrements):

Buildings 6,870 8,660

Balance at end of the period 94,163 87,293

For land revaluation decrement recognised as an expense, see note 3.4 'Other expenses'.

(b) TI 955 ‘Contributions by Owners Made to Wholly Owned Public Sector Entities’ designates capital appropriations as 
contributions by owners in accordance with AASB Interpretation 1038 ‘Contributions by Owners Made to Wholly-Owned Public 
Sector Entities'.

The asset revaluation reserve is used to record increments and decrements on the revaluation of non-current assets on a class 
of assets basis. Any increment is credited directly to the asset revaluation reserve, except to the extent that any increment 
reverses a revaluation decrement previously recognised as an expense (see note 5.1 'Property, plant and equipment').

The Western Australian Government holds the equity interest in the Health Service on behalf of the community. Equity 
represents the residual interest in the net assets of the Health Service. The asset revaluation reserve represents that portion of 
equity resulting from the revaluation of non-current assets.

Transfer of assets and liabilities from South Metropolitan Health 
Total contributions by owners

(a) AASB 1004  'Contributions'  requires transfers of net assets as a result of a restructure of administrative arrangements to be 
accounted for as contributions by owners and distributions to owners.

TI 955  designates non-discretionary and non-reciprocal transfers of net assets between State government agencies as 
contributions by owners in accordance with AASB Interpretation 1038 . Where the transferee agency accounts for a non-
discretionary and non-reciprocal transfer of net assets as a contribution by owners, the transferor agency accounts for the 
transfer as a distribution to owners.
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Note 9 Risks and contingencies

Note
Financial risk management 9.1

9.2
Fair value measurements 9.3

9.1 Financial risk management

a) Summary of risks and risk management

Credit risk

Liquidity risk

Credit risk arises when there is the possibility of the Health Service’s receivables defaulting on their contractual obligations resulting 
in financial loss to the Health Service. 

This note sets out the key risk management policies and measurement techniques of the Health Service.

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities

Financial instruments held by the Health Service are cash and cash equivalents, restricted cash and cash equivalents, borrowings, 
finance leases, receivables and payables. The Health Service has limited exposure to financial risks. The Health Service’s overall 
risk management program focuses on managing the risks identified below.

All financial assets and liabilities recognised in the statement of financial position, whether they are carried at cost or fair value, are 
recognised at amounts that represent a reasonable approximation of fair value unless otherwise stated in the applicable notes.

Credit risk associated with the Health Service’s financial assets is generally confined to patient fee debtors (see note 6.1 
'Receivables'). The main receivable of the Health Service is the amounts receivable for services (holding account). For receivables 
other than government agencies and patient fee debtors, the Health Service trades only with recognised, creditworthy third parties. 
The Health Service has policies in place to ensure that sales of products and services are made to customers with an appropriate 
credit history. In addition, receivable balances are monitored on an ongoing basis with the result that the Health Service’s exposure to 
bad debts is minimal. Debt will be written off against the allowance account when it is improbable or uneconomical to recover the 
debt. At the end of the reporting period, there were no significant concentrations of credit risk.

In circumstances where a third party is responsible for payment, or there are legal considerations, payment of accounts can be 
delayed considerably. Unpaid debts are referred to an external debt collection service on a case by case basis, considering financial 
election and reasons for non-payment.

Liquidity risk arises when the Health Service is unable to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. The Health Service is exposed 
to liquidity risk through its normal course of operations.
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2021 2020
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9.1 Financial risk management (continued)

Market risk

b) Categories of financial instruments

Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents 128,130 154,098
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 53,736 43,896
Financial assets at amortised cost (1) 23,360 19,801
Amounts receivable for services 570,045 527,618
Total financial assets 775,271 745,413

Financial liabilities
104,241 97,191

Total financial liabilities 104,241 97,191

The Health Service has appropriate procedures to manage cash flows including drawdowns of appropriations by monitoring forecast 
cash flows to ensure that sufficient funds are available to meet its commitments.

Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices such as foreign exchange rates and interest rates will affect the Health Service’s 
income or the value of its holdings of financial instruments. The Health Service does not trade in foreign currency and is not 
materially exposed to other price risks. The Health Service’s exposure to market risk for changes in interest rates relates primarily to 
the long-term debt obligations. The Health Service's borrowings are limited to the Department of Treasury loans. The interest rate risk 
for the loans is managed by the Department of Treasury through portfolio diversification and variation in maturity dates.

The carrying amounts of each of the following categories of financial assets and 
financial liabilities at the end of the reporting period are:

Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost

(1) The amount of receivables and financial assets at amortised cost excludes GST recoverable from ATO (statutory receivable).
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9.1 Financial risk management (continued)

c) Credit risk exposure

Total Current < 30 days 31-60 
days

61-90 
days >91 days*

$000 $000 $000 $000 $000 $000

Expected credit loss rate 4% 14% 30% 35% 82%

38,524 16,640 2,947 1,471 1,552 15,914

Expected credit losses (15,164) (724) (423) (446) (539) (13,032)

Expected credit loss rate 14% 26% 25% 49% 83%

38,579 14,401 1,604 2,652 2,114 17,808

Expected credit losses (18,777) (1,948) (411) (662) (1,045) (14,711)

*Includes receivables with maturity dates greater than 2 years.

d) Liquidity risk and interest rate exposure

30 June 2020

Days past due

30 June 2021

Estimated total gross carrying amount at default

Estimated total gross carrying amount at default

The following table details the Health Service’s interest rate exposure and the contractual maturity analysis of financial assets and 
financial liabilities. The maturity analysis section includes interest and principal cash flows. The interest rate exposure section 
analyses only the carrying amounts of each item.
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9.1 Financial risk management (continued)

Interest rate exposure
 

% $000 $000 $000 $000 $000 $000 $000 $000 $000
2021
Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents 128,130 -  -  128,130 128,130 128,130 -  -  -  
Restricted cash and cash 53,736 -  -  53,736 53,736 53,736 -  -  -  

equivalents
Receivables - 23,360 -  -  23,360 23,360 23,360 -  -  -  

non-interest bearing (1)
Amounts receivable for services 570,045 -  -  570,045 570,045 -  -  -  570,045

775,271 -  -  775,271 775,271 205,226 -  -  570,045
Financial Liabilities
Payables -            101,322 -  -  101,322 101,322 101,322 -  -  -  
Lease liabilities 3.16% 1,664 1,664 -  -  1,664 -  553 1,106 5

102,986 1,664 -  101,322 102,986 101,322 553 1,106 5
2020
Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents 154,098 -  -  154,098 154,098 154,098 -  -  -  
Restricted cash and cash 43,896 -  -  43,896 43,896 43,896 -  -  -  

equivalents
Receivables - 19,801 -  -  19,801 19,801 19,801 -  -  -  

non-interest bearing (1)
Amounts receivable for services 527,618 -  -  527,618 527,618 -  -  -  527,618

745,413 -  -  745,413 745,413 217,795 -  -  527,618
Financial Liabilities
Payables -            95,193 -  -  95,193 95,193 95,193 -  -  -  
Department of 3.12% 1,998 1,998 -  -  1,964 -  501 1,454 9

Treasury Loans
97,191 1,998 -  95,193 97,157 95,193 501 1,454 9

e) Interest rate sensitivity analysis

The Health Service does not have exposure on changes to the interest rate environment as it does not have financial instrument 
which depends on variable interest rates.

Interest rate exposure and maturity analysis of financial assets and financial liabilities

Maturity dates

Weighted 
average 
effective 
interest 

rate

Carrying 
amount

Fixed 
interest 

rate

Variable 
interest 

rate

Non-
interest 
bearing

Nominal 
amount

Up to 3 
months

3 months 
to 1 year

1 - 5 years More than 5 
years

(1) The amount of receivables excludes the GST recoverable from ATO (statutory receivable).
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9.1 Financial risk management (continued)
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9.2 Contingent assets and contingent liabilities

9.2.1 Contingent assets

9.2.2 Contingent liabilities

Litigation in progress

Long service leave for casual employees

Contaminated sites

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised in the statement of financial position but are disclosed and, if 
quantifiable, are measured at the best estimate.

Contingent assets and liabilities are presented inclusive of GST receivable or payable respectively.

At the reporting date, the Health Service is not aware of any contingent assets.

In addition to the liabilities included in the financial statements, the Health Service has the following contingent liabilities:

At the reporting date, the Health Service does not have any suspected contaminated sites reported under the Act.

Under the Long Service Leave Act 1958 (LSL Act) casual employees who have been employed for more than 10 years and 
meet continuous service requirements may be entitled to long service leave. Whilst a provision for casual employees who are 
currently still employed by the Health Service and who meet the criteria has been recognised in the financial statements, the 
amount of the obligation for those casual employees who are no longer employed by the Health Service cannot be measured 
with sufficient reliability at reporting date.  We are currently assessing the impact of the LSL Act for those casual employees.

Under the Contaminated Sites Act 2003 , the Health Service is required to report known and suspected contaminated sites to 
the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER). In accordance with the Act, DWER classifies these sites on 
the basis of the risk to human health, the environment and environmental values. Where sites are classified as contaminated 
– remediation required  or possibly contaminated – investigation required , the Health Service may have a liability in respect of 
investigation or remediation expenses.

There is 1 claim not recoverable from RiskCover insurance that may affect the financial position of the Health Service. The 
estimated claim totals $3,000,000.
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There is 1 claim not recoverable from RiskCover insurance that may affect the financial position of the Health Service. The 
estimated claim totals $3,000,000.
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9.3 Fair value measurements

Assets measured at fair value Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total
2021 $000 $000 $000 $000
Land 
(note 5.1 'Property, plant and equipment')

Vacant land -  810 -  810
Specialised land -  18,300 70,758 89,058

Buildings
(note 5.1 'Property, plant and equipment')

Residential and commercial carpark -  1,740 -  1,740
Specialised buildings -  -  649,421 649,421

-  20,850 720,179 741,029

Assets measured at fair value Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total
2020 $000 $000 $000 $000

(note 5.1 'Property, plant and equipment')
Vacant land -  810 -  810
Specialised land -  17,320 70,728 88,048

(note 5.1 'Property, plant and equipment')
Residential and commercial carpark -  2,720 -  2,720
Specialised buildings -  -  658,906 658,906

-  20,850 729,634 750,484

Land 

Buildings
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9.3 Fair value measurements (continued)

Cost approach

The best evidence of fair value is current prices in an active market for similar properties. Where such information is not 
available, Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuations and Property Analytics) considers current prices in an 
active market for properties of different nature or recent prices of similar properties in less active markets, and adjusts the 
valuation for differences in property characteristics and market conditions.

For properties with buildings and other improvements, the land value is measured by comparison and analysis of open 
market transactions on the assumption that the land is in a vacant and marketable condition. The amount determined is 
deducted from the total property value and the residual amount represents the building value.

Properties of a specialised nature that are rarely sold in an active market or are held to deliver public services are referred to 
as non-market or current use type assets. These properties do not normally have a feasible alternative use due to restrictions 
or limitations on their use and disposal. The existing use is their highest and best use.

AASB 13  requires disclosure of fair value measurements by level of the following fair value measurement hierarchy: 

Level 3 inputs - input not based on observable market data.

There were no transfers between levels 1, 2 or 3 during the current and previous periods.

Valuation techniques to derive level 2 and level 3 fair values

The Health Service obtains independent valuations of land and buildings from the Western Australian Land Information 
Authority (Valuations and Property Analytics) annually. Two principal valuation techniques are applied to the measurement of 
fair values:

Market approach (comparable sales)
The Health Service’s commercial car park and vacant land are valued under the market approach. This approach provides an 
indication of value by comparing the asset with identical or similar properties for which price information is available. Analysis 
of comparable sales information and market data provides the basis for fair value measurement. 

Level 1 inputs - quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets.

Level 2 inputs - input other than quoted prices included within level 1 that are observable for the asset, either directly or 
indirectly.

For current use land assets, fair value is measured firstly by establishing the opportunity cost of public purpose land, which is 
termed the hypothetical alternate land use value. This approach assumes unencumbered land use based upon potential 
highest and best alternative use as represented by surrounding land uses and market analysis. 
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9.3 Fair value measurements (continued)

a)
b)

•    Nursing Posts and Medical Centres

•    Tertiary Hospitals
c)
d)

The Health Service’s hospitals and community centres are specialised buildings and their fair value is determined by 
reference to the cost of replacing the remaining future economic benefits embodied in the asset (i.e. current replacement 
cost). Current replacement cost is generally determined by estimating the current cost of reproduction or replacement of the 
building, on its current site, adjusted for physical deterioration and all relevant forms of obsolescence and optimisation. 
Obsolescence encompasses physical deterioration, functional (technological) obsolescence and economic (external) 
obsolescence. Current replacement cost is unlikely to be materially different from depreciated replacement cost as a measure 
of value in use of specialised assets that are rarely sold.

The techniques involved in the determination of the current replacement costs include:

Review and updating of the ‘as-constructed’ drawing documentation.
Categorisation of the drawings using the Building Utilisation Categories (BUC’s) which designate the functional 
areas typically provided by the following types of clinical facilities. Each BUC has different cost rates which are 
calculated from the historical construction costs of similar clinical facilities and are adjusted for the year-to-year 
change in building costs using building cost index.

•    Metropolitan Secondary, Specialist and General Hospitals

Measurement of the general floor areas.

Fair value of the land is then determined on the assumption that the site is rehabilitated to a vacant marketable condition. This 
requires costs associated with rehabilitation to be deducted from the hypothetical alternate land use value of the land. Costs 
may include building demolition, clearing, planning approvals and time allowances associated with realising that potential. 

In some instances the legal, physical, economic and socio political restrictions on land results in a minimal or negative current 
use land value. In this situation the land value adopted is the higher of the calculated rehabilitation amount or the amount 
determined on the basis of comparison to market corroborated evidence of land with low level utility. Land of low-level utility is 
considered to be grazing land on the urban fringe of the metropolitan area with no economic farming potential or foreseeable 
development or redevelopment potential at the measurement date.

Application of the BUC cost rates per square metre of general floor areas.

The maximum effective age used in the valuation of specialised buildings is 50 years. The effective age of buildings is initially 
calculated from the commissioning date, and is reviewed after the buildings have undergone substantial renewal, upgrade or 
expansion. 

The straight-line method of depreciation is applied and assumes a uniform pattern of consumption over the initial 37.5 years 
of asset life (up to 75% of current replacement costs). All specialised buildings are assumed to have a residual value of 25% 
of their current replacement costs.
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9.3 Fair value measurements (continued)

Fair value measurements using significant unobservable inputs (Level 3)
Land Buildings
$000 $000

2021
Fair value at beginning of period 70,728 658,906
Additions 30 11,097

-  -  

-  7,796
Depreciation -  (28,377)
Fair value at end of period 70,758 649,422

Land Buildings
$000 $000

2020
Fair value at beginning of period 70,728 672,425
Additions -  5,967

-  -  

-  8,606
Depreciation -  (28,092)
Fair value at end of period 70,728 658,906

Valuation processes

Revaluation increments/(decrements) 
recognised in other comprehensive income

Revaluation increments/(decrements) 
recognised in profit or loss
Revaluation increments/(decrements) 
recognised in other comprehensive income

Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation and Property Analytics) determines the fair values of the Health 
Service’s land and buildings. A quantity surveyor is engaged by the Health Service to provide an update of the current 
construction costs for specialised buildings. Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation and Property Analytics) 
may endorse the current construction costs calculated by the quantity surveyor for specialised buildings and calculates the 
current replacement costs.

The valuations are prepared on a going concern basis until the year in which the current use is discontinued.
Buildings with definite demolition plan are not subject to annual revaluation. The current replacement costs at the last 
valuation dates for these buildings are written down to the statement of comprehensive income as depreciation expenses 
over their remaining useful life.

Revaluation increments/(decrements) 
recognised in profit or loss
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9.3 Fair value measurements (continued)
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Note 10 Other disclosures

Note
Events occurring after the end of the reporting period 10.1
Initial application of Australian Accounting Standards 10.2

10.3
Key management personnel 10.4
Related party transactions 10.5
Related bodies 10.6
Affiliated bodies 10.7
Special purpose accounts 10.8
Remuneration of auditors 10.9
Supplementary financial information 10.10
Administered trust accounts 10.11

10.1 Events occurring after the end of the reporting period

10.2 Initial application of Australian Accounting Standards

Future impact of Australian Accounting Standards -  issued 
not yet operative

This section includes additional material disclosures required by accounting standards or other pronouncements, for the 
understanding of this financial report.

The Standard applies to arrangements that involve an operator providing public services related to a service concession 
asset on behalf of a public sector grantor for a specified period of time and managing at least some of those services.  An 
arrangement within the scope of this Standard typically involves an operator constructing the assets used to provide the 
public service or upgrading the assets (for example, by increasing their capacity) and operating and maintaining the assets for 
a specified period of time.  Such arrangements are often described as build-operate-transfer or rehabilitate-operate-transfer 
service concession arrangements or public-private partnerships (PPPs).

The Health Service applies AASB 1059 using the modified retrospective approach on transition.  Under the specific transition 
provisions, the Health Service will recognise service concession arrangements as at 1 July 2019 and restate prior period 
comparatives for 2019-20 in the 2020-21 annual report.

The Health Service is unaware of any event occurring after the reporting date that would materially affect the financial
statements.

AASB 1059 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantor (AASB 1059) introduces the accounting treatment for assets in 
service concession arrangements from the perspective of public sector grantors for annual reporting periods on or after 1 
January 2020.
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10.2 Initial application of Australian Accounting Standards (continued)

Note Adjustments

Property, plant & equipment and 5.1
   intangible assets 5.2 557,313 (303,734) 861,047

Service concession assets 5.4 303,734 303,734 -  

Net result 861,047 -  861,047

10.3 Future impact of Australian Accounting Standards -  issued not yet operative

Title

1 Jan 2023

The Health Service has not yet determined the impact of the Standard. 

The Health Service cannot early adopt an Australian Accounting Standard unless specifically permitted by TI 1101  
Application of Australian Accounting Standards and Other Pronouncements  or by an exemption from TI 1101. Where 
applicable, the Health Service plans to apply the following Australian Accounting Standards from their application date.

Operative for 
reporting periods 
beginning on/after

AASB 17  Insurance Contracts

This Standard establishes principles for the recognition, measurement, presentation and disclosure of 
insurance contracts.

At the application date, the Health Service has recognised all property, plant and equipment and intangible assets at the 
SJOGMPH as service concession assets.  See also note 5.4 Service concession assets (SCA).

Upon transition the grantor is to measure the cost of service concession asset (including an existing asset of the grantor 
reclassified as a service concession asset) as fair value (current replacement cost).

When the grantor recognises a service concession asset, the grantor shall also recognise a liability.  However, the grantor 
shall not recognise a liability when an existing asset of the grantor is reclassified as a service concession asset, except in 
circumstances where additional consideration is provided by the operator.

The effect of adopting AASB 1059 is as follows:

30 June 2020 
reported

30 June 2020 reported 
under AASB 1059
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10.3 Future impact of Australian Accounting Standards -  issued not yet operative (continued)

Title

1 Jul 2021

1 Jan 2023

1 Jan 2022

1 Jan 2021

The Health Service has not yet determined the impact of the Standard. 

There is no financial impact.

AASB 1060  General Purpose Financial Statements –

The Standard amends AASB 3 to clarify the definition of a business, assisting entities to determine 
whether a transaction should be accounted for as a business combination or as an asset acquisition. 
There is no financial impact.

AASB 2020-1  Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –

This Standard amends AASB 101 to clarify requirements for the presentation of liabilities in the 
statement of financial position as current or non-current.

                       Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current

Operative for 
reporting periods 
beginning on/after

AASB 2020-5 - Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Insurance Contracts

                        Annual Improvements 2018–2020 and Other Amendments

This Standard amends AASB 17 to reduce the costs of applying AASB 17 by simplifying some of its 
requirements.

AASB 2020-3 - Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –

This Standard amends: (a) AASB 1 to simplify the application of AASB 1; (b) AASB 3 to update a 
reference to the Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting; (c) AASB 9 to clarify the fees an entity 
includes when assessing whether the terms of a new or modified financial liability are substantially 
different from the terms of the original financial liability; (d) AASB 116 to require an entity to recognise 
the sales proceeds from selling items produced while preparing property, plant and equipment for its 
intended use and the related cost in profit or loss, instead of deducting the amounts received from the 
cost of the asset; (e) AASB 137 to specify the costs that an entity includes when assessing whether a 
contract will be loss-making; and (f) AASB 141 to remove the requirement to exclude cash flows from 
taxation when measuring fair value.

There is no financial impact.

                    Simplified Disclosures for For-Profit and Not-for-Profit Tier 2 Entities

There is no financial impact.
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10.3 Future impact of Australian Accounting Standards -  issued not yet operative (continued)

Title

1 Jul 2021
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cost of the asset; (e) AASB 137 to specify the costs that an entity includes when assessing whether a 
contract will be loss-making; and (f) AASB 141 to remove the requirement to exclude cash flows from 
taxation when measuring fair value.

There is no financial impact.
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There is no financial impact.
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10.3 Future impact of Australian Accounting Standards -  issued not yet operative (continued)

Title

1 Jan 2022

There is no financial impact.

1 Jul 2021

There is no financial impact.

1 Jul 2021

There is no financial impact.

1 Jan 2023

AASB 2021-1 - Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –
                        Transition to Tier 2: Simplified Disclosures for Not-for-Profit Entities

This Standard amends AASB 1060 to provide not-for-profit entities with optional relief from presenting 
comparative information in the notes to the financial statements where the entity did not disclose the 
comparable information in its most recent previous general purpose financial statements.

AASB 2021-2 - Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –
                        Disclosure of Accounting Policies and Definition of Accounting Estimates

AASB 2020-7 - Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –
                        Covid-19-Related Rent Concessions: Tier 2 Disclosures

This Standard adds new disclosure requirements to AASB 1060.

AASB 2020-6 - Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –
                        Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current – Deferral of Effective Date

This Standard amends AASB 101 to defer requirements for the presentation of liabilities in the 
statement of financial position as current or non-current that were added to AASB 101 in AASB 2020-1.

Operative for 
reporting periods 
beginning on/after

This Standard amends: (a) AASB 7, to clarify that information about measurement bases for financial 
instruments is expected to be material to an entity’s financial statements; (b) AASB 101, to require 
entities to disclose their material accounting policy information rather than their significant accounting 
policies; (c) AASB 108, to clarify how entities should distinguish changes in accounting policies and 
changes in accounting estimates; (d) AASB 134, to identify material accounting policy information as a 
component of a complete set of financial statements; and (e) AASB Practice Statement 2, to provide 
guidance on how to apply the concept of materiality to accounting policy disclosures.

There is no financial impact.
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10.3 Future impact of Australian Accounting Standards -  issued not yet operative (continued)

Title

1 Jan 2022

There is no financial impact.

1 Jul 2021

There is no financial impact.

1 Jul 2021

There is no financial impact.

1 Jan 2023

AASB 2021-1 - Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –
                        Transition to Tier 2: Simplified Disclosures for Not-for-Profit Entities

This Standard amends AASB 1060 to provide not-for-profit entities with optional relief from presenting 
comparative information in the notes to the financial statements where the entity did not disclose the 
comparable information in its most recent previous general purpose financial statements.

AASB 2021-2 - Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –
                        Disclosure of Accounting Policies and Definition of Accounting Estimates

AASB 2020-7 - Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –
                        Covid-19-Related Rent Concessions: Tier 2 Disclosures

This Standard adds new disclosure requirements to AASB 1060.

AASB 2020-6 - Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –
                        Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current – Deferral of Effective Date

This Standard amends AASB 101 to defer requirements for the presentation of liabilities in the 
statement of financial position as current or non-current that were added to AASB 101 in AASB 2020-1.

Operative for 
reporting periods 
beginning on/after

This Standard amends: (a) AASB 7, to clarify that information about measurement bases for financial 
instruments is expected to be material to an entity’s financial statements; (b) AASB 101, to require 
entities to disclose their material accounting policy information rather than their significant accounting 
policies; (c) AASB 108, to clarify how entities should distinguish changes in accounting policies and 
changes in accounting estimates; (d) AASB 134, to identify material accounting policy information as a 
component of a complete set of financial statements; and (e) AASB Practice Statement 2, to provide 
guidance on how to apply the concept of materiality to accounting policy disclosures.

There is no financial impact.
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10.3 Future impact of Australian Accounting Standards -  issued not yet operative (continued)

Title

1 Apr 2021

10.4 Key management personnel

2021 2020

1                           -                           
1                           -                           
8                           8                           
-                           1                           
1                           1                           

Total: 11                         10                         

$  50,001 - $ 60,000
$  80,001 - $ 90,000

Operative for 
reporting periods 
beginning on/after

AASB 2021-3 - Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –
                        Covid-19-Related Rent Concessions beyond 30 June 2021

This Standard amends AASB 16 to extend by one year the application period of the practical expedient 
added to AASB 16 by AASB 2020-4.

There is no financial impact.

The Health Service has determined that key management personnel include cabinet ministers, board members and senior 
officers of the Health Service.  However, the Health Service is not obligated to compensate ministers and therefore 
disclosures in relation to ministers' compensation may be found in the Annual Report on State Finances.

The Board of East Metropolitan Health Service is the Accountable Authority for the Health Service.

Total compensation (includes the superannuation expense incurred by the Health Service) for key management personnel, 
comprising members and senior officers of the Accountable Authority for the period are presented within the following bands:

Compensation of members of the Accountable Authority
Compensation band
            $0 - $10,000

$  40,001 - $ 50,000
$  20,001 - $ 30,000
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2021 2020
10.4 Key management personnel (continued)

-                           1                           
1                           1                           

$180,001 - $190,000 1                           -                           
$200,001 - $210,000 1                           2                           

1                           2                           
2                           1                           
1                           -                           

$240,001 - $250,000 1                           1                           
$250,001 - $260,000 1                           1                           
$290,001 - $300,000 -                           1                           
$390,001 - $400,000 -                           1                           
$440,001 - $450,000 1                           -                           
$470,001 - $480,000 -                           1                           

1                           -                           
1                           -                           
-                           1                           

Total: 12                         13                         

Short-term employee benefits (a) 3,520 3,582
352 379

78 43

3,950 4,004

10.5 Related party transactions

Related parties of the Health Service include:

●
●

entities
●
●

●

$170,001 - $180,000

$210,001 - $220,000

Compensation of senior officers
Compensation band
$  30,001 - $ 40,000

The Health Service is a wholly owned public sector entity that is controlled by the State of Western Australia. 

all senior officers and their close family members, and their controlled or jointly controlled entities
all members of the Accountable Authority, and their close family members, and their controlled or jointly controlled

all cabinet ministers and their close family members, and their controlled or jointly controlled entities
other departments and statutory authorities, including related bodies, that are included in the whole of government 
consolidated financial statements (i.e. wholly-owned public sector entities)

$580,001 - $590,000

Post-employment benefits
Other long-term benefits

Total compensation of key management personnel

(a) The short-term employee benefits include salary, motor vehicle benefits, district and travel allowances incurred by the 
Health Service in respect of senior officers. 

$220,001 - $230,000
$230,001 - $240,000

$490,001 - $500,000
$550,001 - $560,000

the Government Employees Superannuation Board (GESB)
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10.4 Key management personnel (continued)
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10.5 Related party transactions (continued)

Significant transactions with Government-related entities

Note
Income from State Government 4.1
Equity 8
Superannuation payments to GESB 3.1.1

10.9
Lease payments to the Department of Finance (Government Office

3.4, 7.1

Material transactions with other related parties

10.6 Related bodies

10.7 Affiliated bodies

A related body is a body that receives more than half of its funding and resources from an agency and is subject to 
operational control by that agency.

The Health Service had no related bodies during the reporting period.

An affiliated body is a body that receives more than half its funding and resources from an agency but is not subject to 
operational control by that agency.

The Health Service had no affiliated bodies during the reporting period.

In conducting its activities, the Health Service is required to transact with the State and entities related to the State. These 
transactions are generally based on the standard terms and conditions that apply to all agencies. Such transactions include:

Remuneration for services provided by Office of the Auditor General

   Accommodation and State Fleet motor vehicles)

Outside of normal citizen type transactions with the Health Service, there were no other related party transactions that 
involved key management personnel and/or their close family members and/or their controlled (or jointly controlled) entities.
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10.5 Related party transactions (continued)

Significant transactions with Government-related entities

Note
Income from State Government 4.1
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transactions are generally based on the standard terms and conditions that apply to all agencies. Such transactions include:

Remuneration for services provided by Office of the Auditor General

   Accommodation and State Fleet motor vehicles)

Outside of normal citizen type transactions with the Health Service, there were no other related party transactions that 
involved key management personnel and/or their close family members and/or their controlled (or jointly controlled) entities.
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2021 2020
$000 $000

10.8 Special purpose accounts

Balance at start of period 624 345
Receipts

65,258 55,281
126,021 129,169

     Other (note 4.1) 1,950 2,272
193,853 187,067

Payments (192,667) (186,443)
Balance at end of period 1,186 624

10.9 Remuneration of auditors

Remuneration paid or payable to the Auditor General in respect of the audit for the current financial year is as follows:

275 235

10.10 Supplementary financial information

a) Write-offs

2,473 4,007

Accountable Authority
118 1,864

2,591 5,871

1,365 1,689
1,365 1,689

Debts written off under the authority of the Minister

b) Debt waivers
Debts waived under the authority of the Accountable Authority

Auditing the accounts, financial statements, controls, and key performance indicators

Debts written off under the authority of the Accountable Authority
Public and other property written off under the authority of the -  -  

Mental Health Commission Fund (East Metropolitan Health Service) Account

The purpose of the account is to receive funds from the Mental Health Commission, to fund the provision of mental health 
services as jointly endorsed by the Department of Health and the Mental Health Commission, in the East Metropolitan Health 
Service, in accordance with the annual Service Agreement and subsequent agreements.

     State contributions (note 4.1)

The special purpose accounts are established under section 16(1)(d) of the Financial Management Act 2006 .

     Commonwealth contributions (note 4.1)
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Debts written off under the authority of the Accountable Authority
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Mental Health Commission Fund (East Metropolitan Health Service) Account

The purpose of the account is to receive funds from the Mental Health Commission, to fund the provision of mental health 
services as jointly endorsed by the Department of Health and the Mental Health Commission, in the East Metropolitan Health 
Service, in accordance with the annual Service Agreement and subsequent agreements.

     State contributions (note 4.1)

The special purpose accounts are established under section 16(1)(d) of the Financial Management Act 2006 .

     Commonwealth contributions (note 4.1)
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2021 2020
$000 $000

10.10 Supplementary financial information (continued)

c) Losses through theft, defaults and other causes

187 24
(105) (19)

82 5

10.11 Administered trust accounts

Balance at start of period 19 15
Add receipts 72 68

91 83
Less payments (69) (64)
Balance at end of period 22 19

A summary of the transactions for this trust account is as follows:

RPH Private Trust Account (a)

Balance at start of period -  294
Less payments -  (1)
Withdrawals (a) -  (293)
Balance at end of period -  -  

(a) The Health Service's Board supported a recommendation to close the RPH Private Trust which has been 
      inactive for several years. The RPH Private Trust was closed on 19 May 2020 and funds distributed as
      per the Trust Statement. 

Funds held in these trust accounts are not controlled by the Health Service and are therefore not recognised in the financial 
statements.

a) The Health Service administers trust accounts for the purpose of holding patients' private moneys.

A summary of the transactions for these trust accounts are as follows:

b) Other trust accounts not controlled by the Health Service:

Debt waivers are discretionary in nature and under justifiable and reasonable circumstances, can be used by the Accountable 
Authority to permanently forgive a debt. 

Losses of public money, and public and other property through theft or default
Amounts recovered
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2021 2020
$000 $000

10.10 Supplementary financial information (continued)
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      per the Trust Statement. 

Funds held in these trust accounts are not controlled by the Health Service and are therefore not recognised in the financial 
statements.

a) The Health Service administers trust accounts for the purpose of holding patients' private moneys.

A summary of the transactions for these trust accounts are as follows:

b) Other trust accounts not controlled by the Health Service:

Debt waivers are discretionary in nature and under justifiable and reasonable circumstances, can be used by the Accountable 
Authority to permanently forgive a debt. 

Losses of public money, and public and other property through theft or default
Amounts recovered
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Note 11 Explanatory statement

Estimates Actuals
2021 2021

Statement of comprehensive income Note $000 $000 $000
Expenses

Employee benefits expense 890,806 942,742 51,936
Fees for visiting medical practitioners 24,932 28,879 3,947
Contracts for services 323,743 328,494 4,751
Patient support costs 230,671 240,812 10,141
Finance costs 91 58 (33)

45,078 43,445 (1,633)
Repairs, maintenance and consumable equipment 23,923 28,661 4,738
Other supplies and services 5,967 8,389 2,422
Cost of sales -  3,348 3,348
Other expenses 114,263 99,217 (15,046)

Total cost of services 1,659,474 1,724,045 64,571

Income
Patient charges 48,582 44,133 (4,449)
Other fees for services 172 763 591

1,671 476 (1,195)
Other grants and contributions 1,547 1,483 (64)
Donation income 159 266 107
Sale of goods 58 3,177 3,119
Other income and recoveries 42,788 46,666 3,878

Total income other than income from State Government 94,977 96,964 1,987
Net cost of services 1,564,497 1,627,081 62,584
Income from State Government

Department of Health - Service Agreement:
            - State component 774,531 826,326 51,795
            - Commonwealth component 497,836 487,385 (10,451)
Mental Health Commission - Service Agreement 191,274 193,229 1,955
Income from other state government agencies 39,254 45,861 6,607
Resources received 62,533 70,023 7,490

Total income from State Government 1,565,428 1,622,824 57,396
Surplus / (deficit) for the period 931 (4,257) (5,188)
Other comprehensive income
Items not reclassified subsequently to profit or loss

Changes in asset revaluation reserve -  6,870 6,870
Total other comprehensive income -  6,870 6,870
Total comprehensive income for the period 931 2,613 1,682

Variance between 
actual and 

estimate

Depreciation and amortisation expense

Commonwealth grants and contributions

All variances between actual results for 2021 and estimates (original budget) are shown below. Narratives are provided for key major 
variances, which are greater than 10% and $16 million for the statement of comprehensive income, statement of cash flows and 
statement of financial position. The estimates have been restated due to changes in Treasurer's Instructions.
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Note 11 Explanatory statement (continued)

Estimates Actuals
2021 2021

Statement of financial position Note $000 $000 $000
Assets
Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 143,092 128,130 (14,962)
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 30,952 37,057 6,105
Receivables 24,302 27,609 3,307
Inventories 4,497 4,672 175
Other current assets 1 1,076 26,616 25,540

Total current assets 203,919 224,084 20,165
Non-current assets

Restricted cash and cash equivalents 16,680 16,679 (1)
Amounts receivable for services 572,696 570,045 (2,651)
Property, plant and equipment 583,225 578,090 (5,135)
Intangible assets 692 35 (657)
Right-of-use assets 1,832 1,640 (192)
Service concession assets 294,397 294,546 149

Total non-current assets 1,469,522 1,461,035 (8,487)
Total assets 1,673,441 1,685,119 11,678
Liabilities
Current liabilities

Payables 94,825 101,322 6,497
Grant liabilities -  1,255 1,255
Lease liabilities 506 552 46
Employee benefits provisions 186,896 196,704 9,808
Other current liabilities 527 744 217

Total current liabilities 282,754 300,577 17,823
Non-current liabilities

Employee benefits provisions 43,919 46,296 2,377
Lease liabilities 1,385 1,112 (273)

Total non-current liabilities 45,304 47,408 2,104
Total liabilities 328,058 347,985 19,927
Net assets 1,345,383 1,337,134 (8,249)
Equity

Contributed equity 1,191,278 1,181,347 (9,931)
Reserves 87,293 94,163 6,870
Accumulated surplus 66,812 61,624 (5,188)

Total equity 1,345,383 1,337,134 (8,249)

Significant variances between estimates and actuals - statement of financial position

1.

Variance between 
actual and 

estimate

The increase in other current assets is due to a prepayment in June 2021 of RiskCover Fund Contribution for insurance cover 
for the year 2021-22. The estimates projected that this payment was to be made during the first quarter of the insured period.
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Note 11 Explanatory statement (continued)

Estimates Actuals
2021 2021

Statement of cash flows Note $000 $000 $000

Cash flows from State Government
 Contribution by Owners – Capital Appropriations administered
    by Department of Health 44,828 34,867 (9,961)
 Service agreement - Department of Health 1,227,289 1,271,284 43,995
 Service agreement - Mental Health Commission 191,274 193,229 1,955
 Funds received from other state government agencies 39,254 45,861 6,607

Net cash provided by State Government 1,502,645 1,545,241 42,596

Utilised as follows:

Cash flows from operating activities
Payments

 Employee benefits (880,022) (919,345) (39,323)
 Supplies and services (655,895) (685,573) (29,678)
 Finance costs (91) (58) 33

Receipts
 Receipts from customers 42,103 40,493 (1,610)

1,671 476 (1,195)
 Other grants and contributions 1,547 1,484 (63)
 Donations received 159 131 (28)
 Other receipts 43,021 47,356 4,335

Net cash used in operating activities (1,447,507) (1,515,036) (67,529)

Cash flows from investing activities
Payments

 Purchase of non-current assets (61,720) (45,899) 15,821

Receipts
 Proceeds from sale of non-current assets -  10 10

Net cash used in investing activities (61,720) (45,889) 15,831

Cash flows from financing activities
Payments

(688) (444) 244
Net cash used in financing activities (688) (444) 244

(7,270) (16,128) (8,858)
197,994 197,994 -  
190,724 181,866 (8,858)

Variance between 
actual and 

estimate

 Commonwealth grants and contributions

Principal elements of lease payments

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

Total cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period
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Note 11 Explanatory statement (continued)

Estimates Actuals
2021 2021
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Note 11 Explanatory statement (continued)

Actuals Actuals

2021 2020
Statement of comprehensive income Note $000 $000 $000
Expenses

Employee benefits expense 942,742 874,721 68,021
28,879 28,327 552

Contracts for services 328,494 312,723 15,771
Patient support costs 2 240,812 218,780 22,032
Finance costs 58 53 5

43,445 43,054 391
Asset revaluation decrement -  70 (70)
Repairs, maintenance and consumable equipment 28,661 27,033 1,628
Other supplies and services 8,389 7,142 1,247
Cost of sales 3,348 3,193 155
Other expenses 99,217 90,313 8,904

Total cost of services 1,724,045 1,605,409 118,636

Income
Patient charges 44,133 45,453 (1,320)
Other fees for services 763 306 457
Commonwealth grants and contributions 476 100 376
Other grants and contributions 1,483 1,288 195
Donation income 266 225 41
Sale of goods 3,177 2,822 355
Other income and recoveries 46,666 40,959 5,707

Total income other than income from State Government 96,964 91,153 5,811
Net cost of services 1,627,081 1,514,256 112,825
Income from State Government

            - State component 826,326 757,418 68,908
            - Commonwealth component 487,385 464,862 22,523
Mental Health Commission - Service Agreement 193,229 186,722 6,507
Income from other state government agencies 45,861 44,928 933
Resources received 70,023 62,408 7,615

Total income from State Government 1,622,824 1,516,338 106,486

Surplus / (deficit) for the period (4,257) 2,082 (6,339)
Other comprehensive income

Changes in asset revaluation reserve 6,870 8,660 (1,790)
Total other comprehensive income 6,870 8,660 (1,790)

Total comprehensive income for the period 2,613 10,742 (8,129)

Significant variances between 2021 and 2020 actuals - statement of comprehensive income

2. The increase in patient support costs is mainly due to increased operating theatre capacity at Armadale, Bentley and Royal 
Perth hospitals, increased expenditure on drugs due to increased activity for oncology, clinical immunology, inflammatory bowel 
disease, medical day unit procedures, and testing supplies, personal protective equipment and increased pathology services 
due to COVID-19.

All variances between actual results for 2021 and 2020 are shown below. Narratives are provided for key major variances, which are 
greater than 10% and $16 million for the statement of comprehensive income, statement of cash flows and statement of financial 
position.

Variance between 
2021 and 2020 

results

Fees for visiting medical practitioners

Depreciation and amortisation expense
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Note 11 Explanatory statement (continued)

Actuals Actuals

2021 2020
Statement of comprehensive income Note $000 $000 $000
Expenses

Employee benefits expense 942,742 874,721 68,021
28,879 28,327 552

Contracts for services 328,494 312,723 15,771
Patient support costs 2 240,812 218,780 22,032
Finance costs 58 53 5

43,445 43,054 391
Asset revaluation decrement -  70 (70)
Repairs, maintenance and consumable equipment 28,661 27,033 1,628
Other supplies and services 8,389 7,142 1,247
Cost of sales 3,348 3,193 155
Other expenses 99,217 90,313 8,904

Total cost of services 1,724,045 1,605,409 118,636

Income
Patient charges 44,133 45,453 (1,320)
Other fees for services 763 306 457
Commonwealth grants and contributions 476 100 376
Other grants and contributions 1,483 1,288 195
Donation income 266 225 41
Sale of goods 3,177 2,822 355
Other income and recoveries 46,666 40,959 5,707

Total income other than income from State Government 96,964 91,153 5,811
Net cost of services 1,627,081 1,514,256 112,825
Income from State Government

            - State component 826,326 757,418 68,908
            - Commonwealth component 487,385 464,862 22,523
Mental Health Commission - Service Agreement 193,229 186,722 6,507
Income from other state government agencies 45,861 44,928 933
Resources received 70,023 62,408 7,615

Total income from State Government 1,622,824 1,516,338 106,486

Surplus / (deficit) for the period (4,257) 2,082 (6,339)
Other comprehensive income

Changes in asset revaluation reserve 6,870 8,660 (1,790)
Total other comprehensive income 6,870 8,660 (1,790)

Total comprehensive income for the period 2,613 10,742 (8,129)

Significant variances between 2021 and 2020 actuals - statement of comprehensive income

2. The increase in patient support costs is mainly due to increased operating theatre capacity at Armadale, Bentley and Royal 
Perth hospitals, increased expenditure on drugs due to increased activity for oncology, clinical immunology, inflammatory bowel 
disease, medical day unit procedures, and testing supplies, personal protective equipment and increased pathology services 
due to COVID-19.

All variances between actual results for 2021 and 2020 are shown below. Narratives are provided for key major variances, which are 
greater than 10% and $16 million for the statement of comprehensive income, statement of cash flows and statement of financial 
position.

Variance between 
2021 and 2020 

results

Fees for visiting medical practitioners

Depreciation and amortisation expense
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Note 11 Explanatory statement (continued)

Actuals Actuals

2021 2020
Statement of financial position $000 $000 $000
Assets
Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 128,130 154,098 (25,968)
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 37,057 30,952 6,105
Receivables 27,609 23,152 4,457
Inventories 4,672 4,497 175
Other current assets 3 26,616 1,076 25,540

Total current assets 224,084 213,775 10,309
Non-current assets

Restricted cash and cash equivalents 16,679 12,944 3,735
Amounts receivable for services 570,045 527,618 42,427
Property, plant and equipment 578,090 556,888 21,202
Intangible assets 35 425 (390)
Right-of-use assets 1,640 1,989 (349)
Service concession assets 294,546 303,734 (9,188)

Total non-current assets 1,461,035 1,403,598 57,437
Total assets 1,685,119 1,617,373 67,746
Liabilities
Current liabilities

Payables 101,322 95,193 6,129
Grant liabilities 1,255 -  1,255
Lease liabilities 552 535 17
Employee benefits provisions 4 196,704 178,262 18,442
Other current liabilities 744 527 217

Total current liabilities 300,577 274,517 26,060
Non-current liabilities

Employee benefits provisions 4 46,296 41,769 4,527
Lease liabilities 1,112 1,463 (351)

Total non-current liabilities 47,408 43,232 4,176
Total liabilities 347,985 317,749 30,236
Net assets 1,337,134 1,299,624 37,510
Equity

Contributed equity 1,181,347 1,146,450 34,897
Reserves 94,163 87,293 6,870
Accumulated surplus 61,624 65,881 (4,257)

Total equity 1,337,134 1,299,624 37,510

Significant variances between 2021 and 2020 actuals - statement of financial position

3.

4.

The increase in other current assets is due to prepayment in June 2021 of RiskCover Fund Contribution for insurance cover for 
the year 2021-22. The estimates projected that this payment was to be made during the first quarter of the insured period.

The increase in employee benefits provisions is due to increased FTE (full time equivalent)employees, increases in industrial 
award rates and employees taking less leave primarily because of COVID-19. Other factors contributing to the increase include 
the actuarial valuation of the Health Service's employee benefits provisions and the inclusion of long service leave for casual 
employees for the first time as per the requirement to observe provisions in the Long Service Leave Act 1958.

Variance between 
2021 and 2020 

results
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Note 11 Explanatory statement (continued)

Actuals Actuals

2021 2020
Statement of financial position $000 $000 $000
Assets
Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 128,130 154,098 (25,968)
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 37,057 30,952 6,105
Receivables 27,609 23,152 4,457
Inventories 4,672 4,497 175
Other current assets 3 26,616 1,076 25,540

Total current assets 224,084 213,775 10,309
Non-current assets

Restricted cash and cash equivalents 16,679 12,944 3,735
Amounts receivable for services 570,045 527,618 42,427
Property, plant and equipment 578,090 556,888 21,202
Intangible assets 35 425 (390)
Right-of-use assets 1,640 1,989 (349)
Service concession assets 294,546 303,734 (9,188)

Total non-current assets 1,461,035 1,403,598 57,437
Total assets 1,685,119 1,617,373 67,746
Liabilities
Current liabilities

Payables 101,322 95,193 6,129
Grant liabilities 1,255 -  1,255
Lease liabilities 552 535 17
Employee benefits provisions 4 196,704 178,262 18,442
Other current liabilities 744 527 217

Total current liabilities 300,577 274,517 26,060
Non-current liabilities

Employee benefits provisions 4 46,296 41,769 4,527
Lease liabilities 1,112 1,463 (351)

Total non-current liabilities 47,408 43,232 4,176
Total liabilities 347,985 317,749 30,236
Net assets 1,337,134 1,299,624 37,510
Equity

Contributed equity 1,181,347 1,146,450 34,897
Reserves 94,163 87,293 6,870
Accumulated surplus 61,624 65,881 (4,257)

Total equity 1,337,134 1,299,624 37,510

Significant variances between 2021 and 2020 actuals - statement of financial position

3.

4.

The increase in other current assets is due to prepayment in June 2021 of RiskCover Fund Contribution for insurance cover for 
the year 2021-22. The estimates projected that this payment was to be made during the first quarter of the insured period.

The increase in employee benefits provisions is due to increased FTE (full time equivalent)employees, increases in industrial 
award rates and employees taking less leave primarily because of COVID-19. Other factors contributing to the increase include 
the actuarial valuation of the Health Service's employee benefits provisions and the inclusion of long service leave for casual 
employees for the first time as per the requirement to observe provisions in the Long Service Leave Act 1958.

Variance between 
2021 and 2020 

results
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Note 11 Explanatory statement (continued)

Actuals Actuals

2021 2020
Statement of cash flows Note $000 $000 $000

Cash flows from State Government
 Contribution by Owners – Capital Appropriations administered
    by Department of Health 5 34,867 13,212 21,655
 Service agreement - Department of Health 1,271,284 1,176,468 94,816
 Service agreement - Mental Health Commission 193,229 186,722 6,507
 Funds received from other state government agencies 45,861 44,928 933

Net cash provided by State Government 1,545,241 1,421,330 123,911

Utilised as follows:

Cash flows from operating activities
Payments

 Employee benefits (919,345) (857,686) (61,659)
 Supplies and services 6 (685,573) (610,328) (75,245)
 Finance costs (58) (39) (19)

Receipts
 Receipts from customers 40,493 44,091 (3,598)

476 100 376
 Other grants and contributions 1,484 1,288 196
 Donations received 131 223 (92)
 Other receipts 47,356 43,713 3,643

Net cash used in operating activities (1,515,036) (1,378,638) (136,398)

Cash flows from investing activities
Payments

 Purchase of non-current assets 5 (45,899) (18,471) (27,428)

Receipts
 Proceeds from sale of non-current assets 10 177 (167)

Net cash used in investing activities (45,889) (18,294) (27,595)

Cash flows from financing activities
Payments

(444) (713) 269
Net cash used in financing activities (444) (713) 269

(16,128) 23,685 (39,813)

197,994 174,309 23,685
Total cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period 181,866 197,994 (16,128)

Significant variances between 2021 and 2020 actuals - statement of cash flows

5.

6.

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period

The increase in cash expenditure on supplies and services was driven by higher than budgeted activity at the St John of God 
Midland Public Hospital, Kalamunda day procedure unit and increased operating theatre capacity at Armadale, Royal Perth and 
Bentley hospitals. There was increased expenditure on drugs for oncology, clinical immunology, medical day unit, bowel 
disease, ophthalmology, clinical haematology and the purchase of COVID-19 testing supplies and personal protective 
equipment. The Health Service also made an advance payment for the RiskCover fund contribution for insurance cover.

Variance between 
2021 and 2020 

results

 Commonwealth grants and contributions

Principal elements of lease payments

A number of capital projects came online in FY 2020-21.  This resulted in an additional $20 million spent on capital projects 
such as the Royal Perth Hospital Helipad and Intensive Care Unit, the Bentley Health Service Redevelopement program and for 
priority replacement of medical equipment.     
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Note 11 Explanatory statement (continued)

Actuals Actuals

2021 2020
Statement of cash flows Note $000 $000 $000

Cash flows from State Government
 Contribution by Owners – Capital Appropriations administered
    by Department of Health 5 34,867 13,212 21,655
 Service agreement - Department of Health 1,271,284 1,176,468 94,816
 Service agreement - Mental Health Commission 193,229 186,722 6,507
 Funds received from other state government agencies 45,861 44,928 933

Net cash provided by State Government 1,545,241 1,421,330 123,911

Utilised as follows:

Cash flows from operating activities
Payments

 Employee benefits (919,345) (857,686) (61,659)
 Supplies and services 6 (685,573) (610,328) (75,245)
 Finance costs (58) (39) (19)

Receipts
 Receipts from customers 40,493 44,091 (3,598)

476 100 376
 Other grants and contributions 1,484 1,288 196
 Donations received 131 223 (92)
 Other receipts 47,356 43,713 3,643

Net cash used in operating activities (1,515,036) (1,378,638) (136,398)

Cash flows from investing activities
Payments

 Purchase of non-current assets 5 (45,899) (18,471) (27,428)

Receipts
 Proceeds from sale of non-current assets 10 177 (167)

Net cash used in investing activities (45,889) (18,294) (27,595)

Cash flows from financing activities
Payments

(444) (713) 269
Net cash used in financing activities (444) (713) 269

(16,128) 23,685 (39,813)

197,994 174,309 23,685
Total cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period 181,866 197,994 (16,128)

Significant variances between 2021 and 2020 actuals - statement of cash flows

5.

6.

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period

The increase in cash expenditure on supplies and services was driven by higher than budgeted activity at the St John of God 
Midland Public Hospital, Kalamunda day procedure unit and increased operating theatre capacity at Armadale, Royal Perth and 
Bentley hospitals. There was increased expenditure on drugs for oncology, clinical immunology, medical day unit, bowel 
disease, ophthalmology, clinical haematology and the purchase of COVID-19 testing supplies and personal protective 
equipment. The Health Service also made an advance payment for the RiskCover fund contribution for insurance cover.

Variance between 
2021 and 2020 

results

 Commonwealth grants and contributions

Principal elements of lease payments

A number of capital projects came online in FY 2020-21.  This resulted in an additional $20 million spent on capital projects 
such as the Royal Perth Hospital Helipad and Intensive Care Unit, the Bentley Health Service Redevelopement program and for 
priority replacement of medical equipment.     
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Ministerial directives 

Treasurer’s Instructions 903(12) require disclosing 
information on any ministerial directives relevant to 
the setting or achievement of desired outcomes 
or operational objectives, investment activities and 
financing activities. 

Although no ministerial directives were issued 
for EMHS in 2020-21, the Minister for Health’s 
expectations regarding the priorities and 
accountabilities of the EMHS Board are clearly 
outlined in a Statement of Expectation which was 
received in June 2021. In early 2021-22, the EMHS 
Board will release a Statement of Intent in response. 
Both of these documents will be publicly available 
on the EMHS website emhs.health.wa.gov.au/
About-Us/Health-Service-Board. 

The Minister’s Statement of Expectation outlined 
priorities for preparedness and management of the 
COVID-19 pandemic response; an ongoing focus 
on safety and quality; mental health; workforce 
safety, wellbeing and engagement; commitment 
to permanent employment; implementation of 
the recommendations of the SHR: research and 
innovation; implementation of the Government’s 
election commitments; key EMHS workstreams; 
hospital performance targets; Care Opinion; and 
financial performance. 

EMHS continued to progress key Election 
Commitments during 2020-21, which included: 

Innovation Hub: Progress has continued towards 
the establishment of an Innovation Hub at RPH, 
with architects engaged and EMHS consulting with 
potential partners.

Protection of Frontline Staff: Continued commitment 
to addressing violence and aggression through STV 
initiatives including the introduction of body-worn 
cameras for EMHS security staff, the opening of a 
new EMHS centralised Security Unit with enhanced 
CCTV monitoring capabilities covering RPBG and 
AKG and the extension of the RPBG Aggression 
Prevention Clinical Lead, a position initially created 
in June 2020 on an initial six month trial basis.

RPH Medihotel: The RPH Medihotel opened  
on 4 August 2020. 

Medihotel

EMHS opened a new Medihotel – a WA 
Government commitment from the 2017  
election and the first service of its kind in WA. 

The Medihotel provides much needed short-term 
accommodation for people who have finished their 
hospital stay and are waiting for transport home,  
or for people who need to visit the hospital for  
an appointment, procedure or test.

Located onsite at RPH, the Medihotel has four 
private patient rooms, each with a bathroom and 
access to a communal kitchenette and lounge area.

During the first stage of opening, the Medihotel 
primarily serviced patients from country areas who 
were attending RPH for appointments or having 
simple procedures.

In subsequent stages, it will be used for in-reach 
services to provide clinical interventions while 
patients are in the comfort of the Medihotel.
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Pricing policy 

The EMHS charges for goods and services 
rendered on a partial or full cost recovery basis and 
complies with the Health Insurance Act 1973, the 
Addendum to National Health Reform Agreement 
(NHRA) 20-25, the HSA 2016, and the WA Health 
Funding and Purchasing Guideline 2016-17. 
These fees and charges are determined though 
the WA Health Costing and Pricing authorities and 
approved by the Minister for Health.  

Guidelines for rules in relation to fees and charges 
are outlined in the WA Health Fees and Charges 
Manual. This is a mandatory document in the  
WA Health Financial Management Policy 
Framework and binding to all HSPs under the  
HSA 2016. The current list of fees and charges 
were Gazetted on 26 July 2021 and published in 
the WA Fees and Charges Manual on 27 July 2021.

Summary of board and committee remuneration

The total annual remuneration for each EMHS State Government board or committee (i.e. EMHS boards  
and committees where members may receive a sitting fee) is listed in the following table. For full EMHS  
board or committee details, please see page 188.

EMHS board / committee Total  
remuneration ($)

EMHS Board 474,532

RPH Animal Ethics Committee 15,072

RPH Human Research Ethics Committee 18,530

AKG Consumer Advisory Committee (CAC) 4152

BHS CAC 1400

RPH CAC 3010

RPBG Integrated Lived Experience Advisory Group (LEAG) 5613

Aboriginal Health Community Advisory Council 1855

Aboriginal Cultural Security Working Group 1276

Aboriginal Workforce Working Group 945

Swan, Hills and Midland Aboriginal Health Community Advisory Group (AHCAG) 1977

AKG AHCAG 5001

BHS AHCAG 2728

RPH and Inner City AHCAG 5307

Indemnity insurance 
In 2020-21, the amount of the insurance 
premium paid to indemnify directors of the 
EMHS Board (with ‘director’ defined as per 
Part 3 of the Statutory Corporations (Liability of 
Directors) Act 1996) against a liability incurred 
under sections 13 or 14 of that Act was 
$67,133.00 (including GST).
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Capital works

Incomplete capital works (as at 30 June 2021)

Capital works
Expected period  
of completion

Estimated cost  
to complete ($000)

Estimated total cost  
in 2019-20 ($000)

Estimated total cost  
in 2020-21 ($000)

Estimated total  
cost variation ($000)

BHS redevelopment 30/06/2022 7,254 7,254                    7,254 0

EMHS fire safety upgrades  30/06/2023 7,000 7,000                    7,000 0

RPH Intensive Care Unit    30/06/2022 30,243 22,685                 30,243 -7,558

RPH Aseptic Unit 30/06/2023 4,760 4,140                    4,760 -620

RPH Mental Health Observation Area  30/06/2022 11,785 11,785                 11,785 0

Emergency capital works 30/06/2022 1,769 -                      1,769 -1,769

KH palliative care services 30/06/2023 9,500 -                      9,500 -9,500

Mental Health Transition Unit    30/06/2022 4,670 -                     4,670 -4,670

RPH fire risk    30/06/2024 9,962 9,962                    9,962 0

RPH Innovation Hub 30/06/2023 10,640 -                   10,640 -10,640

RPH helipad    30/06/2022 10,075 9,500                 10,075 -575

RPH redevelopment stage 1    30/06/2022 20,289 19,500                 20,289 -789

SJGMPH cladding 30/06/2022 1,838 -                      1,838 -1,838

SJGMPH Mental Health Emergency Centre (MHEC)   30/06/2023 6,021 6,000                    6,021 -21

COVID-19 medical equipment 30/06/2022 341 -                         341 -341

Capital works completed in 2020-21

Capital works Total cost ($000) Estimated total cost 
2019-20 ($000)

Total cost variation  
($000)

RPH Medihotel                       1,811 3,035 1,224

RPH cladding                           378 460 82

Stop the Violence                        1,419 1,420 1

The EMHS has made a substantial investment in the improvement and development of its infrastructure during 2020-21.
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Expenditure on advertising

In 2020-21, in accordance with section 175Z of the Electoral Act 1907,  
the EMHS incurred a total advertising expenditure of $174.00.

Expenditure Organisation Amount ($) Total ($)

Advertising Initiative Media Australia 174.00 174.00

Market research 0 0

Polling 0 0

Direct mail 0 0

Media advertising 0 0

Total 174.00

WA Government purchasing cards can be issued by the EMHS to employees  
where their functions warrant usage of this facility. 

These credit cards are not to be used for personal (unauthorised) purposes  
(i.e. a purpose that is not directly related to performing functions for the agency). 
All credit card purchases are reviewed by someone other than the cardholder to 
monitor compliance. If during a review it is determined that the credit card was 
used for unauthorised purchases, written notice must be given to the cardholder 
and the EMHS Board. 

The EMHS had six instances (total amount of $4589) where a purchasing  
card was used for personal purposes in 2020-21. A review of these transactions 
confirmed they were immaterial and the result of genuine and honest mistakes, 
and no further action was deemed necessary as prompt notification and full 
restitution was made by the individuals concerned. These were not referred  
for disciplinary action. 

Within the period of 1 July 2020 to 30 June 2021:

Total

Instances of use for personal purposes 6

Aggregate amount of personal use expenditure $4589

Aggregate amount of personal use expenditure settled by a due date $887

Aggregate amount of personal use expenditure settled after the due date $3702

Aggregate amount of personal use expenditure remaining unpaid at end  
of financial year 

$0

Number of referrals for disciplinary action instigated by notifiable authority 0

Unauthorised use of credit cards
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Substantive equality

While committed to the principle of equal 
opportunity, the EMHS recognises that not 
everybody starts off on an equal footing and that 
sometimes the policies and processes we have in 
place can inadvertently discriminate against certain 
groups within our community, denying them the 
same opportunities as others.

Substantive equality initiatives and policies seek 
to redress this imbalance. They are designed to 
‘even the playing field’ for minority groups such 
Aboriginal communities and people from culturally 
and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

Both the DoH and the EMHS have comprehensive 
policy frameworks in place to help bring about 
greater equality in outcomes for all staff and patients. 
You can learn more about one of these – the  
EMHS Multicultural Plan 2021-23 – on page 32, while 
further examples of initiatives that were undertaken 
or progressed in 2020-21, are as follows.

Diversity
The need for a Gender Diversity Service (GDS) for 
WA has been widely acknowledged. Back in 2015, 
the Western Australian Mental Health, Alcohol and 
Other Drug Services Plan 2015-25 described the 
need as urgent. 

During 2020, the EMHS facilitated and finalised a 
GDS Model for adults and submitted a request to  
the DoH to have the model formalised as a 
Statewide service. The DoH indicated that it 
supported the proposed service in principle and 
would consider it as part of its Clinical Services 
Framework refresh process.

The initial phase of the service proposed  
by the EMHS would provide:

• comprehensive consultation, assessment  
and care for adults experiencing gender 
diversity issues;

• information and guidance on gender diversity 
issues;

• clinical services including sexual health (for 
hormone therapy initiation and management, 
sexually transmitted infection testing and 
nursing support); 

• psychiatry and clinical psychology  
counselling and support; and

• speech pathology (voice services).

Aboriginal communities
Through the Aboriginal Health Impact Statement 
and Declaration process, the EMHS ensures the 
needs, interests of – and potential impacts on – 
Aboriginal clients and employees are considered 
and appropriately incorporated when developing a 
new or revised policy, strategy, program, practice, 
procedure, or health initiative.

In 2020-21, the EMHS continued to strive for 
substantive equality for WA’s Aboriginal population 
by progressing, or embarking on, a range of 
targeted initiatives that included:

 • Aboriginal consumers and employees 
consulted on 60 EMHS documents/services 
and 27 Impact Statement Declarations (ISDs) 
that were subsequently endorsed. These 
consultations involved members, Aboriginal 
employees and teams.
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• Development of an Aboriginal employment 
register in consultation with Aboriginal staff 
and community members. The register was 
launched on the WA Health Jobs Board in 
December 2020 and was designed to help 
boost employment of Aboriginal jobseekers 
within the EMHS by providing a direct link for 
managers and a pool of Aboriginal candidates  
for positions as they arose. 

 By joining the register, jobseekers could  
be appointed to vacant positions for periods 
of up to six months after which, should they 
wish to continue in the role, they would need 
to apply via the standard application process. 
Experience in the role and support initiatives 
were expected to enhance their prospects  
of securing permanent employment.

• Placements for Aboriginal students at RPH, 
resulting from a partnership with Aboriginal 
training organisation, Marr Mooditj. The 
placements enabled the students to transition 
to employment as graduate Enrolled Nurses 
and led to the appointment of seven Aboriginal 
enrolled nurses in 2021.

• A program designed to empower the EMHS 
staff to provide culturally appropriate healthcare 
and support to Aboriginal patients and 
families, was launched in November 2020. 
The Kadadjiny Marr (Helping Me Helping You) 
initiative is a peer-support program involving 
a group consisting of Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal individuals across the EMHS. 
Members of the group assist colleagues and 
teams to create supportive and understanding 
environments for Aboriginal clients. They also 
support colleagues who are working with 
Aboriginal clients to help improve cultural 
knowledge and improve health outcomes.

• An Aboriginal Workforce Strategy was 
developed in March 2021 to enhance 
Aboriginal representation within the EMHS 
workforce through a focus on:

 improving Aboriginal diversity and inclusion;
 building an inclusive and safe workplace;
 attracting and recruiting a diverse Aboriginal 

workforce; and
 developing, supporting and retaining  

a skilled Aboriginal workforce.
• Work started on the development of an 

Aboriginal Training and Employment  
Program. The intent of the program is to 
identify suitable entry-level roles to provide 

employment opportunities for Aboriginal job 
seekers. It involves upskilling and training to 
ensure candidates are job ready and have the 
necessary skills to meet hospital and patient 
needs.

• Aboriginal workforce vignettes were developed 
in collaboration with the DoH, EMHS and other 
HSPs. The vignettes will be used to promote 
careers in health to Aboriginal jobseekers  
and students. 

• Through 2020-21, the Aboriginal Workforce 
Engagement Group – made up of more than 
100 Aboriginal staff members – continued to 
keep EMHS’ Aboriginal workforce updated and 
informed on issues about employment, training, 
leadership opportunities, policy consultations 
and wellbeing resources.

• An Aboriginal workforce wellbeing session  
was held in November 2020 that looked at 
self-care and wellbeing strategies for Aboriginal 
staff. It was developed following an audit to 
support Aboriginal wellbeing.

Since EMHS was established, Aboriginal 
consumers and employees have consulted on a 
total of 191 EMHS documents/services and 70 
ISDs – that were subsequently endorsed.
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The EMHS is committed to ensuring that people 
with a disability, as well as their families and carers, 
have the same opportunities as others to access 
the EMHS services, facilities and information.

The EMHS Disability Access and Inclusion Plan 
2017-22 (DAIP) outlines the EMHS strategies for 
meeting seven desired disability outcome areas that 
were identified in the Disability Service Act 1993. 

Throughout 2020-21, a range of developments  
helped improve outcomes for consumers with  
a disability.

General services and events

Outcome one: People with disability have the same 
opportunities as other people to access the services 
of, and any events organised by a public authority.

The ability of elderly and disabled visitors to access 
BHS was made easier in 2020-21 by the creation 
of six additional parking bays. Provided in response 
to consumer feedback, the bays were conveniently 
located in front the main hospital block reception for 
elective surgery, maternity and post-operative short-
stay rehabilitation. The bays, which had previously 
been reserved for hospital executives and visiting 
medical staff, significantly enhanced consumer 
access to the service.

Disability access and inclusion

Buildings and facilities

Outcome two: People with disability have the same 
opportunities as other people to access the buildings 
and other facilities of a public authority.

A range of improvements were made at AHS 
during 2020-21 to make it easier for people with 
a disability to access its facilities. These included 
touchless control ED ambulance bays, automatic 
doors in the medical assessment unit and short-
stay ward, touchless entrances at the Canning  
and Hughes buildings, and renewal of all markings 
and signage for disabled parking bays.

RPBG is also looking at reinstating a shuttle service 
at its RPH campus to make it easier for patients 
who might otherwise have long distances to travel 
across the campus to get to their appointments. 
Quotes for suitable vehicles have been obtained 
and the Consumer Advisory Committee is 
developing a Business Plan.

Information and communication

Outcome three: People with disability receive 
information from a public authority in a format that 
will enable them to access the information as readily 
as other people are able to access it.

Every staff member has a responsibility to ensure 
that any service delivered is accessible and inclusive 

of staff and patients with a disability. In December 
2020 a disability hub page was developed which 
provides resources that help staff meet this 
obligation. It includes guidelines, information  
sheets, tips, contacts and a five-minute education 
on the DAIP. 

Quality of service
Outcome four: People with disability receive the  
same level and quality of service from the staff  
of a public authority as other people receive from  
the staff of that public authority.

During 2020-21 the RPBG Breast and Cardiology 
Clinics, as well as the Radiology Department, 
engaged with the DAIP Committee and the Diversity 
and High-Risk Groups Committee regarding the 
dissemination of consumer-facing signs, symbols, 
acknowledgments and resources for patients who 
have a disability (especially non-English speaking). 

The National Health Award-winning concept  
of five slides in under five minutes education 
vignettes, developed by RPBG, covered disability 
access and inclusion for staff. In August 2020 this 
resource was made available on the site hub page 
for ease of staff access.
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Complaints and safeguarding

Outcome five: People with a disability have the  
same opportunities as other people to make 
complaints to a public authority.

The EMHS Consumer Engagement Units are 
usually the first point of contact for complainants. 
The Units strive to provide timely resolution of 
issues.

At RPBG, fewer disability-related complaints were 
received during 2020-21 than in the previous year 
and related to a narrower range of issues. Most 
complaints related to parking. This is likely due 
to increased demand for parking resulting from 
reduced use of public transport during the year; 
significant building works on the RPH site; and 
disruptive roadworks nearby.

In most instances, complaints were resolved,  
or a compromise was reached. 

In another development, as part of RPBG’s policy, 
patients’ rights and responsibilities now have a 
dedicated and permanent noticeboard space. 

Consultation and engagement 

Outcome six: People with disability have the same 
opportunities as other people to participate in any 
public consultation by a public authority.

As part of a review of outpatient facilities,  
RPBG took a novel approach to engaging  
with consumers on how to make it easier  
for them to find and access outpatient clinics, 
by holding an Amazing Consumer Race.

Four consumers were recruited to take 
part in the race, with each given four clues 
(standard clinic appointment letters) and the 
mission of finding assigned pitstops (clinics). 
The participants were also provided with props 
and encouraged to consider the perspective of 
patients with different needs.

Starting points were four key arrival points  
(bus stops, a car park entrance and a patient  
drop-off area). Participants were asked to 
document how long it took them to find the 
clinic, what they found most helpful in finding it 
and any challenges they encountered. A project 
staff member also accompanied the racers, to 
record their thoughts. The exercise provided 
helpful insights into obstacles faced and potential 
solutions.

RPBG also now has a dedicated email address  
to which staff and consumers can direct queries or 
concerns relating to disability access and inclusion, 
or share disability access and inclusion changes or 
achievements: RPBG.DisabilityAccessInclusion@
health.wa.gov.au 
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EMHS continues to implement an Electronic 
Document Records Management System (EDRMS) 
across all EMHS sites in line with the EMHS 
Recordkeeping Plan.

An EMHS Corporate Recordkeeping Committee 
was established in 2020, with responsibility for 
developing and recommending requirements to 
ensure EMHS maintains compliant and consistent 
recordkeeping for corporate records. A review of 
corporate recordkeeping policies and procedures 
was undertaken, including an assessment of 
training needs for staff in corporate recordkeeping in 
a bid to raise awareness of legislative requirements 
and compliance.  

The Committee continues to meet on a quarterly 
basis to discuss future rollout areas of the 
EDRMS and the strategic direction of corporate 
recordkeeping across EMHS. The Committee report 
to EMHS AEG on a periodic basis.

The EMHS is currently developing a broader 
strategy on corporate records, to establish 
principles for EMHS to ensure all of its records can 
be relied upon and trusted. It will also outline several 
objectives that EMHS must consider and achieve in 
order to manage records in an effective and efficient 
manner and in accordance with the State Records 
Act 2000.

Recordkeeping 

Employment people and culture

Outcome seven: People with a disability have the 
same opportunities as other people to obtain and 
maintain employment with a public authority.

The EMHS staff recruitment strategies for people  
with a disability now incorporate equity and  
diversity principles. They also provide guidance  
to management on how to deal with non-work-
related injuries or health conditions.

The findings of a staff survey has provided  
more than ‘known-to-employer’ numbers  
of staff declaring they had a disability.
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Freedom of information

KH
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Click site to link to site's FoI details 
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The WA Freedom of Information Act 1992  
(FOI 1992) gives all Western Australians a  
right of access to information held by the EMHS. 

Access to information can be made through a 
Freedom of Information (FOI) application which 
should be addressed to the FOI Office at the 
appropriate EMHS site. FOI applications can  

be granted full access, partial access or access 
may be refused in accordance with the FOI 1992. 
Note: please see page 185 for site contact details. 

In the 2020-21 financial year, the EMHS received  
3445 new applications under FOI legislation.  

  

AHS

Non-personal 
applications

Personal 
application

Personal 
amendment

Swan Districts Hospital 

Non-personal 
applications

Personal 
application

Swan District Hospital (SDH) records –  
general (applications via AHS)

94 3519 7 90
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Site contact details

Royal Perth Bentley Group (RPBG) Armadale Kalamunda Group (AKG) St John of God Health Care (SJGHC)

Royal Perth Hospital
Address
Victoria Square
Perth WA 6000

Postal address
GPO Box X2213
Perth WA 6847

Telephone (08) 9224 2244
Fax (08) 9224 3511
rph.health.wa.gov.au  

Bentley Health Service
Address
18 – 56 Mills Street
Bentley WA 6102

Postal address
PO Box 158
Bentley WA 6982

Telephone (08) 9416 3666
Fax (08) 9416 3711
bhs.health.wa.gov.au

Armadale Health Service
Address
3056 Albany Highway
Mount Nasura WA 6112

Postal address
PO Box 460
Armadale WA 6992

Telephone (08) 9391 2000
Fax (08) 9391 2149
ahs.health.wa.gov.au
 
Kalamunda Hospital
Address
Elizabeth Street
Kalamunda WA 6076

Postal address
PO Box 243
Kalamunda WA 6926

Telephone (08) 9257 8100
Fax (08) 9293 2488
 

St John of God Midland Public Hospital
Address
1 Clayton Street
Midland WA 6056

Postal address
GPO Box 1254
Midland WA 6936

Telephone (08) 9462 4000
Fax (08) 9462 4050
Email info.midland@sjog.org.au
sjog.org.au/midland

St John of God Mt Lawley (contracted services)
Address
Corner Ellesmere Rd and Thirlmere Road
Mt Lawley 6050

Postal address
Thirlmere Road
Mt Lawley 6050

Telephone (08) 9370 9222
Fax (08) 9272 1229
Email info.mtlawley@sjog.org.au
sjog.org.au/mtlawley
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Acronyms index

Acronym In full

ACEM Australasian College of Emergency Medicine 

AEG Area Executive Group 

AHCAG Aboriginal Health Community Advisory Group

AHPRA Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency

AHS Armadale Health Service

AKG Armadale Kalamunda Group

AMI Acute Myocardial Infarction

ATS Australasian Triage Scale

BHS Bentley Health Service

CAC Consumer Advisory Committee

CAG Consumer Advisory Group

CAHS Child and Adolescent Health Service

CCC Corruption and Crime Commission

CCTV Closed Circuit Television

CE Chief Executive

DAIP Disability Access and Inclusion Plan

DDI Data and Digital Innovation

DG Director General

DoH Department of Health

ED Emergency Department

EMHS East Metropolitan Health Service

EMyU East Metropolitan Youth Unit

ENT Ear Nose and Throat

ESWL Elective Surgery Waitlist

Acronym In full

FDV Family and Domestic Violence

FNoF Fractured Neck of Femur

FoI Freedom of Information

FSH Fiona Stanley Hospital

FTE Full Time Equivalent

GID Government Insurance Division

HIVE Health In a Virtual Environment

HR Human Resources

HSA Health Services Act 2016

HSP Health Service Provider

HSS Health Support Services

HTMU Health Technology Management Unit

ICT Information and Communication Technology

ICU Intensive Care Unit

IM Injury Management 

IV Intravenous

KH Kalamunda Hospital 

KPI Key Performance Indicator

LAMP Leadership and Management Program

LEAG Lived Experience Advisory Group

LMS Learning Management System

LTI/D Lost Time Injury and Disease

M&M Morbidity and Mortality

MHC Mental Health Commission
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Acronym In full

MHU Mental Health Unit

NHMRC National Health and Medical Research Council 

OAG Office of the Auditor General

OBM Outcome Based Management

OOA Occasions of Access

OOS Occasions of Service

PID Public Interest Disclosure

PPE Personal Protective Equipment

PPP Public Private Partnership

PSC Public Sector Commission

QR Quick Response

RCA Root Cause Analysis

RPBG Royal Perth Bentley Group

RPH Royal Perth Hospital

SAC Severity Assessment Code

SAP Strategic Asset Plan

SHR Sustainable Health Review

SJGHC St John of God Health Care

SJGML St John of God Mount Lawley

SJGMPH St John of God Midland Public Hospital

STV Stop the Violence

UWA University of Western Australia

WA Western Australia

WAU Weighted Activity Unit

Acronym In full

WEAT WA Emergency Access Target

WEST WA Elective Services Target

WHS Work Health and Safety
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Board and committee remuneration

Position Name
Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)*

Board Chair Ian Smith Sessional 12 months 83,205

Deputy Chair Debra Zanella Sessional 11 months 40,808

Member Ross Keesing Sessional 12 months 45,762

Member Kingsley Faulkner Sessional 12 months 45,762

Member Denise Glennon Sessional 12 months 45,762

Member Amanda Gadsdon Sessional 12 months 45,762

Member Laura Colvin Sessional 12 months 45,762

Member Peter Forbes Sessional 12 months 45,762

Member Pia Turcinov Sessional 12 months 44,266

Member Melissa Parke Sessional 7 months 25,521

Member Richard Guit Sessional 2 months 6160

TOTAL 474,532

*Includes superannuation

 

Position Name*
Type of 
remuneration**

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)

Chair Member 1 Sessional        12 months 10,472

Executive 
Officer

Member 2 n/a 12 months n/a

Category A (vet) Member 3 Per meeting 12 months 600

Category A (vet) Member 4 Per meeting 12 months 800

Category B 
(animal based 
research)

Member 5 n/a 12 months n/a

Category B 
(animal based 
research)

Member 6 Per meeting 12 months 800

Category C 
(animal welfare)

Member 7 Per meeting 12 months 800

Category D 
(community)

Member 8 Per meeting 12 months 800

Category D 
(community)

Member 9 Per meeting 12 months 800

TOTAL 15,072

*personal details suppressed with permission from the Minister for Health
**n/a = WA Health employee, not eligible for payment

 

EMHS Board RPH Animal Ethics Committee
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Position Name
Type of 
remuneration*

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)

Chair Frank van Bockxmeer Sessional        12 months 15,323

Acting Chair Hamish Milne Sessional        12 months 3207

Lay person (M) Hamish Milne n/a      12 months n/a      

Lay person (F) Helen Walsh n/a     12 months n/a     

Lay person (F) Grace Moro n/a     12 months n/a     

Professional  
Care Member

Wayne Epton n/a     12 months n/a     

Professional  
Care Member

Tonia Naylor n/a      4 months n/a      

Professional  
Care Member

Jonathon Burcham n/a     7 months n/a     

Pastoral Care Michael Hertz n/a     12 months n/a     

Lawyer Stephen Sparkes n/a     12 months n/a     

Lawyer Melanie Binet n/a      6 months n/a      

Lawyer Elizabeth Maynard n/a     4 months n/a     

Medical Research Ramin Gharbi n/a     12 months n/a     

Medical Research Dieter Weber n/a     12 months n/a     

Medical Research Jenny McCloskey n/a      4 months n/a      

Medical Research Richard Herrmann n/a     8 months n/a     

Medical Research Janice Fogarty n/a     12 months n/a     

Medical Research Xavier Fiorilla n/a     12 months n/a     

Medical Research Stephen MacDonald n/a    7 months n/a    

TOTAL 18,530

*n/a = aside from the Chair, HREC members do not receive payment

 

Position Name
Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)

Chair Dorothy Harrison Per meeting        12 months 3220

Member Julie Hoey Per meeting        12 months 361

Member Sheryl Little Per meeting       12 months 571

TOTAL 4152

 

Position Name
Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)

Member Barbara Hislop Per meeting        12 months 420

Member Jaskaranbir Kaur Per meeting        5 months 0

Member Karen Collinson 
(Tambree)

Per meeting 12 months 420

Member Linda Beresford Per meeting 4 months 140

Member Philip Lim Per meeting       12 months 420

TOTAL 1400

RPH Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) AKG Consumer Advisory Committee

BHS Consumer Advisory Committee

Please note: Community members are paid in accordance with the Health Consumers’ Council 
Consumer Participation Policy. Total remuneration may include payments for participation other than 
committee meetings
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Position Name
Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)

Chair Robert McCormack Per meeting        12 months 420

Chair Peter Grocott Per meeting        12 months 490

Member Alluru Siri Per meeting        8 months 0

Member Greg Swensen Per meeting        12 months 490

Member Joanne Treacy Per meeting        12 months 490

Member Josham Thomas Per meeting        2 months 0

Member Judy Fetzer Per meeting        8 months 0

Member Maureen Meixner Per meeting        1 month 0

Member Nigel Hanwell Per meeting        4 months 280

Member Patricia Canning Per meeting        7 months 0

Member Patricia Clark Per meeting        2 months 140

Member Peter Evans Per meeting        1 month 70

Member Warren Lance Per meeting        12 month 490

Member Barbara Hislop Per meeting        1 month 70

Member Karen Tambree Per meeting       1 month 70

TOTAL 3010

 

Position Name
Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)

Member Ann Barber Per meeting        3 months 210

Member Bruce Forster Per meeting        3 months 210

Member Christina Sorbilli-
Negovetic

Per meeting        4 months 280

Member Derek Haddon-Peters Per meeting        2 months 140

Member Janine Mans Per meeting        10 months 682

Member Lauren Cole Per meeting        3 months 210

Member Lorenzo Martinez Per meeting        9 months 577

Member Louise Wilson Per meeting        4 months 280

Member Phillip Moncrieff Per meeting        5 months 350

Member Robert Wood Per meeting        1 month 35

Member Ron Deng Per meeting        8 months 525

Member Member* Per meeting       7 months 472

Member Tegan Leahy Per meeting        3 months 192

Member Yvonne Winmar Per meeting        5 months 332

Member Emily Winterburn Per meeting        2 months 122

Member Jodi Nicholas Per meeting        4 months 262

Member Joshua O’Donnell Per meeting        2 months 122

Member Juanita Koeijers Per meeting        3 months 210

Member Julienne Smout Per meeting        6 months 402

TOTAL 5613

 

RPH Consumer Advisory Committee RPBG Lived Experience Advisory Group (LEAG)

*personal details suppressed with permission from the Minister for Health
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Position Name
Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)

Member Brenda Greenfield Per meeting        6 months 280

Member Leon Hayward Per meeting        6 months 140

Member Roseanne Michael Per meeting        6 months 140

Member Delson Stokes Per meeting        6 months 280

Member Barbara McGillivray Per meeting        6 months 315

Member Jennifer Bonney Per meeting        6 months 175

Member Kerry Thorne Per meeting        6 months 175

Member Darryl Indich Per meeting        6 months 175

Member Lester Morrison Per meeting        6 months 175

TOTAL 1855

 

Position Name
Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)

Member Brenda Greenfield Per meeting        not specified 105

Member Leon Hayward Per meeting        not specified 490

Member Roseanne Michael Per meeting        not specified 157

Member Delson Stokes Per meeting        not specified 157

Member Barbara McGillivray Per meeting        not specified 52

Member Jennifer Bonney Per meeting        not specified 175

Member Kerry Thorne Per meeting        not specified 140

TOTAL 1276

 

Aboriginal Health Community Advisory Council

Aboriginal Cultural Security Working Group

Position Name
Type of 
remuneration*

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)

Member Barbara McGillivray Per meeting        12 months        210

Member Kerry Thorne Per meeting        12 months        245

Member Tammy Bennell-Yarran Per meeting        12 months        140

Member Yolande Yarran-Ward Per meeting        6 months        70

Member Victor Ronan Per meeting        6 months        70

Member Gail Wynne Per meeting        1 month        105

Member Chelsea Bell Per meeting        6 months        0

Member Delson Stokes Per meeting        1 month        105

Member Tramaine Dukes n/a 12 months        n/a

Member Anette Smith n/a 12 months n/a

Member Ken Nicholls n/a 12 months n/a

Member Daisy Sach-Jones n/a 12 months n/a

Member Christine Parry n/a 12 months n/a

Member Michael Morton n/a 12 months n/a

Member Linda Cresdee n/a 12 months n/a

TOTAL 945

Aboriginal Workforce Working Group

 *n/a = WA Health employee, not eligible for payment
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Position Name
Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)

Chair Rex Bellotti Per meeting        2 months 175

Vice Clive Hayden Per meeting        2 months 175

Former Chair Leon Hayward Per meeting        12 months 367

Former Vice Delson Stokes Per meeting        12 months 542

Member Raelene Hayward Per meeting        12 months 455

Member Victor Ronan Per meeting        12 months 700

Member Wendy Hayden Per meeting        2 months 297

Member Fred Penny Per meeting        6 months 70

Member Lester Morrison Per meeting        5 months 315

Member Eunice Bynder Per meeting        12 month 157

Member Mason Nicholson Per meeting        1 months 122

Member Elizabeth Bellotti Per meeting       2 months 175

Member Mort Hansen Per meeting        2 months 175

Member Lila Charmaine Pell Per meeting        2 months 175

Member Dennis Johns Per meeting        2 months 175

Member Robert Johns Per meeting        2 months 175

Member Clive Hayden Per meeting        2 months 175

Member Vivienne Hansen Per meeting       2 months 175

Member Ian Taylor Per meeting       6 months 87

Member Madge Hill Per meeting        6 months 87

Member Tammy Bennell Per meeting        12 months 227

TOTAL 5001

 

AKG Aboriginal Health Community Advisory Group

Position Name
Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)

Member Joan Lyndon Per meeting        6 months 140

Member Charon Ryder Per meeting        6 months 140

Member Chelsea Bell Per meeting        6 months 140

Member Doreen Creed Per meeting        12 months 612

Member John Kalin Per meeting        6 months 140

Member Darryl Indich Per meeting        12 months 245

Member Donelle Merritt Per meeting        1 month 140

Member Lisa Morrison Per meeting        1 month 280

Member Darren Kelly Per meeting        1 month 140

TOTAL 1977

Swan, Hills and Midland Aboriginal Health Community Advisory Group
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Position Name
Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)

Current Chair Jennifer Bonney Per meeting        12 months 612

Former Chair / 
Current Vice

Barbara McGillivray Per meeting        12 months 691

Former Vice Roseanne Michael Per meeting        12 months 140

Member Shirley Lumai Per meeting        6 months 227

Member Valerina Dorizzi Per meeting        12 months 612

Member Vicky Blurton Per meeting       12 months 332

Member Chris McGibbon Per meeting        12 months 577

Member Shirley Thorne Per meeting        12 months 472

Member Rex Wright Per meeting        12 months 385

Member Tania Harris Per meeting       12 months 245

Member Amanda Barber Per meeting        3 months 105

Member Gail Wynne Per meeting        12 months 682

Member Graham Blacklock Per meeting       6 months 227

TOTAL 5307

RPH and Inner City Aboriginal Health Community Advisory Group

Position Name
Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership 
in 2020-21 

Total  
remuneration  
for 2020-21($)

Chair Joanne Hayward Per meeting        12 months 280

Former Chair Brenda Greenfield Per meeting        12 months 647

Vice Chair Kerry Thorne Per meeting        12 months 647

Member Dorothy Winmar Per meeting        12 months 647

Member Shirley Voss Per meeting        12 months 420

Member Penina Chadd Per meeting        12 months 87

TOTAL 2728

BHS Aboriginal Health Community Advisory Group
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Within Western Australia, the term Aboriginal is used in preference to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, in recognition that Aboriginal 
people are the original inhabitants of Western Australia. No disrespect is intended to our Torres Strait Islander colleagues and community.

FEEDBACK AND ACCESSIBILITY

Thank you for reading our EMHS Annual Report 2020-21. We invite you to contact us to provide feedback on the report,  
or if you would like additional information about EMHS. For accessibility this document is available in other formats upon request.

EMHS would like to acknowledge all of the staff who have contributed to the compilation of this report.
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